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Abstract
We present the activities of the “New Physics” working group for the “Physics at TeV Colliders"
workshop (Les Houches, France, 3–21 June, 2013). Our report includes new computational
tool developments, studies of the implications of the Higgs boson discovery on new physics,
important signatures for searches for natural new physics at the LHC, new studies of flavour
aspects of new physics, and assessments of the interplay between direct dark matter searches
and the LHC.
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Introduction
G. Brooijmans, R. Contino, B. Fuks, F. Moortgat, P. Richardson, S. Sekmen, A. Weiler
This document is the report of the New Physics session of the 2013 Les Houches Work-
shop “Physics at TeV Colliders”. The discovery of a Higgs boson in the first run of the Large
Hadron Collider (LHC) has led to a substantial refocusing of the searches for new physics.
As a consequence, the leading search areas now lie in the investigation of deviations from the
Standard Model predictions in Higgs boson production and decay, as well as in the probe of
so-called “natural” models in which new physics eliminates, or at the very least attenuates,
the hierarchy problem introduced by the existence of a Higgs boson at the electroweak scale.
During the workshop, which brings together theorists and experimenters, a substantial number
of ideas around these topics were discussed, and for a number of these in-depth studies were
initiated. This report describes the results of those studies.
A first section presents progress specific to the software tools crucial in predicting Higgs
boson properties in various models. The first contribution details new ingredients to HDECAY,
a widely used program allowing one to calculate Higgs boson decay widths and branching ratios
both in and beyond the Standard Model. The two other contributions in the “Tools” section of
this document introduce packages dedicated to the computation of Higgs boson properties in
an effective Lagrangian approach for the introduction of new physics effects, as well as in the
specific case of the Next-to-Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model.
The second section of this report shows various examples of how to use the existence of
the Higgs boson to probe new physics. Its first contribution weighs the relative importance of
experimental and theoretical uncertainties in extracting the Higgs boson couplings to Standard
Model particles. The next three contributions exploit single-Higgs production: the first of these
addresses a way to assess the custodial symmetry and CP properties primarily in the HWW
and HZZ vertices, the second one investigates a possible measurement of the contributions
of longitudinal and transverse vector boson polarizations in Higgs boson production via vector
boson fusion, and the third one analyzes the tt¯H coupling. Next, three studies focus on Higgs-
boson pair production: the first of these assumes a non-resonant scenario, whereas the second
and third ones postulate a resonant production channel in the vector boson fusion mode. The
last contribution in this section re-examines constraints on triple gauge couplings obtained at
the LEP collider in a form that can be readily combined with direct Higgs boson results.
In the third section, multiple “natural” models of new physics are studied. Vector-like
quarks are predicted in many new physics scenarios, and the first contribution in this section
sets up three simplified models that encapsulate all the relevant vector-like quark phenomenol-
ogy for the LHC. A second contribution studies the phenomenology of vector resonances in
composite Higgs theories, converging on a simple benchmark model for searches at colliders.
The other three contributions examine specific supersymmetric (SUSY) scenarios. One inves-
tigates monotop signatures for cases where sparticle masses are close to the electroweak scale,
but have escaped detection because the SUSY spectrum is compressed. A second one exam-
ines how existing searches for stops and sbottoms can be used to form a coherent picture of
constraints on third generation squarks, and a third one takes as an example left-right SUSY to
investigate how results of searches for new charged gauge bosons should be presented to extract
constraints on various models.
Section four tackles flavour and CP violation. One contribution evaluates the constraints
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on non-minimal flavour violating effects from the Higgs boson discovery and several flavour
and electroweak observables, and a second one uses the data from the Higgs boson discovery,
direct dark matter searches and electric dipole moment (EDM) constraints in determining how
CP-violating effects in the Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model could be discovered.
Finally, the fifth section studies the interplay between direct dark matter searches and
collider physics. This includes a contribution on using dark matter effective field theory in
interpreting dark matter searches at colliders, and a second one on the interplay between direct
dark matter detection and the LHC in the specific case of the far focus point of natural SUSY.
The meeting in Les Houches fostered a large number of discussions between theorists and
experimenters, but, as mentioned above, in-depth studies could only be completed for a number
of the generated ideas on the required timescale. It is clear however that even those that could
not converge to a written contribution have paid off through the breadth of searches conducted
by experimenters, their ways of presenting their results, and theorists’ further understanding of
the constraints imposed on experiments. We expect that many more future results will benefit
from the discussions held at the workshop.
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Contribution 1
Updates and Extensions of the Program HDECAY
A. Djouadi, J. Kalinowski, M. Mühlleitner, M. Spira
Abstract
The program HDECAY determines the decay widths and branching ratios
of the Higgs bosons within the Standard Model (with 3 and 4 genera-
tions) and its minimal supersymmetric extension, including the domi-
nant higher-order corrections. New theoretical developments are briefly
discussed and the new ingredients incorporated in the program are sum-
marized.
1 INTRODUCTION
The search strategies for Higgs bosons searches at LEP, Tevatron, LHC and future e+e− linear
colliders (LC) exploit various Higgs boson decay channels. The strategies depend not only on
the experimental setup (hadron versus lepton colliders) but also on the theoretical scenarios: the
Standard Model (SM) or some of its extensions such as the Minimal Supersymmetric Standard
Model (MSSM) or variants as e.g. including a 4th generation. It is of vital importance to have
reliable predictions for the branching ratios of the Higgs boson decays for these theoretical
models.
The current version of the program HDECAY [1, 2] can be used to calculate Higgs boson
partial decay widths and branching ratios within the SM with 3 and 4 generations, the MSSM
and fermiophobic Higgs models and includes:
– All decay channels that are kinematically allowed and which have branching ratios larger than
10−4, i.e. the loop mediated, the three body decay modes and in the MSSM the cascade and the
supersymmetric decay channels [3, 4, 5].
– All relevant higher-order QCD corrections to the decays into quark pairs and to the loop me-
diated decays into gluons are incorporated [6].
– Double off–shell decays of the CP–even Higgs bosons into massive gauge bosons which then
decay into four massless fermions, and all important below–threshold three– and four–body
decays [7].
– In the MSSM, the complete radiative corrections in the effective potential approach with
full mixing in the stop/sbottom sectors; it uses the renormalization group improved values of
the Higgs masses and couplings and the relevant next–to–leading–order corrections are imple-
mented [8, 9, 10, 11].
– In the MSSM, all the decays into supersymmetric (SUSY) particles (neutralinos, charginos,
sleptons and squarks including mixing in the stop, sbottom and stau sectors) when they are
kinematically allowed [12, 13, 14]. The SUSY particles are also included in the loop mediated
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γγ and gg decay channels.
The program, written in FORTRAN, provides a very flexible and convenient use, fitting to all
options of phenomenological relevance. The basic input parameters, fermion and gauge bo-
son masses and their total widths, coupling constants and, in the MSSM, soft SUSY-breaking
parameters can be chosen from an input file. In this file several flags allow switching on/off
or changing some options [e.g. choosing a particular Higgs boson, including/excluding the
multi-body or SUSY decays, or including/excluding specific higher-order QCD corrections].
2 UPDATES
Since the release of the original version of the program a number of improvements and new the-
oretical calculations have been implemented. The following points summarize the most impor-
tant modifications of HDECAY after its release and beyond the updates summarized in Ref. [15]:
– Inclusion of the full mass effects to H → gg, γγ at next-to-leading order in QCD within the
Standard Model [16].
– Inclusion of the leading electroweak corrections to all effective down-type fermion Yukawa
couplings, i.e. for the µ, τ, s, b according to [17, 18, 19, 20, 21]. In this context the sneutrino
masses of the first two generations are allowed to be different from the third generation.
– Inclusion of the two-loop QCD corrections to the top decays [22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28].
– Inclusion of the full CKM mixing effects in charged Higgs and top decays. This required the
appropriate extension of the hdecay.in input file.
– Inclusion of running mass effects and ∆b/s corrections to the Yukawa couplings in charged
Higgs decays into b and s quarks, where ∆b/s denotes the leading SUSY-QCD and SUSY-
electroweak corrections to the effective bottom/strange Yukawa couplings.
– Addition of the charged Higgs decays H+ → td¯/ts¯/cd¯.
– Inclusion of charm loop contributions in the gluonic Higgs decays, φ → gg, for the SM and
MSSM.
– Inclusion of bottom mass effects and double off-shell decays inH → hh/AA/AZ/H+W−/tt¯,
A→ hZ and H+ → tb¯.
– Extension of HDECAY to the general Two Higgs Doublet model (2HDM) [29]. This required
the extension of the hdecay.in input file and the inclusion of several new decay modes that are
not possible within the MSSM. The input file allows to work with two different set-ups for the
2HDM.
– Inclusion of rescaled Higgs couplings to SM particles according to the effective interaction
Lagrangian
Lint = −
∑
ψ
cψmψψ¯ψ
H
v
+ 2cWm
2
WW
+µW−µ
H
v
+ cZm
2
ZZ
µZµ
H
v
+
{
αs
8pi
cggG
aµνGaµν +
α
8pi
cγγF
µνFµν +
√
αα2
4pi
cZγF
µνZµν
}
H
v
(1)
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where Gaµν , F µν and Zµν are the field strength tensors of the gluon, photon and Z-boson
fields. The couplings α, α2 and αs are the electromagnetic (in the Thompson limit), isospin
(g2 = 4piα2) and strong couplings, respectively, v is the Higgs vacuum expectation value and
H the Higgs boson field. Note that we added novel point-like couplings of the Higgs boson
to gluons, photons and Z bosons affecting the Higgs decays H → gg/γγ/Zγ. Electroweak
corrections are only kept in the SM part of the individual decay amplitudes, i.e. the parts for
cψ = cW = cZ = 1 and cgg = cγγ = cZγ = 0, while QCD corrections have been included in
all parts of the decays widths, since the dominant parts factorize. This approach deviates from
the general addition of dimension-six operators as pursued in Ref. [30] where additional tensor
structures have been added at the dimension-six level.
The above rescaling of the Higgs couplings modifies e.g. the Higgs decay widths into
quarks as
Γ(H → qq¯) = 3GFMH
4
√
2pi
m2q(MH)cb {cb + δelw}
{
1 + δQCD +
ct
cb
δt
}
(2)
where δelw denotes the electroweak corrections, δQCD the pure QCD corrections and δt the top-
quark induced QCD corrections with the latter involving the top Yukawa coupling instead of
the bottom one. The coefficient is expressed in terms of the Fermi constant GF , the Higgs mass
MH and the running MS bottom mass mq at the scale of the Higgs mass.
The gluonic Higgs decay, taken as an example of a case with a novel tensor structure
involving the point-like coupling factor cgg, is given by
Γ(H → gg) = GFα
2
sM
3
H
36
√
2pi3
[∣∣∣∣ ∑
Q=t,b,c
cQAQ (τQ)
∣∣∣∣2c2eff κsoft
+δelw
( ∑
Q,Q′=t,b,c
cQAQ (τQ)A
∗
Q (τQ′)
)
c2eff κsoft
+2 Re
( ∑
Q=t,b,c
cQA
∗
Q (τQ)
3
2
cgg
)
ceff κsoft +
∣∣∣∣32cgg
∣∣∣∣2 κsoft (3)
+
∑
Q,Q′=t,b
cQA
∗
Q (τQ) cQ′ AQ (τQ′)κ
NLO(τQ, τQ′)
]
,
where τQ = 4m2Q/M
2
H and δelw denotes the electroweak corrections [31, 32, 33, 34, 35].
The loop function AQ(τQ) is normalized to unity for large quark masses and can be found
in Ref. [16]. The contributions ceff and κsoft denote the QCD corrections originating from the
effective Lagrangian in the heavy top quark limit,
Leff = ceff αs
12pi
GaµνGaµν
H
v
(4)
and the residual corrections due to diagrams involving gluon exchange and light-quark contribu-
tions, respectively. They are included up to the next-to-next-to-next-to-leading order (NNNLO)
[36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43]. At the next-to-leading order (NLO), they are given by [36, 37],
ceff = 1 +
11
4
αs
pi
, κsoft = 1 +
(
73
4
− 7
6
NF
)
αs
pi
(5)
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with NF = 5 light quark flavours. Finally κNLO represents the finite top and bottom mass
effects at NLO beyond the limit of heavy quarks, i.e. beyond the terms contained in ceff and
κsoft [16].
All other Higgs decay modes are treated analogously in the case of rescaled Higgs cou-
plings.
The logbook of all modifications and the most recent version of the program can be found
on the web page http://people.web.psi.ch/spira/proglist.html.
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Contribution 2
eHDECAY - a Fortran Code for the Computation of Higgs
Decays in the Effective Lagrangian Approach
R. Contino, M. Ghezzi, C. Grojean, M. Mühlleitner, M. Spira
Abstract
We present the Fortran code eHDECAY. It is based on a modification of
the program HDECAY [1, 2], in which the full list of leading bosonic op-
erators of the Higgs effective Lagrangian has been implemented. This
has been done for a linear and a non-linear realization of the electroweak
symmetry and for two benchmark composite Higgs models. In the de-
cay widths all the relevant QCD corrections have been included. The
electroweak corrections on the other hand can only be implemented in
a consistent way for the linear realization in the vicinity of the Standard
Model (SM).
1 INTRODUCTION
After the discovery of a new boson by the ATLAS [44] and CMS [45] collaborations, any hint
of the existence of new additional particles is still lacking. The approach of the Higgs sector in
terms of an effective Lagrangian allows us to parametrize our ignorance of New Physics (NP)
beyond the SM (BSM), and thereby to describe the properties of the new boson and to investi-
gate its nature. In Ref. [30] we have reviewed in detail the low-energy effective Lagrangian for a
light Higgs-like boson. In order to investigate the effective Lagrangian beyond tree-level a mul-
tiple expansion has been performed in the SM coupling parameter α/pi and in powers of E/M ,
with E being the energy of the process and M the NP scale, where new massive states appear.
If the Higgs-like boson is part of a weak doublet there is an additional expansion parameter
v/f  1 with f ≡M/g? and g? the typical NP coupling. The weak scale is defined in terms of
the Fermi constant GF by v ≡ 1/(
√
2GF )
1/2 ≈ 246 GeV. In Ref. [46] the relation between the
non-linear and the linear effective Lagrangian approach has been discussed. Furthermore, the
implementation in the Fortran code eHDECAY has been presented in detail. In this contribution,
using the example of the Higgs boson decay into two gluons, the importance of the higher order
QCD corrections and of the mass effects in the corrections shall be discussed. The program can
be downloaded from the url: http://www.itp.kit.edu/~maggie/eHDECAY/.
2 HIGHER ORDER CORRECTIONS AND MASS EFFECTS
As the leading part of the QCD corrections in general factorizes with respect to the expansion
in the number of fields and derivatives of the effective Lagrangian, they can be included by
taking over the results from the SM. The electroweak (EW) corrections, on the contrary, require
dedicated computations that are not available at present. They can only be implemented in the
framework of the Strongly Interacting Light Higgs Lagrangian (SILH) [47], in which the cou-
pling deviations from the SM are small, and up to orders v/f . In the following the higher order
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QCD corrections and the mass effects shall be discussed for the non-linear implementation. We
denote by cψ the modification of the Higgs couplings to fermions in terms of the SM coupling
and by cgg the effective Higgs coupling to gluons. Hence, with h denoting the scalar field, the
related effective Lagrangian reads
Lψ,G = −
∑
ψ=u,d,l
cψψ¯ψ
h
v
+
cgg
2
GaµνG
aµν h
v
. (1)
Here Gaµν denotes the field strength tensor for gluons,
Gaµν = ∂µG
a
ν − ∂νGaµ + gSfabcGbµGcν , a, b, c = 1, ..., 8 , (2)
with the strong coupling constant gS and the gluon field Gµ. The decay rate into gluons imple-
mented in eHDECAY in the framework of the non-linear Lagrangian is then given by
Γ(gg)
∣∣
NL
=
GFα
2
sm
3
h
4
√
2pi3
[∣∣∣∣ ∑
q=t,b,c
cq
3
A1/2 (τq)
∣∣∣∣2c2eff κsoft
+2 Re
( ∑
q=t,b,c
cq
3
A∗1/2 (τq)
2picgg
αs
)
ceff κsoft +
∣∣∣∣2picggαs
∣∣∣∣2 κsoft (3)
+
1
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∑
q,q′=t,b
cq A
∗
1/2 (τq) cq′ A1/2 (τq′)κ
NLO(τq, τq′)
]
,
where τq = 4m2q/m
2
h and the loop function
A1/2(τ) =
3
2
τ [1 + (1− τ)f(τ)] , (4)
which is normalized to 1 in the limit of large quark masses. In the decay width we use the
pole masses for the top, bottom and charm quarks, mt = 172.5 GeV, mb = 4.75 GeV and
mc = 1.42 GeV, and αs is computed up to the next-to-next-to-next-to-leading order (N3LO) at
the scale mh for NF = 5 active flavours, αs = 0.114. The function f(τ) is given by
f (τ) =

arcsin2
1√
τ
τ ≥ 1
−1
4
[
ln
1 +
√
1− τ
1−√1− τ − ipi
]2
τ < 1 .
(5)
The QCD corrections have been taken into account up to N3LO QCD in the limit of heavy loop-
particle masses. The effect from soft gluon radiation, given by the coefficient κsoft, factorizes in
this limit. The corrections from hard gluon and hard quark exchange with virtuality q2  m2t
are encoded in the coefficient ceff. Namely, for mh  2mt the top quark can be integrated out,
leading to the effective five-flavour Lagrangian
Leff = −21/4G1/2F C1G0aµνG0µνa h . (6)
The superscript 0 denotes the bare fields. The dependence on the top quark mass mt is included
in the coefficient function C1. We then have for κsoft and ceff,
κsoft =
pi
2m4h
Im ΠGG(q2 = m2h) (7)
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ceff = − 12pi C1
α
(5)
s (mh)
, (8)
with the vacuum polarization ΠGG(q2) induced by the gluon operator. The N3LO expressions
for C1 [39, 40, 41, 42] in the on-shell scheme and for Im ΠGG have been given in Ref. [43]. The
next-to-leading order (NLO) expressions for κsoft and ceff read [36, 37, 38]
κNLOsoft = 1 +
αs
pi
(
73
4
− 7
6
NF
)
, cNLOeff = 1 +
αs
pi
11
4
, (9)
in agreement with the low-energy theorem [48, 49, 50]. Here αs is evaluated at the scale mh
and computed for NF = 5 active flavours. In eHDECAY it is consistently computed up to N3LO.
The additional mass effects at NLO [16] in the top and bottom loops are taken into account
by the function κNLO(τq, τq′), in the last line of Eq. (3). This function quantifies the difference
between the NLO QCD corrections for the top (bottom) contribution taking into account finite
mass effects in the loop, and the result for the top (bottom) contribution in the limit of a large
loop particle mass. These mass effects shall be discussed in the following.
In order to investigate the mass effects in the NLO QCD corrections we choose a scenario
for mh = 125 GeV with SM bottom- and charm-couplings, i.e. cb = cc = 1 and a modified
top quark coupling ct = 0.85. Note, that at the LHC with 300 fb−1 the top quark coupling can
be determined with a precision of about 15% [51, 52, 53]. Furthermore, we set the effective
Higgs-gluon-gluon coupling to zero, cgg = 0. In Table 1 we show at leading order (LO) and
at N3LO the total Higgs decay width into gluons, as well as the individual contributions from
the top- and bottom-loops, and the top-bottom interference. Note, that the total gluonic decay
width includes the charm loop contribution as well. The N3LO QCD corrections are computed
Γtt [GeV] Γbb [GeV] Γtb [GeV] Γ
gg
tot [GeV]
LO 1.433 ×10−4 2.174 ×10−6 -2.028 ×10−5 1.217 ×10−4
N3LO w/o 2.674 ×10−4 4.056 ×10−6 -3.785 ×10−5 2.271 ×10−4
N3LO w/ 2.682 ×10−4 3.768 ×10−6 -3.509 ×10−5 2.304 ×10−4
K, w/o 1.87 1.87 1.87 1.87
K, w/ 1.87 1.73 1.73 1.89
Table 1: The total partial decay width for the Higgs decay into gluons Γggtot and the individual contri-
butions from the top and bottom loops with the corresponding interferences. The scenario is given by
ct = 0.85, cb = cc = 1 and cgg = 0. At LO (1st line), at N3LO without inclusion of the mass effects
in the top and bottom loops at NLO QCD (2nd line) and with the inclusion of the mass effects (3rd
line). The 4th and 5th line are the K-factors without and with inclusion of the NLO top and bottom mass
effects.
in the limit of large loop particle masses (2nd line in the Table) and taking into account finite
quark mass effects at NLO in the top and bottom loops (3rd line). This means, that in the first
case we set κNLO = 0 in Eq. (3). As expected, the higher order corrections are large, with the
N3LO QCD corrections increasing the total width by almost up to 90%. The results in Table 1
furthermore show, that the mass effects at NLO QCD are relevant for the bottom loop where
they amount to 8%, while they are negligible for the top loop.
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The K-factor is defined as the ratio between the decay width at N3LO and at LO. It is
shown for the individual contributions and the total gluonic decay width, without the NLO
bottom and top mass effects (4th line) and including them through the function κNLO (5th line).
Taking into account finite masses in the NLO QCD loops has an 8% effect on the K-factor for
the bottom loop contribution, while for the K-factor of the total width it is only 1%.
Setting also ct = 1, hence taking the SM-limit, the LO width and the N3LO QCD width,
including mass effects at NLO, amount to
ΓLO(hSM → gg) = 1.724× 10−4 GeV
ΓN
3LO QCD(hSM → gg) = 3.259× 10−4 GeV . (10)
The 15% decrease in the top-Yukawa couplings hence decreases the total SM width (without
EW corrections) by 30%. Note, that at a future e+e− collider the Higgs decay rate into gluons
will be accessible with a precision of a few percent through a measurement of the branching
ratio [54, 55]. To be consistent with the non-linear approach, in Eq. (10) no electroweak cor-
rections have been included. Including electroweak corrections, the SM width is changed by
∼ 5%,
ΓN
3LO QCD
EW (h
SM → gg) = 3.424× 10−4 GeV . (11)
We now investigate a scenario with a non-vanishing effective Higgs coupling to gluons,
cgg = 0.001, and SM-like Yukawa couplings, ct = cb = cc = 1. In a composite Higgs scenario
with fully composite right-handed top quark, for example, we expect cgg to be of the order of
αs/(4pi)m
2
t/m
2
∗, wherem∗ denotes the mass of the top partners [30]. This leads to a cgg of order
0.001 for a top partner mass in the TeV range. A value of cgg = 0.001 furthermore corresponds
to the contribution of a top squark with a mass value of about the top quark mass in a natural
supersymmetric scenario1. The total partial decay width for mh = 125 GeV into a gluon pair is
given in Table 2 and, separately, the quark loop and the effective Higgs-gg contributions with
their interference term. The quark loop contribution stems from the sum of the top-, bottom-
and charm-quark contributions. Shown are the contributions at LO and at N3LO without and
with NLO bottom and top quark loop mass effects. As can be inferred from Table 2 and Eq. (10)
a non-vanishing cgg = 0.001 increases the total N3LO SM width by 33%. The K-factor for the
individual contribution from the effective Higgs-gg coupling is 1.53 and roughly 20% smaller
than the one for the quark loops. This can be traced back to the factor c2eff = 1.22 in the N
3LO
corrections to the quark loop contributions, cf.Eq. (3). In fact, the K-factors without mass
effects for the quark loops in Tables 1 and 2 are given by c2effκsoft = 1.87, and the K-factor for
the effective Higgs-gg- contribution is given by κsoft = 1.53. The K-factor 1.81 for the total
width Γggtot is due to the relative weight of the long distance and short distance contributions.
The inclusion of finite mass effects in the NLO QCD corrections, finally, again has a negligible
effect on the total N3LO K-factor, being O(1%).
In summary, the inclusion of finite top and bottom quark masses in the N3LO QCD cor-
rections, has an effect of 8% on the individual bottom quark contribution, while the over-all
K-factor is changed by 1% only in scenarios close to the SM. A non-vanishing effective Higgs-
gluon-gluon coupling can significantly change the total width, also for small coupling values.
This is to be expected, as the decay at leading order is already loop-mediated.
1Applying the Higgs low-energy theorem, for the light stop contribution in the decoupling limit we have cgg =
αs
24pi (m
2
t/m
2
t˜1
+m2t/m
2
t˜2
− sin2(2θt˜)δm4/(4m2t˜1m2t˜2)) [56, 57], with mt˜1,2 denoting the masses of the two stops,
θt˜ the stop mixing angle and δm
2 the squared mass difference of the two stops.
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Γqq [GeV] Γgg [GeV] Γqq−gg [GeV] Γ
gg
tot [GeV]
LO 1.72 ×10−4 5.13 ×10−6 5.91 ×10−5 2.37 ×10−4
N3LO w/o 3.22 ×10−4 7.84 ×10−6 9.99 ×10−5 4.29 ×10−4
N3LO w/ 3.26 ×10−4 7.84 ×10−6 9.99 ×10−5 4.33 ×10−4
K-factor w/o 1.87 1.53 1.69 1.81
K-factor w/ 1.89 1.53 1.69 1.83
Table 2: The total partial decay width Γggtot for the Higgs decay into gluons and the individual contribu-
tions from the sum over the quark loops, the effective Higgs-gg coupling and the interference of these
two contributions. The scenario is given by ct = cc = cb = 1 and cgg = 0.001. At LO (1st line), at
N3LO without inclusion of the mass effects in the top and bottom loops at NLO QCD (2nd line) and
with the inclusion of the mass effects (3rd line). The 4th and 5th line are the K-factors without and with
inclusion of the NLO top and bottom mass effects.
CONCLUSIONS
We have presented the program eHDECAY which is based on an extension of the Fortran code
HDECAY to include the full list of leading bosonic operators of the Higgs effective Lagrangian.
The higher-order QCD corrections have been consistently included both in the linear and the
non-linear approach. Electroweak corrections have been implemented only for the linear real-
ization of the electroweak symmetry, in the vicinity of the SM, as their inclusion in the general
case would require dedicated calculations not available at present. Taking the example of the
Higgs decay into gluons we have discussed mass effects in the NLO QCD corrections as well
as the inclusion of an effective Higgs coupling to gluons.
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Contribution 3
NMSSMCALC - a Fortran Package for Higher Order Higgs
Boson Masses and Higgs Decay Widths in the Real and the
Complex NMSSM
J. Baglio, R. Grober, M. Muhlleitner, D.T. Nhung, H. Rzehak, M. Spira, J. Streicher, K. Walz
Abstract
We present the Fortran package NMSSMCALC. It provides the loop-
corrected Higgs boson masses and calculates their decay widths includ-
ing the dominant higher order corrections as well as off-shell effects
in the CP-conserving and the CP-violating Next-to-Minimal Supersym-
metric Extension of the Standard Model (NMSSM). Special emphasis is
put on the inclusion of the supersymmetric-QCD and supersymmetric-
electroweak corrections to the decay widths into quark and lepton pair
final states, which have been evaluated for the first time for the NMSSM
during the development of this tool.
1 INTRODUCTION
The discovery of the Higgs boson by the LHC experiments ATLAS [44] and CMS [45] in 2012
has been followed by an intense research program in order to determine its properties and to pin
down its true nature. While the boson looks very Standard Model (SM)-like, there is still room
for interpretations within models beyond the SM (BSM), in particular supersymmetric (SUSY)
extensions have been intensely studied. In order to catch up with the increasing amount of data
and precision of the experimental measurements, the theory predictions have to become more
refined, necessarily including higher order corrections. This is also essential for the proper
distinction between different models. The program package NMSSMCALC [58, 59] complies
with these requirements by providing the loop-corrected masses for the neutral Higgs sector
of the NMSSM [60, 61, 62, 63, 64, 65, 66, 67, 68, 69, 70, 71, 72, 73, 74, 75]. It furthermore
computes the decay widths of the neutral and charged NMSSM Higgs bosons including the
dominant higher order corrections as well as possibly important off-shell decays. It is the first
package which includes at this level of precision not only the CP-conserving but also the CP-
violating case. The program package can be downloaded from the url: http://www.itp.kit.
edu/~maggie/NMSSMCALC/.
2 PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
The Model: In the NMSSM an additional singlet superfield Sˆ is introduced compared to the
minimal supersymmetric extension of the SM (MSSM). The µ parameter is generated dynam-
ically when the scalar component of Sˆ, which couples to the two Higgs doublets Hˆu and Hˆd
via λSˆHˆuHˆd, acquires a vacuum expectation value (VEV) vs. A massless axion is prevented
by breaking the Peccei-Quinn symmetry [76, 77] explicitly through the introduction of a cubic
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coupling for Sˆ, κSˆ3/3, in the scale-invariant superpotential. The MSSM µ-term as well as the
tadpole and bilinear terms of the singlet superfield are assumed to be zero in the superpotential.
Mixing between the sfermion generations is neglected and the soft SUSY breaking terms linear
and quadratic in the singlet field are set to zero. We denote by tan β the ratio of the absolute
values of the two vacuum expectation values, vu and vd, of the scalar components of the two
Higgs doublets Hˆu and Hˆd, which can be complex in the CP-violating NMSSM. At tree-level
the Higgs sector of the NMSSM can be described by tan β, by the two NMSSM specific cou-
plings λ and κ, by the soft SUSY breaking trilinear couplings Aλ1 and Aκ and by the vacuum
expectation value vs of the singlet field. In case of CP-violation the parameters λ and κ and,
as mentioned above, the VEVs can be complex, while they are real in the CP-conserving case.
All soft-SUSY breaking mass parameters of the scalar fields are real, however, the soft SUSY
breaking gaugino mass parameters and trilinear couplings can be complex, if CP-violation is
assumed. The phases of the Yukawa couplings, which are complex in general, are reabsorbed
by a redefinition of the quark fields. After electroweak (EW) symmetry breaking three degrees
of freedom of the Higgs doublet fields are absorbed to give masses to the massive gauge bosons,
so that we are left with seven Higgs bosons. In the CP-conserving case, there are three CP-even
Higgs bosons Hi (i = 1, 2, 3) and two CP-odd Higgs bosons Aj (j = 1, 2) as well as two
charged Higgs states H±. They are ordered by ascending mass with MH1 ≤ MH2 ≤ MH3 and
MA1 ≤MA2 . In the CP-violating NMSSM there are no mass eigenstates with definite CP quan-
tum numbers. The five neutral mass eigenstates are denoted by Hi (i = 1, ..., 5) and ordered by
ascending mass.
The input and output files of the program package feature the SUSY Les Houches Accord
(SLHA) [78, 79]. The input file is named inp.dat and must contain the specification of the
model (CP-conserving or violating) and the SLHA SM input parameters, which have been
extended by theW boson pole mass which is used in the mass and decay width calculations. The
values for tan β, for the NMSSM specific parameters and for the soft SUSY breaking masses
and trilinear couplings have to be provided in the SLHA block EXTPAR. In the CP-violating
case the input has to be supplemented by the block IMEXTPAR with the imaginary parts of the
corresponding real parameters, and by a newly introduced block with the phase ϕu. The phases
ϕu and ϕs describe the phase differences between the three vacuum expectation values 〈H0u〉,
〈H0d〉 and 〈S〉 of the neutral components of the Higgs doublet and singlet fields. In a second
input file, bhdecay.in, the CKM parameters and several flags for the calculation of the decay
widths are set.
The package consists of a wrap file nmssmcalc.f and three main files: (i) CalcMasses.F
for the calculation of the one-loop corrected NMSSM Higgs boson masses in the real and the
complex NMSSM. They are obtained in the Feynman-diagrammatic approach in two different
renormalisation schemes both in the real and in the complex NMSSM. Details can be found in
Refs. [59, 80, 81, 82]. (ii) bhdecay.f, which computes the NMSSM Higgs boson decay widths
and branching ratios in the real NMSSM. (iii) bhdecay_c.f, providing the decay widths and
branching ratios of CP-violating NMSSM Higgs bosons.
The wrap file reads in the input parameters for the Higgs mass calculation from inp.dat
and calls CalcMasses.F to which it then passes on the input values. The latter calculates the
loop-corrected neutral Higgs boson masses, which are written out together with the mixing an-
gles in an SLHA output file slha.in. Subsequently nmssmcalc.f calls bhdecay.f (in the CP-
violating case bhdecay_c.f), which reads in slha.in and computes all NMSSM Higgs decay
1The trilinear coupling Aλ can be traded for the charged Higgs boson mass MH± .
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widths and branching ratios. They are written out in an SLHA output file slha_decay.out.
Sample input and output files can be found on the program webpage. Note, that the user can
also specify the names of the input file and of the output files, provided by the mass and decay
routines, in the command line when running the program.
The decay widths have been implemented including the dominant higher order QCD cor-
rections. In addition, the higher order SUSY-QCD corrections and the approximate SUSY-
electroweak corrections at one-loop level are included in the Higgs boson decays into fermion
pairs. The decays into stop and sbottom pairs contain the SUSY-QCD corrections in the case of
the CP-conserving NMSSM. Off-shell decays are taken into account in the decays into massive
gauge boson pairs, into gauge and Higgs boson final states, into Higgs pairs and into heavy
quark pairs. In this context bottom quark mass effects in the off-shell decays into top quark fi-
nal states tt∗ for the neutral Higgs bosons and into the top-bottom final state t∗b for the charged
Higgs boson have been calculated and implemented. Note, that EW corrections beyond the
approximate SUSY-EW contributions are not included in general, as this would require further
missing calculations, due to the additional NMSSM singlet field compared to the MSSM.
3 SUSY CORRECTIONS TO FERMIONIC DECAYS
In the decays into fermion final states the SUSY-QCD and the SUSY-EW corrections become
important in parts of the parameter space. The dominant contributions can be resummed and
included in effective Yukawa couplings [17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 83, 84, 85, 86, 87, 88], by deriving
them from an effective Lagrangian. In the NMSSM care has to be taken to properly take into
account the singlet contribution. For the bottom-Yukawa part e.g. the corresponding effective
Lagrangian is given by (see [83, 85] in the case of the MSSM)
Leff = −ybbR
[
(1 + ∆1)Hd +
λ∗eiϕu(1 + ∆1)∆b
µ∗eff tan β
S∗H∗u
]
bL + h.c. , (1)
where Hd, Hu and S are the scalar components of Hˆd, Hˆu and Sˆ, respectively. The Yukawa
coupling is denoted by yb, and the indices L,R denote the left- and right-chiral projections of
the bottom quarks. In the case of the CP-conserving NMSSM ϕu = 0 and also λ and µeff are
real. The corrections ∆b and ∆1 include the SUSY-QCD and SUSY-EW corrections inducing
a modification of the relation between the bottom quark mass mb and the Yukawa coupling
yb. The explicit expressions for the CP-conserving and CP-violating case can be found in [59].
Also the corrections for the neutral Higgs boson decays into strange quark and lepton pair final
states, respectively, as well as for the charged Higgs decays into up/charm/top and bottom quark
pair and into up/charm/top and strange quark pair can be found there.
4 HIGGS BOSON PHENOMENOLOGY
In this section we discuss some interesting features in the NMSSM Higgs boson phenomenol-
ogy which can be investigated by applying our program package NMSSMCALC.
Higgs boson masses in the complex NMSSM:We first analyse the impact of non-vanishing com-
plex phases, i.e. CP-violation, on Higgs boson phenomenology, in particular the Higgs boson
masses. Contrary to the MSSM, in the NMSSM CP-violation already appears at tree-level,
described by a non-vanishing phase ϕy given by
ϕy = ϕκ − ϕλ + 2ϕs − ϕu , (2)
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where ϕκ, ϕλ and ϕs denote the phases of κ, λ and the VEV of the singlet field S, respectively.
In Fig. 1 (left) we show the tree-level masses and the loop-corrected masses of the neutral Higgs
bosons H2 and H3. The input parameters are given by
tan β = 2 , Re(λ) = 0.65 , Re(κ) = 0.085 ,
Aκ = −95 GeV , MH± = 500 GeV , Re(µeff) = 200 GeV , (3)
with the effective µ parameter µeff = λvs exp(iϕs)/
√
2. The real parts of the parameters are
denoted by Re, and we have set ϕs = 0. The soft SUSY breaking gaugino mass parameters
M1,2,3 as well as the left- and right-handed soft SUSY breaking mass mass parameters of the
lepton sector and correspondingly of the quark sector for the three different generations have
been chosen as
M1 = 150 GeV, M2 = 340 GeV, M3 = 1 TeV,
ME˜R1,2 = ML˜1,2 = MD˜R1,2,3 = MQ˜1,2 = 1.5 TeV, (4)
MU˜R1,2 = 1 TeV, MU˜R3 = MQ˜3 = 700 GeV, ME˜R3 = ML˜3 = 250 GeV .
The soft SUSY breaking trilinear couplings are set to, (U ≡ u, c, t, D ≡ d, s, b, L ≡ e, µ, τ )
Re(AU) = 300 GeV, AD = AL = 1.5 TeV . (5)
We furthermore include CP-violation at tree-level by choosing a non-vanishing phase ϕu and
non-zero imaginary parts for λ and κ, respectively. Additionally, we choose an imaginary part
for AU which enters through loop-corrections in the masses (only At induces a non-negligible
effect, though). Hence,
ϕu = 0.1, Im(λ) = 0.1, Im(κ) ∈ [0.04, ..., 0.07], Im(AU) = −50 GeV . (6)
Keeping ϕu and Im(λ) constant, we vary Im(κ) and hence ϕy. From the dashed lines in Fig. 1
(left) we see that CP-violation at tree-level clearly has an impact on the mass values. With
increasing Im(κ) the masses of the next-to-lightestH2 and of the third lightestH3 approach each
other, before departing from each other again. The one-loop corrections increase the masses by
up to 10%, as can be inferred from the full lines. Also here the strong dependence on the
complex phase persists. Interestingly, for Im(κ) ≈ 0.054 the two masses are almost degenerate
and both close to 126 GeV. In this case the two Higgs bosons would build up the signal observed
at the LHC. At this value of Im(κ) in fact,H2 andH3 interchange their roles, as explained below
when discussing Fig. 1 (right).
In Fig. 1 (right) we show the amount of CP-violation ri=2,3CP of H2 and H3, respectively.
For the boson Hi it is quantified by the loop-corrected mixing matrix elementsRij as
riCP ≡ (Ri1)2 + (Ri2)2 + (Ri3)2 , i = 1, ..., 5 . (7)
The 5 × 5 matrix R rotates the interaction to the loop-corrected mass eigenstates Hi where
the ordering is such that the first three (last two) columns correspond to the CP-even (CP-odd)
components of Hu, Hd and S. A pure CP-even (CP-odd) state corresponds to riCP = 1 (0).
From Fig. 1 (right) it can be inferred, that the initially CP-even-like H3 becomes more
and more CP-even-like with increasing Im(κ), reaching its maximum value of almost one at
the point where H2 and H3 are nearly mass degenerate. Subsequently, it develops a CP-odd
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Figure 1: Left: Higgs boson masses MH2 (red/light grey) and MH3 (blue/dark grey) as function of
Im(κ) at LO (dashed) and NLO (full). Right: The amount of CP-violation riCP for H2 (red/light grey)
and H3 (blue/dark grey) as function of Im(κ).
component which increases with Im(κ). The next-to-lightest H2 shows the opposite behaviour.
Being initially CP-odd-like, this component increases until H2 is almost purely CP-odd-like at
Im(κ) ≈ 0.054. Beyond this point H2 and H3 interchange their roles, with H2 being more
and more CP-even-like. Finally, we note that in the limit of CP-conservation we have MH2 =
115.8 GeV and MH3 = 125.5 GeV, with a CP-odd H2 and a CP-even H3. Hence H3 plays
the role of the 125 GeV resonance, discovered at CERN, while for the CP-violating case with
Im(κ) = 0.07 this role is taken over by H2.
This discussion shows that non-vanishing CP-violating phases can have an important im-
pact on Higgs boson phenomenology, in particular if CP-violation is already present a tree-level.
SUSY corrections to decays into fermions: In order to discuss the impact of the SUSY-QCD and
SUSY-EW corrections on the Higgs decays into fermions we take a toy scenario with large val-
ues of tan β and µeff for which these corrections become sizeable. We keep the same parameter
set as in the previous scenario with the exception that we set all imaginary parts and phases to
zero, so that we are in the CP-conserving case. Furthermore we change tan β, λ, MH± and µeff
to
tan β = 30 , λ = 0.1 , MH± = 150 GeV , µeff = 500 GeV . (8)
This leads to a mass spectrum with the second lightest Higgs boson having a mass of 125 GeV.
As expected, due to the large value of tan β and µeff SUSY corrections in the decays into
fermions become important. In the H2 decays they can increase the partial decay width by up
to ∼ 15% in the τ lepton final state and reduce the decay width into bottom quarks by up to
8%. In the H± decays the corrections become even more important, reaching up to ∼ 15% in
the τντ final state and ∼ 18% in the decays into bottom charm or bottom up.
CONCLUSIONS
We have presented the program package NMSSMCALC for the computation of the higher order
corrected NMSSM Higgs boson masses and decay widths in the CP-conserving and the CP-
violating cases. For the computation of the decay widths it is at present the most-up-to-date
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program tool, which includes besides the most important QCD corrections also SUSY-QCD
and SUSY-EW corrections for the decays into fermion pairs, not only for the real but also the
complex NMSSM. In application of our package we have discussed the impact of complex
phases on Higgs boson phenomenology, which can be considerable. In a toy example the im-
portance of the SUSY-QCD and SUSY-EW corrections for the decays into fermionic final states
has been demonstrated.
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Contribution 4
The Theoretical Uncertainties in Higgs Signal Strength Fits
S. Fichet, G. Moreau
Abstract
We carry out fits of a simple anomalous Lagrangian to latest Higgs data
using various statistical treatments of theoretical uncertainties. We dis-
cuss the discrepancies obtained from frequentist and Bayesian statistics,
and from employing either Gaussian or uniform priors. Slight discrep-
ancies appear between fits with Gaussian and uniform priors. One also
observes differences between frequentist and Bayesian both because of
the regions definition and because of the treatment of nuisance param-
eters. These various discrepancies do not have a significant impact on
the conclusions of the fits. We point out that as the LHC will collect
more data, the frequentist and Bayesian treatments of nuisance parame-
ters will converge and the dependence on theoretical uncertainty priors
will increase.
1 INTRODUCTION
In addition to the recent discovery of a resonance around 125.5 GeV [44, 45] that is most prob-
ably the Brout-Englert-Higgs boson, the ATLAS and CMS collaborations have provided a long
list of production and decay rate measurements. This precious list of data constitutes a new
source of information on physics beyond the Standard Model (SM). Indeed, deviations of the
observed Higgs boson rates with respect to their SM predictions may reveal the presence of
underlying new physics (NP), while the absence of such deviations translates as constraints on
NP models. A large amount of Higgs coupling studies has already been realized, with so far no
significant signs from unknown physics. However, given the far-reaching implications of such
results, it is mandatory to take carefully into account all the possible sources of uncertainty. In
this contribution we carry out a global fit to the available data, taking into account the poten-
tially significant uncertainties present on the theoretical side. In particular we implement the
possibility of a flat prior distribution for the theoretical error and carry out both frequentist and
Bayesian treatments.
2 Likelihood function and theoretical uncertainties
The results from Higgs searches are given in terms of signal strengths µ(X, Y ), the ratio of the
observed rate for some process X → h→ Y relative to the prediction for the SM Higgs,
µ(X, Y ) =
Nobs
[σ(X → h)B(h→ Y ) εXYL]SM
. (1)
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We use the full dataset collected so far with luminosities of L ∼ 5 fb−1 at the center of mass
energy
√
s = 7 TeV and L ∼ 20 fb−1 at√s = 8 TeV [89, 90, 91]. Here B is the branching ratio
of the decay and the coefficient εXY ∈ [0, 1] characterizes the efficiency of event selection for
a given subcategory. An experimental channel is defined by its final state (γγ, ZZ, WW , bb¯,
ττ ) and is often divided into subchannels having different sensitivity to the various production
processes. The accessible production mechanisms at the LHC are i) gluon-gluon Fusion (ggF),
ii) Vector Boson Fusion (VBF), iii) associated production with an electroweak gauge boson
V = W,Z (Vh), and iv) associated production with a tt¯ pair (tth). The theoretical signal
strengths for Higgs searches can be expressed as (see [92, 93, 94] for more details)
µ¯(X, Y ) =
[
σ(X → h)B(h→ Y ) εXY ]
NP
[σ(X → h)B(h→ Y ) εXY ]SM
. (2)
In all generality, efficiencies in the SM with and without higher order operators are not necessar-
ily the same, i.e. εNP 6= εSM , because kinematic distributions can be modified in a non-trivial
way by new physics effects.
The model of new physics we adopt consists of a modification of the Standard Model
tree-level couplings,
Ltreeh = cV
h
v
2m2WW
+
µ W
−
µ + cV
h
v
m2Z(Zµ)
2 − cf
∑
f
h
v
mf Ψ¯fLΨfR + h.c. , (3)
by the parameters (cV , cf ). The theoretical signal strengths are thus function of these anomalous
couplings, i.e. µ¯(cV , cf ). Note these deviations to the SM are not the most general ones. Indeed,
assuming the existence of new physics at a mass scale somewhat higher than the EW scale,
the effects of new physics are captured in a low-energy effective Lagrangian, which in turn
induces a peculiar pattern of anomalous couplings [94]. However we limit ourselves to the
two dimensional subset (cV , cf ) because our focus is on the statistical methods rather than the
effective Lagrangian. The efficiencies are not modified in this simple case.
Given the released experimental information, the likelihood we are able to reconstruct is a
product of Gaussians. Although experimental systematics are in principle included in these data,
the non-trivial correlations among subchannels they induce are most of the time not available.
They will not be discussed further in this work. Labeling by I the various independent subsets
of channels, the likelihood reads
L0 ∝
∏
I
e−(µ¯I−µI)
2/2(∆exI )
2
, (4)
where ∆exI denotes the experimental uncertainties.
Let us turn to the picture of theoretical uncertainties. The leading theoretical uncertainties
come from the QCD prediction of the Higgs production cross sections. At the proton level, they
come from parton distribution function (PDF) errors. At the parton level they originate from
the lack of knowledge of the higher order contributions in the perturbative expansion, and can
be equivalently recast into the dependence on the QCD renormalization scale. Besides cross
sections, this same source of uncertainty also affects the branching ratios. As they affect the
predicted quantities, it turns out that these theoretical uncertainties approximately cancel in the
predicted signal strengths µ¯, because they appear both in the numerator and the denominator.
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Instead the experimental signal strength µ gets fully affected as no cancellation occurs. Here
we will parametrize the theoretical errors on experimental signal strengths under the form
µI → µI × (1 + δI ∆
th
I
µI
) , (5)
where the δI are nuisance parameters, and the ∆thI set the magnitudes of the error in a given
subchannel.
We adopt two different statistical frameworks, the one of Bayesian statistics and the one
of (so-called) hybrid frequentist statistics. In both of these arguably well-defined frameworks, a
probability density function (pdf) is associated with all input parameters. From now we denote
it as the “prior” pdf. The prior pdf multiplies the likelihood, such that one has to deal with the
distribution
L0(cV , cf , δI)p(cV , cf , δI) , (6)
called “posterior” in Bayesian statistics. The parameters of interest cV , cf will be given a
uniform prior. Our focus is rather on the nuisance parameters which are modeling the theoretical
uncertainties. We give the same probability distributions to all of the δI’s. It is clear that
theoretical uncertainties may induce new correlations among the various subchannels. However
we take the study of such correlations to be beyond the scope of the present contribution, and
leave it for future work [95]. Here we rather focus on the various discrepancies related to the
statistical framework.
Apart from conceptual differences, in practice there are two differences between frequen-
tist and Bayesian statistics that lead to potentially different results for Higgs fits. First, nuisance
parameters are integrated over in the Bayesian framework, while the likelihood is instead max-
imized with respect to them in the frequentist framework. Second, the frequentist confidence
regions and Bayesian credible regions have different definitions (c.f. [96]). It is therefore nec-
essary to discuss the impact of these differences on Higgs fits.
A widespread practice in the community is to combine theoretical uncertainties in quadra-
ture with the experimental uncertainties, that is make the following replacement in Eq.(4),
(∆exI )
2 → ∆2I ≡ (∆exI )2 + (∆thI )2 . (7)
We stress that this approach actually amounts to assume a Gaussian prior for the δI’s, under the
form
p(δI) ∝ e−δ2I/2 . (8)
This is true in both frequentist and Bayesian frameworks. We emphasize that a Gaussian prior is
however not particularly motivated in order to model the uncertainties. A uniform prior over an
appropriate interval may for example seem more objective. In any case, the prior dependence of
the fit needs to be controlled. In addition, in case of a prior other than Gaussian, the frequentist
and Bayesian approaches also differ at the level of marginalization itself, i.e. the marginalized
likelihoods are no longer identical.
All these aspects constitute motivations to compare both frequentist with Bayesian fits and
Gaussian with uniform priors. Before turning to numerical results, it is instructive to consider
the behavior of these fits in various limits. First, in the limit ∆thI → 0 at fixed ∆exI , the interval
of δI shrinks to zero, i.e. p(δI) tends to a Dirac peak, i.e. δI is set to zero. In that limit, the differ-
ence between fits based on the various prior shapes vanishes, and the only remaining difference
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Figure 1: The 68.27%, 95.45%, 99.73% confidence level (CL) (from marginalized frequentist likeli-
hoods) and Bayesian credible (from posteriors) regions are shown respectively as colored regions and
contour levels in the (cV , cf ) plane. The green point is the frequentist best-fit location. Left and right
panels respectively correspond to the flat and Gaussian prior case. The SM prediction point is also
displayed [in red].
between frequentist and Bayesian fits comes from the definition of the best-fit regions. Second,
in the “high statistics limit” ∆exI → 0 at fixed ∆thI , the L0 likelihood function of Eq.(4) tends to
a Dirac peak, so that there is no more difference between frequentist and Bayesian treatments
of nuisance parameters. Indeed, in this limit, the likelihoods take the form
L ∝
∏
I
p(δI)|δI=(µ¯I/µI−1)/(∆thI /µI) . (9)
The marginalized likelihoods therefore depend maximally on the prior for δ, such that the issue
of theoretical uncertainties will become dominantly important as the LHC accumulates more
data.
3 Numerical results
The marginalized frequentist likelihood and Bayesian posteriors with either flat or Gaussian
prior are shown in Fig. 1. First of all, we can observe that the frequentist and Bayesian ap-
proaches give very similar outcome. This shows explicitly the fact that the two approaches have
reached a certain degree of convergence since the priors on cV , cf are already dominated by the
data1.
For the Gaussian case, even though the likelihood functions are exactly the same, we
observe that the 95.45%CL region is still present in the Bayesian fit, while it disappears in the
frequentist case – this difference being only induced by the definition of the best-fit regions. It
turns out from the right figure that the Bayesian regions are more conservative. For the flat prior
1Notice however that this statement depends on the model under consideration. In particular with the present
data, a global fit of the dimension 6 effective Lagrangian still has some weakly constrained directions in the
operator space [94].
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case, one can see that the difference between frequentist and Bayesian treatments of nuisance
parameters leads to slightly different positions and shapes for the best-fit regions.
For a given statistical approach (either frequentist or Bayesian), small differences are ob-
served between the flat and Gaussian priors. As discussed in the previous Section, the smallness
of these discrepancies is related to the fact that we are currently in the regime where experi-
mental uncertainties are large with respect to theoretical uncertainties, i.e. ∆exI  ∆thI . This
situation will change with future and more accurate LHC data.
CONCLUSIONS
In this contribution we discuss the discrepancies induced on Higgs fits from various statistical
treatments of theoretical uncertainties, using the most recent data available. We present and
compare results obtained from frequentist and Bayesian statistics, and from employing either
Gaussian or uniform priors. Discrepancies between frequentist and Bayesian are observed in
the Gaussian case because of the regions definition. In the flat prior case, further discrepancies
appear because of the treatment of nuisance parameters. These discrepancies do not have a
significant impact on the conclusions of the fits. It is worth pointing out that in the limit of high
statistics, the frequentist and Bayesian treatments of nuisance parameters converge, while the
theoretical uncertainty prior dependence increases. The study of the impact from correlations
induced by theoretical uncertainties is left for further work [95].
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Contribution 5
Testing Custodial Symmetry and CP Properties of the
125 GeV Higgs Boson
J. Bernon, B. Dumont, J. F. Gunion, S. Kraml
Abstract
Performing a fit to all publicly available data, we analyze the extent
to which the latest results from the LHC and Tevatron constrain the
couplings of the 125 GeV Higgs boson. In particular, we test custo-
dial symmetry through HWW and HZZ coupling modifications and
study possible CP-violating contributions. Moreover, we consider con-
sequences for the Zγ channel.
1 INTRODUCTION
That the mass of the Higgs boson is about 125 GeV is a very fortunate circumstance in that we
can detect it in many different production and decay channels [44, 45]. Indeed, many distinct
signal strengths, defined as production×decay rates relative to Standard Model (SM) expecta-
tions, µi ≡ (σ × BR)i/(σ × BR)SMi , have been measured with unforeseeable precision already
with the 7–8 TeV LHC run [90, 97]. From these signal strengths one can obtain information
about the couplings of the Higgs boson to electroweak gauge bosons and fermions (of the third
generation), and loop-induced couplings to photons and gluons.
Fits to various combinations of reduced Higgs couplings (i.e. Higgs couplings to fermions
and gauge bosons relative to their SM values) have been performed by the experimental collab-
orations themselves as well as in a large number of theoretical papers, see e.g. Ref. [98] and
references therein. In Ref. [98] some of us combined the information provided by ATLAS,
CMS and the Tevatron experiments on the γγ, ZZ(∗), WW (∗), bb¯ and ττ final states including
the error correlations among various production modes. The five theoretically “pure” production
modes which are accessible are gluon–gluon fusion (ggF), vector boson fusion (VBF), associ-
ated production with a W or Z boson (WH and ZH, commonly denoted as VH), and associated
production with a top-quark pair (ttH). The scheme conveniently adopted by the experimental
collaborations is to group these five modes into just two effective modes, ggF + ttH and VBF +
VH, and present contours of constant likelihood for particular final states in the µ(ggF + ttH)
versus µ(VBF + VH) plane. Using this information, we obtained “combined likelihood el-
lipses”, which can be used in a simple, generic way to constrain non-standard Higgs sectors
and new contributions to the loop-induced processes, provided they have the same Lagrangian
structure as the SM.
In particular, these likelihoods can be used to derive constraints on a model-dependent
choice of generalized Higgs couplings, the implications of which we studied in Ref. [98] for
several well-motivated models. In this contribution, we go a step further and study to which
extent the current global coupling fit can test i) custodial symmetry and ii) possible CP-violating
contributions.
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2 TESTING CUSTODIAL SYMMETRY
We fit the latest Higgs data using the following parametrization of the Higgs couplings:
L = g
[
CWmWW
µWµ + CZ
mZ
cos θW
ZµZµ − CU mt
2mW
t¯t− CD mb
2mW
b¯b− CD mτ
2mW
τ¯ τ
]
H.
(1)
We set CW , CZ > 0 by convention and use sgn(CU) = sgn(CD) = 1 unless explicitly men-
tionned. For convenience, we define CWZ as the ratio of the HWW coupling to the HZZ
coupling,
CWZ ≡ CW
CZ
. (2)
We define Cg and Cγ to be the ratio of the Hgg and Hγγ couplings to their SM values. In this
paper we do not consider potential BSM loop contributions ∆Cg and ∆Cγ from new particles
in the gg → H and H → γγ loops and, therefore, Cg and Cγ are simply computed in terms of
the parameters appearing in Eq. (1).
Our aim is to obtain confidence level (CL) intervals on CWZ . For that, the signal strengths
µ in the various observed channels are used to compute a χ2:
χ2 =
∑
k
(µ¯k − µk)2
∆µ2k
, (3)
where k runs over all available production×decay channels, µk is the experimental signal
strength for the channel k, and µ¯k is the predicted signal strength from the set of reduced cou-
plings Ci. Whenever the 2D information (µggF+ttH, µVBF+VH) is available, a Gaussian fit is
performed and the correlation between the two signal strengths is obtained and taken into ac-
count. Details on this procedure are explained in Ref. [98] (see also the discussion in Ref. [99]).
When the experimental result is only given for VH production and not for WH and ZH
separately, we combine the calculated signal strengths for a given decay mode as:
µ¯VH =
σ(pp→ ZH)
σ(pp→ V H) µ¯ZH +
σ(pp→ WH)
σ(pp→ V H) µ¯WH . (4)
For the VBF production mode, we compute a reduced CVBF coupling as
C2VBF =
C2Z σ(ZBF) + C
2
W σ(WBF) + CZCW σ(interference)
σ(ZBF) + σ(WBF) + σ(interference)
, (5)
where the cross sections are obtained with VBFNLO [100].
For validation, we first compare our fits using only CMS or ATLAS data to the results of
fits performed by the CMS [97] and ATLAS [101] collaborations themselves. For CMS, two
cases are considered. First, custodial symmetry and universal fermion couplings to the Higgs
boson are assumed, i.e. CV ≡ CZ = CW and CF ≡ CU = CD. Second, a universal fermion
coupling CF is assumed while CWZ and CZ are scanned over. For ATLAS, the scan has been
performed over CF , CWZ and CZ , for different signs of CF . The results are displayed in Fig. 1.
Since we do not have access to the full experimental information, our fits naturally somewhat
differ from the ones done by the collaborations. Nonetheless, as one can see, our fits provide a
very good approximation.
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Next, we fit the Higgs couplings toW and Z bosons using the full data sets available from
the LHC and Tevatron, i.e. combining all available results. We consider the cases that a) the
fermionic couplings CU and CD are as in the SM, i.e. CU = CD = 1 and b) the fermionic cou-
plings are allowed to vary independently. The results are reported in the 2D plane of CW versus
CZ plane in Fig. 2. When the fermionic couplings are set to their SM values, no correlation is
seen between CW and CZ . The situation is different when CU and CD are varied independently.
Indeed, when CW takes values larger (smaller) than 1, the signal strengths µ(H → WW ) and
µ(H → γγ) become large (small) and thus deviate considerably from the experimental values.
When CD is allowed to deviate from one, the total width of the observed state can be made
larger (smaller) in order to decrease (increase) the signal strengths µ(H → WW ), µ(H → γγ)
and µ(H → ZZ) while keeping an acceptable rate for H → bb¯ and H → ττ . Finally, to
accommodate themeasured H → ZZ value, CZ is preferably larger than 1. This leads to the
observed correlation between CW and CZ . Note that in case a) the best fit for CW is slightly
below unity while that for CZ it is slightly above unity. In case b) the best fits for values CW
and CZ are both slightly above unity. The corresponding 68% and 95.4% CL intervals for CW
and CZ are given in Table 1.
CW : 1σ range CZ : 1σ range CW : 2σ range CZ : 2σ range
CU = CD = 1 [0.94, 1.06] [0.99, 1.17] [0.87, 1.11] [0.89, 1.26]
CU , CD > 0 [0.96, 1.15] [1.04, 1.27] [0.87, 1.24] [0.91, 1.39]
Table 1: 68% and 95.4% CL intervals of CW and CZ in two different scenarios.
The ∆χ2 profile ofCWZ is shown in Fig. 3, for the casesCU = CD = 1 (red line), varying
CU , CD > 0 (orange line) and varying CU , CD < 0 (blue line). The corresponding 68% and
95.4% CL intervals for CWZ and the χ2 at the best-fit points are listed in Table 2. The first two
scenarios are compatible at the 1σ level with the SM. The best-fit case is obtained when CU and
CD are positive and varied independently. The best-fit point for this scenario is: CU = 0.90,
CD = 1.02, CZ = 1.18, CWZ = 0.90, CW = 1.06 with a χ2min of 15.70 for 20 degrees of
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Figure 1: Left plot: Fit of CV and CF . The dashed lines are the 68% and 95.4% CL contours as reported
by the CMS collaboration in Fig. 6 of Ref. [97], while the red, orange and yellow regions are the 68%,
95.4% and 99.7% CL regions of our fit. Middle plot: Fit of CWZ while CZ and CF > 0 are profiled
over with comparison to the CMS fit, Fig. 7 of Ref. [97]. Right plot: Fit of CWZ while CZ and CF are
profiled over with comparison to the ATLAS fit, Fig. 11 of Ref. [101].
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Figure 2: CW , CZ fit assuming CU = CD = 1 (left) and varying CU , CD > 0 (right). The red, orange
and yellow regions are respectively the 68%, 95.4%, and 99.7% CL regions. The white point shows the
SM expectation while the yellow triangle shows the best-fit point: (CW = 0.980, CZ = 1.102) (left)
and (CW = 1.061, CZ = 1.143) (right).
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Figure 3: 1-dimensional fit of CWZ for three different choices of fermionic couplings; when free, CU
and CD are profiled over.
freedom.
1σ range 2σ range χ2min/ndof
CU = CD = 1 [0.83, 1.02] [0.76, 1.16] 16.87/22 = 0.77
CU , CD > 0 [0.81, 1.03] [0.73, 1.18] 15.70/20 = 0.79
CU , CD < 0 [0.65, 0.84] [0.58, 0.99] 18.84/20 = 0.94
Table 2: 68% and 95.4% CL intervals of CWZ and χ2min/ndof in three different scenarios.
Even though the SM unity values ofCW andCZ are compatible with the experimental data
already at the 1σ level, this fit cannot exclude values greater than unity. Of course, values above
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unity can only be realized if the H of Eq. (1) has a component coming from triplet or higher
Higgs representations. Differences betweenCW andCZ are of course severely constrained from
the precise measurement of the Peskin–Takeuchi T parameter at LEP. It is however still possible
to obtain CW 6= CZ in an effective approach at the price of a fine-tuned cancellation between
operators [102]. Another possibility would be to generate an apparent splitting between CW
and CZ from the tensor couplings H(Zµν)2 and HW+µνW
−
µν [94].
3 TESTING CP-VIOLATING ADMIXTURES
The Higgs coupling to vector bosons has the general form
V V H : CV
gM2V
mW
gµν , (6)
where as above CV measures the departure from the SM: CV = 1 for a pure scalar (CP-even)
state with SM-like couplings and CV = 0 for a pure pseudoscalar (CP-odd) state. Above,
we found that CV is always well compatible with 1. However, this does not mean that CP is
conserved in the Higgs sector. Likewise, CV 6= 1 would not automatically be an indication
of CP violation (although CV > 1 would require higher Higgs representations). Instead, it is
possible that two or more states of an enlarged Higgs sector share the couplings to W and Z
bosons between them. (In this case, the squared couplings of each state Hi to gauge bosons
should sum to unity,
∑
i(C
i
V )
2 = 1.) For testing CP mixing, one would need to exploit angular
distributions, see Refs. [103, 104] for reviews.
A more decisive test of a possible CP-odd admixture comes from the fermion sector be-
cause of the general scalar and pseudo–scalar structure of the Higgs coupling to fermions [103,
104]. Concretely, we have
ff¯H : −f¯(vf + iafγ5)f gmf
2mW
, (7)
where in the SM one has vf = 1 and af = 0, while a purely CP-odd Higgs would have vf = 0
and af = 1. In the notation of Eq. (1), vf = Re(CF ) and af = Im(CF ), F = U,D, and the
normalisation of the coupling, Re(CF )2 + Im(CF )2 = |CF |2, should be taken arbitrary as in the
previous section. Effects of CP mixing will show up at loop level, in particular in the gg → H
and H → γγ rates. A test of the CP properties of the observed Higgs boson from a global fit
to the signal strengths was first presented in Ref. [93]. Following Ref. [93], at leading order the
Higgs rates normalized to the SM expectations can be written as
Γ(H → γγ)
Γ(H → γγ)|SM '
∣∣1
4
CWA
+
1 [mW ] + (
2
3
)2 Re(CU)
∣∣2 + |(2
3
)2 3
2
Im(CU)|2∣∣1
4
A+1 [mW ] + (
2
3
)2
∣∣2 ,
σ(gg → H)
σ(gg → H)|SM =
Γ(H → gg)
Γ(H → gg)|SM '
∣∣Re(CU)∣∣2 + |3
2
Im(CU)
∣∣2 , (8)
with A+1 [mW ] ' −8.34 for MH = 125.5 GeV. For convenience, the contribution of the b quark
has been omitted in the above equations but is taken into account in the numerical analyses.
Note that a pure pseudoscalar state not only implies Re(CU) = 0, but also CW = CZ = 0;
this is clearly excluded, as VBF production as well as H → ZZ and WW decays (4` and 2`2ν
signals) have been observed; besides, there would be no W boson contribution to the H → γγ
rate.
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A CP-odd admixture to the observed state at 125.5 GeV is however still an interesting
possibility and would necessarily indicate an enlarged Higgs sector. To test this possibility, we
include Re(CU) and Im(CU) as independent parameters and perform the following fits:
i) free Im(CU) and CV while |CU |2 = CD = 1,
ii) free Re(CU), Im(CU) and CV while CD = 1,
iii) free Re(CU), Im(CU), CD, CW and CZ .
The results are shown in Figs. 4 and 5.1 The best-fit points and the corresponding χ2min/ndof
are given in Table 3. Upper limits on a given parameter are computed from the 1-dimensional
∆χ2 distribution obtained by profiling over all other parameters of the fit.
In the
(
1−C2V , Im(CU)
)
plane, Fig. 4, we see that relaxing the |CU |2 = 1 constraint does
not affect much the 1 − C2V parameter but enhances considerably the maximal possible value
of Im(CU) at 68% and 95% CL, as also seen in Table 4. In fit i) the best fit point actually has
Im(CU) = 0 and CV = 1.03, which corresponds to a pure scalar. In fit ii) the best fit point has
Re(CU) = 0.72 and Im(CU) = 0.35, which would indicate a CP-violating contribution with
an overall reduced |CU | = 0.8, while CV remains very SM-like. (Note however the SM values
Im(CU) = 1 − C2V = 0 are perfectly compatible with data at the 1σ level.) Moreover, fit ii)
gives a 95.4% CL upper bound of 1 − C2V < 0.26 and Im(CU) < 0.64. This is a direct bound
on a possible CP-odd admixture to the observed 125.5 GeV state.
Without custodial symmetry, in fit iii), the best-fit point corresponds to a non-vanishing
value, Im(CU) = 0.52, which is even larger than the CP-even component, Re(CU) = 0.42. The
reduced value |CU | = 0.67 is compensated by an enhanced CZ = 1.15 (which with custodial
symmetry this does not work because CW is more constrained then CZ). Overall, there is still
an upper bound of Im(CU) < 0.69 (0.80) at 95.4% (99.7%) CL.
The correlation between the possible CP-even and CP-odd components of CU , without
constraining |CU | to unity, is illustrated in Fig. 5. Note in particular that a pure CP-odd coupling
to the top quark, i.e. Re(CU) = 0, is compatible with the experimental data at the 1.6σ level in
fit ii) and at the 1σ level in fit iii). The SM values Re(CU) = 1 and Im(CU) = 0 are nonetheless
still within the 68% CL region. Note finally that the quality of the fits, i.e. the χ2min/ndof, is
roughly the same in all fits considered here.
Fit Re(CU) Im(CU) CD CW CZ χ2min/ndof
i) 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.03 17.43/22 = 0.79
ii) 0.72 0.35 1.00 1.04 16.14/21 = 0.77
iii) 0.42 0.52 1.05 0.98 1.15 14.67/19 = 0.77
Table 3: Best-fit points and χ2min/ndof in the three different fits with CP-violating contributions.
1Our analysis extends that of Ref. [93] in that it 1) includes the latest data and 2) uses the 2D information
including correlations in the (µggF+ttH, µVBF+VH) plane, instead of signal strengths per cut categories.
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Figure 5: 68% (red), 95.4% (orange) and 99.7% (yellow) CL best-fit regions in the
(
Re(CU ), Im(CU )
)
plane, on the left for fit ii) with CV ≡ CW = CZ , on the right for fit iii) with free CW and CZ . The
white point shows the SM expectation while the yellow triangle shows the best-fit point.
Fit 1σ 2σ 3σ
i) 0.28 0.50 0.72
ii) 0.55 0.64 0.75
iii) 0.61 0.69 0.80
Table 4: Upper bounds on |Im(CU )| at the 1, 2 and 3σ levels when profiling over all other parameters
in fits i)–iii).
4 PREDICTIONS FORH → Zγ
Analogously to Eq. (8), we can write the partial width of the H → Zγ decay, normalized to its
SM expectation, as
Γ(H → Zγ)
Γ(H → Zγ)|SM '
∣∣2 vt
cW
Re(CU)B
+
1/2[mt] + CWB
+
1 [mW ]
∣∣2 + 4∣∣2 vt
cW
Im(CU)B
−
1/2[mt]|2∣∣2 vt
cW
B+1/2[mt] +B
+
1 [mW ]
∣∣2 , (9)
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Figure 6: Fit of Re(CU ), Im(CU ) and CV shown in the
(
Γγγ/Γ
SM
γγ , ΓZγ/Γ
SM
Zγ
)
plane. The red, or-
ange and yellow regions are the 68%, 95.4% and 99.7% CL regions, respectively. The yellow triangle
marks the best fit point, while the white point is the SM expectation. Overlaid are for comparison the
68% (dashed black), 95.4% (dashed dark gray) and 99.7% (dashed light gray) CL contours for the CP-
conserving case with Im(CU ) = 0.
with vt = 2I3t − 4Qts2W , B+1/2[mt] ' −0.35, B+1 [mW ] ' 5.78, and B−1/2[mt] ' 0.54 for
mH = 125.5 GeV, see Refs. [4, 5]. This allows us to make a prediction for H → Zγ based on
the fits presented above. As an example, Fig. 6 illustrates how the strong correlation between
H → γγ and H → Zγ is relaxed when allowing for a non-vanishing Im(CU), which affects
the γγ mode more strongly than the Zγ mode.
5 CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
Using all publicly available results from the LHC and Tevatron experiments, we investigated the
extent to which custodial symmetry and CP violation can be tested in a global Higgs coupling
fit. We found that the equality between the reduced CW and CZ couplings and their compatibil-
ity with the SM value of unity hold at 68% CL. However, this analysis does not exclude values
of CW , CZ greater than 1 and the possibility that the observed H boson contains a component
coming from Higgs representations higher than doublets or singlets thus still remains. More-
over, we observed that the present experimental data allows for a sizeable CP-odd contribution,
Im(CU), in the coupling to the top quark, although the SM still remains compatible with the
data at 68% CL. A limit of 1−C2V < 0.26 at 95.4% CL has been derived for the CP-odd admix-
ture to the 125.5 GeV observed state. Alternatively, this means that a pure CP-odd component
acting as the observed state is excluded at more than 4σ. From the fermionic sector, however,
we found that a pure CP-odd component is compatible at the 1σ level with the experimental data
while the SM CP-even component lies in the same region as well. In addition, when allowing
for a non-vanishing Im(CU) we found that the correlation between γγ and Zγ decay modes is
significantly relaxed.
It is important to recognize that the kinds of fits that we have performed on the observed
H boson data do not take into account constraints that may be present in the context of particular
models. For example, in the case of two Higgs doublet models (2HDMs) plus singlets, the CP-
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violating component of the Htt coupling, at (Eq. (7)), must be zero if CV = 1. More generally,
sum rules [105, 106] imply that the size of at is limited by the extent to which CV deviates from
unity. Thus, it could happen that more precise data will yield fits to the properties of theH boson
that violate the 2HDM+singlets sum rules, thereby requiring higher Higgs representations, even
if CV = 1 with high precision. In any case, in order to discuss fits within a given model context,
it is necessary to employ a parametrization of the variousCi of Eq. (1) appropriate to that model,
which will automatically guarantee that all sum rules and related constraints are enforced. For
2HDMs, this was done in Ref. [107].
Last but not least we note that two of us are currently developing a new version of our
code for fitting the Higgs likelihood, which is entirely written in Python and is intended for
public release in Spring 2014 [108]. This new code is modular and has all the experimen-
tal results stored in a flexible XML database that includes the full likelihoods in the 2D plane
(µggF+ttH, µVBF+VH) when available [109, 110, 111] instead of a Gaussian approximation. The
new code moreover provides a rather general and user-friendly way of specifying the model in-
put in terms of reduced couplings, or cross sections and branching fractions, or signal strengths
directly. In all cases, there is the option to include the effects of invisible or undetected decay
modes in the fit.
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Contribution 6
Probing Higgs Physics with Vector-Boson Scattering
A. Belyaev, E. Boos, V. Bunichev, Y. Maravin, A. Pukhov, R. Rosenfeld, M. Thomas
Abstract
We suggest the combination of two main observables which provides
a unique sensitivity to the ratio of the longitudinal versus transverse
polarizations of the W and Z bosons in the vector-boson scattering pro-
cesses. Therefore, the analysis we present also provides the sensitivity
to the Higgs boson couplings to the gauge bosons and consequently to
the theory underlying the Higgs sector. We conclude that the analysis of
vector boson fusion provides a model independent and robust method
to study the Higgs boson couplings to the gauge bosons.
1 Introduction
The historical discovery of a Higgs-like particle at the LHC [44, 45] ushered a new era in the
determination of the properties of the electroweak symmetry breaking (EWSB) sector. Since the
longitudinal polarizations of the electroweak gauge bosons (VL’s, V = W±, Z) have their origin
in the EWSB sector, determining their interactions, especially in the study of VLVL scattering,
is of fundamental importance to unravel the mechanism of EWSB. In particular, we now know
that VLVL scattering is at least partially unitarized by the Higgs-like particle.
This importance has been known for many years. The first calculations of VLVL scattering
were performed in the context of the so-called Effective W Approximation (EWA) [112, 113,
114] with the use of the Equivalence Theorem (ET) [115], that states that at high energies the
amplitudes for VLVL scattering can be calculated using the corresponding degrees of freedom in
the EWSB sector. The first realistic study of VLVL scattering in a strongly coupled EWSB sector
but assuming ET and EWA and adopting several unitarization prescriptions were performed
in the 1990’s [116, 117] (see also [118]). Basic techniques such as as forward jet tagging,
central jet vetoing, and cuts on the transverse momenta were introduced to select processes
with vector boson fusion (VBF). The first studies that went beyond the EWA performing a
complete calculation of WW scattering were [119, 120].
One of the most difficult issues in extracting the physics of EWSB from V V scattering
is the so-called transverse pollution, that is, the irreducible background coming from the trans-
versely polarized gauge bosons. Much work has been done to devise cuts that can reduce the
transverse pollution and this is the subject of this contribution. Below we start with a brief
review of the most recent developments in these efforts.
In the gauge boson rest frame the distribution of transverse and longitudinal polarizations
are given by:
P±(cos θ∗) =
3
8
(1± cos θ∗)2, PL(cos θ∗) = 3
4
(1− cos2 θ∗), (1)
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where θ∗ is the angle between the fermion in the decay products and the gauge boson boost
to its rest frame. It is worth clarifying the meaning of the the P± symbol in connection to the
transverse polarisation of the vector boson and the polarisation of the respective fermion from its
decay which defines the θ∗ angle. The P+ distribution takes place when the polarisation of the
vector boson V and the respective fermion ψ coincide, i.e. P+ corresponds to the (Vleft, ψleft)
or (Vright, ψright) case. On the other hand, the P− distribution takes place when the polarisation
of the vector boson V and the respective fermion ψ are opposite, i.e. P− corresponds to the
(Vleft, ψright) or (Vright, ψleft) case.
Han et al. [121] proposed to directly reconstruct the 4-momenta of the decay products of
the gauge boson and hence measure the cos θ∗ distribution and fit it to
P (cos θ∗) = fLPL(cos θ∗) + f+P+(cos θ∗) + f−P−(cos θ∗) (2)
with fL+f−+f+ = 1. They show that the fit is robust against full hadronization. Doroba et al.
[122] proposed a new variable to isolate WLWL scattering in same-sign WW production. This
variable is related to the observation that WL’s tend to be emitted at smaller angles with respect
to the initial quarks and hence the final quarks are more forward. Therefore, they require a small
transverse momenta of the forward jets in order to improve WT rejection. The jet substructure
techniques used by Han et al. to reconstruct hadronically decaying gauge bosons were recently
further improved in [123], where a multivariate W jet tagging method is employed. They
also used the cuts suggested by Doroba et al. [122]. Freitas and Gainer [124] showed that
the significance of the VBF signal can be increased by using the matrix element method but
further investigation including showering and detector simulation is still required to quantify
their findings. More recently, Chang et al. [125] used WW scattering to study the sensitivity
to additional Higgs bosons in a complete calculation without relying on EWA, employing the
usual selection cuts to maximize the VBF contribution.
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Figure 1: Total W+W− → ZZ without cuts (left plot) and with | cos(θZ)| < 0.9 (right plot) as a
function of center-of-mass energy
√
s and anomalous coupling cV .
In this Les Houches contribution, we study the sensitivity of V V scattering to new physics.
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We focus on possible deviations of the Higgs coupling to electroweak gauge bosons from its
SM value, parameterized by an anomalous coefficient cV , normalised such that cV = 1 in the
SM. This corresponds to adding the contribution of higher dimensional effective operators to
the SM lagrangian, such as ∂µ(H†H)∂µ(H†H) (see, e.g., [47]). The extreme case of a Higgs-
less case corresponds to cV = 0. In particular, our goal is to devise optimal cuts capable of
selecting the contribution from the longitudinally polarized gauge bosons and hence increasing
the sensitivity to cV .
One important point to stress is that the current way to measure cV is from direct Higgs
production in gluon fusion through the decay H → V V ∗, which is somewhat model dependent
because of the loop-induced gluon-gluon-Higgs coupling. In contrast, the method proposed
here relies only on V V scattering and therefore the measurement of cV in this case is more
model-independent.
In order to motivate our work, we show in the left panel of Fig. 1 the total cross section
for W+W− → ZZ as a function of center-of-mass energy √s and anomalous coupling cV
without any cuts. One can see an increase for cV 6= 1 due to the non-cancellation of the
growth with energy of VLVLscattering. This behaviour is enhanced when a simple angular cut
such as | cos(θZ)| < 0.9 is applied, since it tends to select the longitudinal polarizations, as
demonstrated in the right panel of the figure.
This contribution is organized as follows. In the next Section we discuss in a parton level
analysis the selection criteria we propose to implement in order to enhance the contribution from
the longitudinally polarized gauge bosons. In Section 3 a preliminary analysis is performed to
understand whether the efficiency of the proposed criteria survive at the full 2 → 6 level at the
LHC. Finally, we conclude the study in Section 4.
2 Analysis at the V V → V V level
Let us consider the properties of vector boson scattering in the V V → V V process, where
V = W±, Z. In Fig. 2 we present differential cross section for V V → V V process with respect
to the scattering angle of the gauge boson V for
√
s = 1 TeV. Due to the t- and u-channels
corresponding to the exchange of an electroweak gauge boson (as exemplified in Fig. 3) or a
Higgs boson, the angular distributions are peaked in the forward-backward directions, as seen
in Fig. 2. The processes on the left plots have symmetric final state and hence the distributions
are symmetric, while this is not the case for the right plots. The incoming W+ boson tends
eventually to scatter in the forward direction, as shown in the right plots, and the incoming
W− or Z bosons tend to scatter in the backward direction because of the presence of the t-
channel diagrams. In the absence of a Higgs boson (cV = 0), the relative contribution from
the longitudinally polarized gauge bosons increases resulting in a larger cross section and an
angular distribution less depleted in the central region, as shown by the red curves in Fig. 2.
This provides the first important observation: the forward-backward regions in V V → V V
scattering are mainly related to the transversely polarized gauge bosons while the differences in
the longitudinally polarized bosons are mainly pronounced in the central region.
In order to proceed further we decay one of the final state EW bosons and analyse the
angular distribution in cos θ∗ of the charged fermion, which is sensitive to the degree of polar-
ization of the parent EW gauge boson. The results for two different angular cuts in cos θV are
shown in Fig. 4. The difference between the SM and a higgsless model is more dramatic, with
a change in the shape of the distributions, and it increases as the angular cut becomes tighter,
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Figure 2: cos θV angular distributions for V V → V V process for
√
s = 1 TeV with (black curves,
cV = 1, SM case) and without Higgs boson (red curves, cV = 0).
since we are selecting more longitudinally polarized gauge bosons in this case. This observation
makes this variable a very important one to discriminate between longitudinal and transversely
polarized gauge bosons. In Fig. 5 we recover the degree of polarization of the parent EW gauge
boson by performing a fit using Eq. 2. In the left plot we show that in the higgsless case, one can
enrich the fraction of longitudinally polarized gauge bosons by performing cuts on cos θV , at
the expense of reducing the number of events of course. In the right plot we show how the frac-
tion of longitudinally polarized gauge boson increases with the center-of-mass energy, reaching
almost 100% in the cV = 0 case.
3 LHC sensitivity to longitudinal vector boson scattering and Higgs boson
couplings to gauge bosons
In this section we study the LHC sensitivity to probe the fraction of longitudinal polarisation
of the gauge bosons produced in the vector boson fusion (VBF), which will provide in turn the
sensitivity to the Higgs boson couplings to gauge bosons. In this contribution and in this section
in particular we present our study on the process pp → jjZZ → e+e−µ+µ−jj (p = u, u¯, d, d¯,
j = u, u¯, d, d¯) and the respective LHC sensitivity to HV V coupling.
The matrix element for the complete set of diagrams for this process was evaluated using
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Figure 3: Diagrams contributing to the W+,W− → Z,Z process.
MADGRAPH package [126], which was also used for the event simulation. For this parton
level study we have used the following initial kinematic cuts:
Acceptance cuts: pjT > 30 GeV, |ηj| < 4.5
peT > 20 GeV, |ηe| < 2.5
pµT > 20 GeV, |ηe| < 2.5 (3)
VBF cuts:[127] ∆ηjj > 4, Ej > 300 GeV (4)
Z boson ID cuts: |Mee,µµ −MZ | ≤ 10 GeV (5)
In our calculations we have been using CTEQ6L1 PDF parameterisation and QCD scale fixed
to MZ . The cross section for this process was found to be 0.0298 fb including Higgs boson
exchange and 0.0362 fb when Higgs boson contribution was removed. The cross section of
this process is quite low since it includes leptonic decay for both Z-bosons. For the case of
semi-leptonic decays of Z-bosons, the cross section is about 40 times larger. Moreover one
can estimate that including WW and WZ processes with semi-leptonic decay would lead to
the event rate which is about a factor of 250 higher than the one mentioned above for pp →
jjZZ → e+e−µ+µ−jj. We will keep this in mind when estimating prospect of our results.
For the pp → jjZZ → e+e−µ+µ−jj processes let us assume an integrated luminosity
of 1.5 ab−1, which is being discuss as one of the high luminosity benchmarks at the future
LHC13TeV, for which we will have about 50 events from this process for analysis. We start
our analysis with a presentation of the invariant mass distribution of the ZZ pair which is
derived from the four-lepton invariant mass, M4l, presented in Fig. 6. The left (right) figure
presents the M4l distribution for | cos θV | < 0.9(0.5) cuts respectively. One can see that the
cV = 0 distribution presented by the red histogram is visibly above the the cV = 1 distribution
presented by the blue histogram. One can also see the slight effect of increasing the | cos θV |
cut from 0.9 to 0.5: the difference between cV = 0 and cV = 1 become bigger especially in
the region of higher M4l where the cV = 0 case is enhanced by the longitudinal vector boson
scattering process. At the same time the difference between the cV = 0 and cV = 1 cases
become slightly smaller in the lower M4l region where the cross section is dominated by the
transverse vector boson scattering.
It is also worth clarifying the details of how the angle θV of vector boson scattering in
the V V mass fame was was deduced for the pp → jjZZ → e+e−µ+µ−jj process. First of
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Figure 4: cos θ∗ angular distributions for V V → V V → V ll(V lν) process for√s = 1 TeV with (black
curves, cV = 1, SM case) and without Higgs boson (red curves, cV = 0).
all we find the momenta p1 and p2 of the initial quarks q1, q2 in the q1q2 → q3q4ZZ process
from a) total invariant mass of the final state particles and b) from the total momentum of the
final state particle along the z-axis. Then we find two pairs of the final and initial quarks, say,
(q1, q3) and (q2, q4) with the minimal angle between them in the centre-of-mass frame. This will
give us access to the four momentum of each virtual vector bosons, pV1 , p
V
2 in the initial state:
pV1 = q3 − q1 and pV2 = q4 − q2 which allows us to calculate the θV angle in the centre-of-mass
frame of the V V → V V scattering.
At the next step we study the ability of a cut on M4l to increase the sensitivity to longitu-
dinal V V scattering and the consequent sensitivity to the HV V coupling. In Fig. 7 we present
the effect of the M4l cut on the cos(θV ) distribution by comparing the case when no M4l cut is
applied (left) with the distributions after cutting for M4l > 500 GeV. One can see the dramatic
effect of the M4l cut which aimed to reject events with the transversely polarised scattering
which is background in the case of our study. Indeed, after applying the M4l > 500 GeV cut
one can see that a difference in the middle of the cos(θV ) distribution – i.e. in the central region
of the V V scattering between cV = 0 and cV = 1 cases, becomes very pronounced which
reproduces the results at the level of V V → V V scattering which we found in Section 2
Finally, we perform an analysis of the cos(θ∗) distribution and present the respective re-
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Figure 6: Four-lepton invariant mass distribution, M4l for 1.5 ab−1 @LHC13TEV representing the
invariant mass of the vector-boson scattering in pp → jjZZ → e+e−µ+µ−jj process: left (right)
frames present the M4l distribution for | cos θV | < 0.9(0.5) cuts respectively. The red histogram is for
cV = 0, the blue one represents cV = 0 (SM) case.
sults in Fig. 8. The cos(θ∗) is defined with respect to the electron in the centre-of-mass of the
e+e− system and the direction of the boost to this system. There are four frames in Fig. 8 pre-
senting cos(θ∗) distributions for four different cases of kinematic cuts, aimed to consequently
increase the fraction of the longitudinal polarisation of the Z-bosons in the cV = 0 case and en-
hance the difference between the cV = 0 and cV = 1 cases: a) | cos(θV )| < 0.9; b) | cos(θV )| <
0.5; c) | cos(θV )| < 0.9 andM4l > 500 GeV; d) | cos(θV )| < 0.5 andM4l > 500 GeV. For each
case we fit the cos(θ∗) distribution using the standard fitting routines of ROOT package [128],
and for each of cV = 0 and cV = 1 we find the fraction of the longitudinal and transverse
Z-bosons. One can see that the cos(θV ) cut has a much smaller effect than the M4l cut on en-
hancing the sensitivity to the difference between the cV = 0 and cV = 1 cases. Among the four
cuts, the biggest difference between the fraction of the longitudinally polarised (LP) Z-bosons
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Figure 7: The cos(θV ) distribution for 1.5 ab−1 @LHC13TEV for pp → jjZZ → e+e−µ+µ−jj
process. Left: no M4l cut applied, Right: the distributions after M4l > 500 GeV cut.
for cV = 0 and cV = 1 is for the cut d): the fit gives LP=0.34 for cV = 0 and LP=0.05 for
cV = 1 (SM). At the same time due to the lack of statistics, the fit error (which we do not
presented in plots), is quite large: it varies from about 100% for cut a) statistics to around 300%
in case of cuts d) statistics where the events rate is reduced by factor of 9. At the same time we
should stress that including semi-leptonic channels as well as a complete set of processes —
ZZ,WW,WZ — will increase the statistics by a factor of about 250, which will decrease the
statistical fit error down to about 2.5% level for 1.5 ab−1 integrated luminosity and to about 10%
even for 100 fb−1 integrated luminosity. The sensitivity to cV parameter is eventually expected
to be similar. Moreover the optimisation of the M4l and cos(θV ) cuts as well as involving the
total cross section as another variable for discrimination of different cV scenarios will be able
to improve the accuracy of the cV measurement even further.
4 Conclusions
In this contribution we present our preliminary results of the LHC sensitivity to the HV V
couplings via the vector boson fusion process. This sensitivity is independent of that which
can be deduced from direct Higgs searches at the LHC. Moreover, the measurement of the
HV V coupling (V = Z,W±) is not quite trivial from direct searches: it is derived from several
production processes and it depends on all other Higgs couplings, including couplings to new
particles. However only one Higgs coupling, HV V , enters the VBF process, so it could be
measured in a much more model-independent way from VBF process.
The VBF process provides a unique sensitivity to the HV V coupling since the Higgs
boson provides a unitarisation of the V V → V V amplitudes, so any deviation from cV = 1
will lead to an enhancement of the cross section of the longitudinal V V scattering. We have
found and important correlation of the longitudinally polarised vector boson fraction (FL) and
the the vector boson scattering angle θV in the V V centre-of-mass frame and well as a FL
correlation with the invariant mass of the V V system, MV V . Using a combination of θV , MV V
and θ∗ observables for the pp→ jjZZ → e+e−µ+µ−jj process, chosen as an example for this
preliminary study, we have performed a fit of the θ∗ distribution to find the FL value, and have
demonstrated an important sensitivity of the VBF to theHV V coupling given that statistics will
be high enough.
For a combination of semi-leptonic channels as well as complete set of processes —
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Figure 8: The cos(θ∗) distribution for pp → jjZZ → e+e−µ+µ−jj process for 1.5 ab−1
@LHC13TEV for four different sets of cuts: a) (top-left)| cos(θV )| < 0.9; b) (top-right)| cos(θV )| < 0.5;
c)(bottom-left) | cos(θV )| < 0.9 and M4l > 500 GeV d)(bottom-right) | cos(θV )| < 0.5 and M4l >
500 GeV.pp→ jjZZ → e+e−µ+µ−jj
ZZ,WW,WZ — which will increase statistics by a factor about 250, one could expect VBF
sensitivity to the cV coupling at a level of 10% or better even with 100fb−1 @LHC13TEV.
One should also note that VBF provides not only an independent and precise way to
measure theHV V coupling, but it is also robust against systematic errors since it relies not only
on the absolute cross section measurement but also on the shape of the cos(θ∗) distribution.
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Contribution 7
Probing the Structure of Top-Higgs Interactions at the LHC
F. Boudjema, R. Godbole, D. Guadagnoli, K. Mohan
Abstract
We investigate the methods to explore the nature of the tt¯h coupling
at the LHC. To that end we focus on the associated production of the
Higgs boson with a tt¯ pair. We analyze the feasibility of this process for
determining the CP properties of the coupling of the Higgs boson to the
top quark. We first show the constraints implied by the Higgs rates from
the currently available LHC data. We then focus on specific kinematic
observables that can be used to determine the coupling itself.
1 Introduction
The 7-8 TeV runs of the LHC have led to the discovery of a 125 GeV boson [45, 44, 97, 90]. The
properties measured so far show very good consistency with those expected for the Standard-
Model (SM) Higgs boson. Despite the fact that these runs have not revealed any sign of physics
beyond the SM (in particular, production of new particles), the fact remains that the SM cannot
address a few pressing questions, such as the baryon asymmetry of the universe, nor does the
SM provide a candidate for Dark Matter. These issues call for New Physics. Furthermore, the
observation of a 125 GeV boson as well as the absence so far of New Physics at the TeV scale
form a puzzle from the point of view of Naturalness. Probing the Higgs sector is therefore
of utmost importance, and crucial is in particular a precise determination of its couplings to
other particles. One of the most important couplings of the Higgs boson is to the top quark,
the heaviest SM particle. Not only is this coupling responsible for the main production channel
of the SM Higgs boson at the LHC but the interaction with the top quark also has important
consequences on spontaneous symmetry breaking within the SM – notably, vacuum stability
arguments – as well as beyond the SM – supersymmetry, for instance, where the top quark
drives electroweak symmetry breaking in some scenarios. Yet a direct measurement of the
Higgs-top coupling is lacking.
In this note, we focus our attention on the possibility of a direct determination of the
Higgs-top coupling. The Higgs-top coupling can generally be parametrized in the form
Ltth = gttht¯(a+ ibγ5)φt , (1)
where gtth = mt/v normalizes the coupling to the SM strength. The coefficients a and b are
assumed to be real. In the SM, where the Higgs boson is a scalar, a = 1 and b = 0. For a pure
pseudoscalar a = 0 and b 6= 0. A Higgs boson with mixed CP properties is realized if both
a 6= 0 and b 6= 0. The exact values of these coefficients will depend on the specific model. Here
we are interested in a model-independent approach to determine the nature of the interaction
from data.
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Note that the electron and neutron dipole moments [129] as well as the decay and produc-
tion rates of the Higgs boson measured at the LHC [93, 130] provide important constraints on
the strength of the a, b coefficients in Eq. (1). However, an unambiguous determination of them
is only possible by measuring directly Higgs production in association with a top and anti-top
quark (tt¯h production). In order to illustrate this point, in the following section we determine
the constraints that Higgs rates can place on a and b using currently available data. We then
proceed to analyze tt¯h production at LHC and construct some observables that could be used
to determine the nature of the tt¯h interaction itself.
2 Indirect probes of an anomalous tt¯h coupling
Within the SM, and with Higgs and top masses as measured, there are four main production
modes of the Higgs boson at the LHC: gluon fusion, vector-boson fusion (VBF), Higgs produc-
tion in association with a W /Z boson (VH) and Higgs production in association with a tt¯ pair.
The gluon-fusion production mode has the largest cross-section at the LHC, and the dominant
contribution to this process comes from a top loop. The Higgs decay to two photons has also
a contribution due to a top loop, although the dominant one comes from a W -boson loop. AT-
LAS and CMS have already put indirect constraints on the value of a, assuming that there are
no other sources contributing to the effective couplings gg → h or h→ γγ. At 95% confidence
level these constraints read [90, 131]
a ∈ [−1.2,−0.6] ∪ [0.6, 1.3] ATLAS,
a ∈ [0.3, 1.0] CMS.
In the rest of this section we extend this analysis by allowing in the fit both a and b couplings
in Eq. (1). As customary, the signal strength measured in a particular channel i at the LHC is
defined as
µˆi =
niexp
(niS)
SM
, (2)
where niexp is the number of events observed in the channel i and (n
i
S)
SM is the expected num-
ber of events as predicted in the SM. In order to contrast specific model predictions with the
experimentally derived µˆi we define (as usual)
µi =
niS
(niS)
SM
=
Σpσp
i
p
ΣpσSMp 
i
p
× BRi
BRSMi
. (3)
Here niS corresponds to the expected number of events predicted in the hypothesized model
under consideration; σp corresponds to the cross-section in the pth production mode, i.e. the
cross-section for Higgs production in one of the four production modes listed earlier; BRi is the
branching ratio of the Higgs boson in the ith channel; ip is the efficiency of the p
th production
mode to the selection cuts imposed in the ith channel. Note that the efficiencies in the numerator
and denominator of Eq. (3) are taken to be the same. This is true at leading order for the gluon
fusion process.
Besides direct tt¯h production, which will be discussed separately in the next section, the a
and b couplings contribute to two main quantities, namely Higgs production from a gluon-gluon
pair and Higgs decay into two photons. We discuss these quantities in turn. The ratio of the
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decay width of the Higgs boson to two photons to the SM decay width, at leading order and
neglecting the small contribution from lighter fermions, can be written in the form [5]
Γ(h→ γγ)
Γ(h→ γγ)SM =
|κWAaW (τW ) + a43Aat (τt)|2 + |b43Abt(τt)|2
|AaW (τW ) + 43Aat (τt)|2
. (4)
Here Aij corresponds to the form factors defined below
Aat (τ) =
2
τ 2
(τ + (τ − 1)f(τ)), (5)
AaW (τ) = −
1
τ 2
(2τ 2 + 3τ + 3(2τ − 1)f(τ)),
Abt(τ) =
2
τ
f(τ)
with τi =
m2h
4m2i
and
f(τ) =
{
arcsin2
√
τ for τ ≤ 1
−1
4
[
log 1+
√
1−τ−1
1−√1−τ−1 − ipi
]2
for τ > 1
. (6)
κW is a multiplicative factor that rescales the SM HW µWµ coupling (for the SM κW = 1).
Similarly, for Higgs boson production through gluon fusion, neglecting the small b-quark con-
tribution and at leading order, one could write
σ(gg → h)
σ(gg → h)SM =
Γ(h→ gg)
Γ(h→ gg)SM = a
2 + b2
|Abt(τt)|2
|Aat (τt)|2
. (7)
Combining both ATLAS and CMS data [90, 132, 133, 134, 135, 136] we determine the best-fit
values of a and b by minimizing the χ2 defined as
χ2 =
∑
i=(p,d)
(µi − µˆi)2
(σexpi )
2
, (8)
where the sum is over each of the production (ggF,VBF,Vh, tth) and decay (h → ZZ∗, WW ∗,
γγ, bb¯, ττ ) modes and σexpi is the experimental error. We adopt this Gaussian approxima-
tion rather than a full-fledged likelihood analysis, since our objective is to obtain approximate
allowed ranges for non-SM couplings. Note that our fits for a alone are in reasonable agree-
ment with ATLAS and CMS fits, and that we have not taken into account recent data on tt¯h
production[137, 138, 139, 140, 141] and we do plan on doing so in the future. However the
large errors these measurements come with imply that they will not strongly affect the fit. The
fit results are displayed in Fig. 1, with the 1, 2 and 3σ regions being shown in orange, green,
and blue respectively. The best-fit point is given by the black dot. While the a coupling is con-
strained fairly well, already within this limited amount of data, it is immediately evident that
the constraint to the pseudoscalar coupling to fermions, b, is still fairly loose. Values of |b| even
above 2 are still allowed.
These results can be easily understood by looking at Eqs. (4) – (7). In gg → h the a
and b coefficients enter quadratically, weighed by the loop functions Aat and A
b
t respectively.
Therefore, while gg → h production is useful to constrain the overall |a|2 and |b|2 magnitudes,
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Figure 1: Two-dimensional fit to the Higgs-top couplings a and b in Eq. (1) using Higgs decay and
production rates from ATLAS and CMS data.
it is unable to distinguish a versus b effects. Including the h→ γγ decay channel substantially
improves the discriminating power. The important point is that, in this decay channel, the scalar-
coupling contribution, contrary to the pseudoscalar contribution, interferes with the W boson
contribution. In particular, for a > 0, as in the SM, this interference is destructive. On the other
hand, for a negative, the branching ratio gets enhanced with respect to the SM by both the scalar
and the pseudoscalar contributions, thus making Γ(h → γγ) too large. This is the reason why
the a > 0 and a < 0 allowed regions are completely separated in Fig. 1, and why the a < 0
allowed region is smaller. Specifically, a = 0 does not fit the data either because in this case the
W loop is too large and cannot obviously be compensated by the b contribution, irrespective of
the value of b. In conclusion, from these data alone the constraints on b are expected to be (and
remain) much looser than those on a, as confirmed by our Fig. 1.
One must therefore resort to a more direct approach to determine the Higgs-top coupling,
also to exclude the presence of additional contributions not accounted for by a and b. This will
be discussed in the following section.
3 Associated production of the Higgs with a tt¯ pair
Of the four production modes (gg → h;V h;V V → h; tth, with V = W±, Z) of the Higgs
boson at the LHC, tt¯h production has the smallest cross-section. The complicated final state of
the process, with the top quark decaying to a bottom quark and a W boson, which in turn may
decay either hadronically or leptonically, and the large backgrounds to the process make this a
difficult channel to study at the LHC. However, as accentuated in the discussion in the previ-
ous section, tt¯h production is necessary, among the other reasons, in order to unambiguously
determine the parity of the Higgs coupling to the top quark.
In this section we wish to point out the major differences that a scalar versus a pseu-
doscalar coupling case entails for tt¯h production at the LHC. As a first step we consider observ-
ables suitable for the dileptonic decay mode, i.e. with both the top and anti-top quarks decaying
leptonically. We will comment on analogous observables that can be constructed for other decay
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Figure 2: (Left panel) The invariant-mass distribution of the tt¯h system, normalized to unity. (Right
panel) The differential cross-section with respect to the invariant mass distribution of the tt¯h system.
modes of the top.
The first distribution we consider is the production cross-section near threshold. It has
been pointed out that the threshold behavior of the cross-section for a scalar versus a pseu-
doscalar Higgs boson is very different at an e+e− collider [142, 143, 144]. More specifically, the
rate of increase of the cross-section with the centre of mass energy of the collision is suppressed
in the case of the pseudoscalar Higgs coupling by a factor of ρ, where ρ = (
√
s−2mt−mh)/
√
s
parametrizes the proximity to the production threshold. This factor can be easily understood
from arguments of parity and angular-momentum conservation [144]. The same behavior is
observed in the quark-initiated process of a pp collision, which is a spin-1, s-channel mediated
process, but this contribution is negligible at the LHC. This being said, the dominant gg-initiated
Higgs-production cross-section does also exhibit a faster rise at threshold for the scalar than for
the pseudoscalar case, even if this rise is not as pronounced as in the case of s-channel spin-
1 production. Similar considerations on parity and orbital angular momentum hold here, the
difference being that more partial waves contribute in the gg-initiated process.
In the left panel of Fig. 2 we show the normalized invariant mass distributions of the tt¯h
system for the pseudoscalar (a = 0, b = 1) and scalar (a = 1, b = 0) cases. We see that the rate
of increase of the cross-section with the invariant mass of the tt¯h system is much more rapid for
the scalar than for the pseudoscalar case. This is an important distinguishing feature and could
be used to probe the nature of the Higgs-top quark coupling. The right panel of Fig. 2 shows
the same distribution, but normalized to the total cross-section (i.e. dσ/dMtth). We observe that
for the same magnitude of the coupling strength, the cross-section for the pseudoscalar case is
suppressed in comparison to scalar tt¯h production.
Looking at the form of the Lagrangian in Eq. (1) one expects that the nature of the Higgs-
top coupling should also affect spin correlations between the top and anti-top quarks, which in
turn are passed on to the kinematic distributions of their decay products. In Fig. 3 we show
∆φtt¯(`+, `−), defined as the difference between the azimuthal angle of the `+ momentum in
the rest frame of the top quark and the azimuthal angle of the `− momentum evaluated in the
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Figure 3: Difference in the azimuthal angles of the lepton momenta, with the `+ momentum evaluated
in the rest frame of the top quark and the `− momentum evaluated in the rest frame of the anti-top quark.
rest frame of the anti-top quark [145]1. It is evident that the information about the nature of
the coupling is indeed encoded in the t and t¯ polarizations and hence in the spin correlations
between them. Such an angle is however hard to reconstruct, in particular because it requires
reconstruction of the top and anti-top momenta in presence of two escaping particles (the ν’s).
We therefore explore a similar observable in more convenient frames.
Results are presented in Fig. 4. The left panel shows the azimuthal angle difference
between the `+ and `− with the lepton momenta evaluated in the rest frame of the Higgs boson.
The right panel shows the azimuthal angle difference between the top and anti-top (∆φ(t, t¯))
quarks evaluated in the lab frame. These observables are more straightforward to reconstruct
at the LHC. Furthermore, it is easy to find proxies of these distributions suitable for hadronic
and semi-leptonic decays of the top quark. In particular, in semileptonic or fully hadronic
decays one may replace one or respectively both leptons with the parent W boson, and define
azimuthal-angle observables accordingly, namely as ∆φ(W±, `∓) for the semileptonic case,
and ∆φ(W±,W∓) for the hadronic case, with momenta evaluated in the rest frame of the
Higgs boson. Although not shown here, we have checked that these distributions are similar to
the dilepton distribution shown in Fig. 4.
1In constructing the `± momenta as described, we keep fixed for all events the choice of the x and y axes, and
the z axis is chosen, as customary, to lie along the beam direction. While individually the azimuthal angles for the
`+ and `− momenta do depend on the choice of the x and y axes, their difference, as in ∆φ, does not. ∆φ depends
only on the choice of the beam axis. One can construct ∆φ from the following formula
cos(∆φtt¯(`+, `−)) =
(zˆ × ~p t¯`−) · (zˆ × ~p t`+)
|~p t¯`− ||~p t`+ |
, (9)
that shows dependence only on the zˆ direction. In this formula, the superscripts t (t¯) indicate that the given
momentum is calculated in the rest frame of the t (t¯). Analogous relations apply for the other ∆φ definitions to
follow.
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Figure 4: (Left panel): Difference in the azimuthal angles of the lepton momenta, with both momenta
evaluated in the rest frame of the Higgs boson. (Right panel): Azimuthal angle difference between the
top and anti-top quarks in the lab frame.
Conclusions
We have considered the general Higgs-top quark coupling and have explored the possibility to
probe this coupling in a model-independent framework. We find that the information provided
by the Higgs rates does not suffice to provide conclusive evidence about the nature (scalar versus
pseudoscalar) of the coupling. One must therefore resort to a more direct method of probing
the coupling. We investigated some of the possible kinematic observables that could be used
to this end. We find that the information about the nature of the coupling is encoded in the
threshold behaviour of the cross-section as well as in kinematic distributions that reflect the
tt¯ spin correlations, which are affected by the parity of the tt¯h coupling. We also note that it
is possible to extract information about this coupling by using these distributions to construct
asymmetries.
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Contribution 8
A Realistic Analysis of Non-Resonant BSM Higgs Pair
Production
A. J. Barr, M. J. Dolan, C. Englert, M. M. Mühlleitner, M. Spannowsky
Abstract
After the Higgs boson discovery the question of the relation of the sym-
metry breaking potential to the TeV scale is more pressing than ever.
Models that invoke the notion of TeV-scale compositeness are potential
solutions that interpret the Higgs boson as a pseudo-Nambu-Goldstone
mode of a strongly interacting sector that allows to postpone the hier-
archy problem to a higher scale. In these scenarios the Higgs potential,
induced by a Coleman-Weinberg type mechanism, can be dramatically
different from the Standard Model (SM). Multi-Higgs production pro-
vides the only direct avenue to analyze the Higgs potential directly. We
therefore perform a realistic hadron-level analysis of the di-Higgs final
state in the bb¯τ+τ− channel for the representative MCHM4 benchmark
model, that makes new physics contributions to di-Higgs production
most transparent.
1 Introduction
The end of Run I of the LHC has left a changed landscape in particle physics, which theorists are
still coming to terms with. The discovery of the Higgs boson with mass 125 GeV [44, 45] has
provided final confirmation of the realisation of the Higgs mechanism, in the process obliterat-
ing any number of Higgsless theories constructed by theorists. At the same time, and despite a
multitude of searches performed by the ATLAS and CMS experiments, no evidence of Beyond-
the-Standard-Model (BSM) physics has yet emerged from the LHC. However, according to the
vague dictates of the naturalness criterion signs of BSM physics should emerge at the higher
energies available in Run II: new states are expected around the TeV scale in order to solve
the hierarchy problem. Along with softly-broken supersymmetry, new strong interactions are
the only other construction which can solve the hierarchy problem in a way which leads to
testable predictions. One of the most prominent among these scenarios is the interpretation
of the observed Higgs boson as a Pseudo-Nambu Goldstone of a strongly-interacting sector
[146, 147, 148, 149, 150, 151].
A generic prediction of such models is the existence of new resonances which are partners
of the Standard Model top quark. These can drastically alter Higgs phenomenology. In the first
instance, the top partners can propagate in the one-loop triangle diagram associated with Higgs
production from gluon fusion. However, composite Higgs models also predict the existence of
higher dimensional HHtt¯ interactions whose effects can only be accessed in di-Higgs produc-
tion. Multi-Higgs production thus emerges as one of the most attractive means of probing the
composite Higgs scenario. In this contribution to the Les Houches proceedings we study the di-
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Figure 1: Representative Feynman diagrams entering double Higgs production in MCHM4.
Higgs phenomenology and LHC14 prospects of one particular realisation of the Pseudo-Nambu
Goldstone-ism (pNG) paradigm, the so-called MCHM4 model which we now briefly discuss.
2 The Model
Composite Higgs models are based upon the idea that the Higgs boson could be a bound state
of a strongly interacting sector rather than a fundamental scalar. Such a state can be naturally
lighter than the other states associated with the strongly interacting sector if the Higgs is the
pNG of a large global symmetry G associated with the strong dynamics which is then dynam-
ically broken to a smaller subgroup H at a scale f . The SM gauge group SU(2)L × U(1)Y is
then gauged intoH, and the cosetH/G is required to contain an SU(2)L doublet, which can be
associated with the SM Higgs boson. The Higgs potential is generated at loop-level and breaks
electroweak symmetry. Deviations from SM Higgs phenomenology are parametrised by the
dimensionless quantity ξ = v/f , with the SM-like behaviour being realised in the limit ξ → 0
(and infinitely heavy top partners). A recent review of the status of composite Higgs models
can be found in Ref. [152].
The simplest such model is given by a strong sector with the gauge symmetry G =
SO(5) × U(1)X which is broken down to H = SO(4) × U(1)X . Since SO(4) is isomor-
phic to SU(2)L × SU(2)R the SM gauge group SU(2)L × U(1)Y can easily be embedded. In
the minimal composite Higgs model MCHM4 [153] the Standard Model fermions transform as
spinorial representations of SO(5). This leads to universal rescalings of all the Higgs couplings
and of the trilinear Higgs coupling by
√
1− ξ. Note, that this is not the case in other composite
Higgs scenarios. Furthermore, there are also direct four-point couplings between two Higgs
bosons and two fermions, HHff¯ , whose coefficients are proportional to ξmf/v2. They there-
fore vanish in the SM limit of ξ → 0. While the MCHM4 and associated models have a rich and
varied phenomenology, these facts are sufficient for our study of the di-Higgs phenomenology.
2.1 Simulation results
Our analysis is a re-evaluation of Ref. [155] adapted to the MCHM4 model as introduced in
the previous section. The phenomenology of the Higgs decays in MCHM4 remains unmodified
with respect to the SM, as a consequence of the global re-scalings of the SM-like couplings,
i.e. all the partial decay widths and hence also the total Higgs width decrease by 1− ξ2 so that
the Higgs branchings ratios remain identical to SM case. Therefore there is a strict discrimi-
nation between single Higgs phenomenology and double Higgs phenomenology in MCHM4,
especially because of the novel HHtt¯ couplings introduced in the previous section. This is
the reason why we choose to work in MCHM4, even if this model suffers from electroweak
precision constraints due to breaking of custodial isospin symmetry.1 We consider only gluon-
induced HH production [160] in the following as this is the dominant contribution to HH
1These constraints can be weakened somewhat by new heavy fermions [156, 157, 158, 159].
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Figure 2: Comparison of the inclusive Higgs transverse momentum spectrum for different values of
ξ, a total K factor estimate is included [154]. We also show a shape-comparison in the right panel. It
demonstrates the standard lore of composite scenarios: there are large deviations when the characteristic
new physics scale starts to get resolved.
production at the 14 TeV LHC run; representative Feynman diagrams that contribute to this
process in MCHM4 are depicted in Fig. 1.
Events are generated using an MCHM4-adapted framework of Refs. [155, 161] in the Les
Houches event standard and subsequently showered and hadronized with HERWIG++ [162].
The cross-sections then agree with those obtained in Ref. [163]. We report results directly in
relation to the SM limit, ξ = 0. Since QCD corrections to di-Higgs production are driven by soft
gluon emission [164, 165, 166] we expect this ratio to be robust against modified higher order
QCD effects which could in principle modify the total K factor away from K ' 2 [154, 167],
especially when heavy top partners are included to the picture [168].
The simulation incorporates detector resolution effects based on the ATLAS “Kraków”
parameterisation [169], which implements a conservative estimate of the expected detector per-
formance during the high-luminosity LHC run with a target of 3/ab. We account for the effects
of pile-up (with a mean number of pp collisions µ = 80), and include
∑
ET -dependent resolu-
tions for jets and missing transverse momentum.
We include both leptonic and hadronic τ candidates and assume that events pass the
trigger in the presence of two τs with pT > 40 GeV or one τ with pT > 60 GeV. The
τ efficiencies and fake rates are based on Ref. [169], jets are reconstructed using the anti-kt
algorithm [170, 171] with radial parameter 0.6. We require exactly two reconstructed τ lep-
tons as well as exactly two jets which need to pass b tags. Furthermore, the b-tagged jets
have to reconstruct the Higgs mass within a 25 GeV window. Separating H → τ+τ− from
Z → τ+τ− is one of the main obstacles of this analysis. To reflect the corresponding sys-
tematics, we discuss results for an optimistic and a pessimistic estimate on the reconstruc-
tion of the invariant τ -pair mass. The former is performed without /pT resolution, demanding
100 GeV < mττ < 150 GeV while the latter includes a conservative treatment of the /pT
resolution and requires 80 GeV < mττ < 130 GeV thus including a dominant2 background
contribution from Z → τ+τ−. Further details can be found in [155].
2It is shown in Ref [155] that the background from tt¯ → bbττνν can be greatly reduced using a selection on
the kinematic variable mT2
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Figure 3: Double Higgs production cross section of MCHM4 in the full hadron-level analysis of
HH → bb¯τ+τ−. For the two luminosities at each dashed line, see text.
Performing the analysis we find that trigger criteria and the event selection do not in-
duce a notable bias: the event selection efficiencies are almost independent of ξ. The dominant
discriminating power, hence, results from the modified cross section, that results from an en-
hancement over the entire relevant Higgs pT range, see Fig. 2. Additional sensitivity to ξ comes
from the relative increase of harder events for larger values of ξ.
The combined result of the described analysis is shown in Fig. 3, where we show the
95% CL constraints that are expected for a measurement in the HH → bb¯τ+τ− channel. The
different values of the integrated luminosity reflect our two choices of including the systematics
of the τ pair reconstruction. We also include the current constraint on these model classes
from Higgs data, ξ . 0.2. Fig. 3 excellently demonstrates that di-Higgs production is an
excellent tool to constrain the parameter region of composite Higgs models with the LHC target
luminosity of 3/ab. We expect quantitatively improved result for, e.g., MCHM5 [172], which
exhibits a strong dependence on ξ, in particular when additional dynamical top partners are
taken into account [173, 174].
Conclusions
Di-Higgs production in composite Higgs scenarios is significantly enhanced over the SM. In
this article, we have adapted a hadron-level analysis of pp → HH → bb¯τ+τ− to the MCHM4
model. It is expected that sensitivity to a SM-like cross section can be obtained at the LHC
14 TeV with high luminosity. As a consequence, the LHC will become sensitive to deviations
that are apparent when the Higgs boson emerges as part of a strongly interacting sector with a
parametrically suppressed mass. In the absence of a signal, i.e. an enhancement of the di-Higgs
cross section, the majority of the parameter space of the MCHM4 can be excluded. Since it is
known that other composite models often exhibit an even larger sensitivity in the di-Higgs final
state, this result is rather general.
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Resonant Higgs Pair Production in Vector Boson Fusion at
the LHC
A. Belyaev, O. Bondu, A. Massironi, A. Oliveira, R. Rosenfeld, V. Sanz
Abstract
We examine resonant Higgs pair production at the LHC in vector boson
fusion. This channel directly tests the couplings of the longitudinally
polarized gauge bosons to new physics and therefore it is important as
a test to any new model. In particular, we use as benchmark a model
of warped extra dimensions where a KK-graviton can be produced on-
shell through vector boson fusion and subsequently decays into a pair
of Higgs bosons. We concentrate on the final state with 4 b quarks and
2 jets and devise cuts to decrease the irreducible QCD and EW back-
grounds. We did not include effects of showering and hadronization in
this preliminary analysis. For this reason we do not impose any cuts that
relies on the reconstruction of either the resonance or the Higgs masses,
cuts which would significantly reduce the SM backgrounds. Although
our results are over-pessimistic at this point, we believe that there is
great potential in this channel once a more realistic analysis with appro-
priate cuts is performed.
1 INTRODUCTION
In the Standard Model (SM), the production of a pair of Higgs bosons (H) is the only way to
directly examine the Higgs self-coupling λ. Production of such pairs can proceed either via
gluon fusion (GF) or vector boson fusion (VBF).
In the case of the SM, this coupling is predicted once the Higgs mass is known. Following
the LHC discovery [45, 175, 44], the self coupling is determined to be:
λSM =
m2h
2v2
≈ 0.13. (1)
This in turn predicts a rather small Higgs pair production cross section for a centre of
mass energy of
√
s = 14 TeV : σ(pp → gg → hh + X) ≈ 30 fb and σ(pp → (WW,ZZ) →
hh+X) ≈ 3 fb [176, 177].
There exist several models Beyond the Standard Model (BSM) which predict different
values for this coupling and that can lead to enhanced cross sections for Higgs pair production,
both for the case of GF [178, 173] and VBF [179] processes.
However, even larger enhancements arise if there are new particles with masses within
LHC reach that can decay on-shell into a Higgs boson pair, leading to the possibility of res-
onant Higgs boson pair production. Such a production process was studied in the context of
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the MSSM[177], NMSSM[180], and 2-Higgs doublet models[181], where the resonances are
identified with heavy Higgses. Models with Warped Extra Dimensions (WED) of the Randall-
Sundrum type [182, 183] also contain particles that can contribute to resonant Higgs pair pro-
duction, namely the radion and the KK-graviton.
A recent study was performed to demonstrate the feasibility of detection of resonant Higgs
pair production in GF in the final state with 4 bottom quarks. This study featured a new tag-
ging algorithm, that was developed in order to deal with the different boosting regimes of the
decaying Higgses [184]. The benchmark model used in this study was a Randall-Sundrum (RS)
model where the radion or the KK-graviton can decay into a Higgs boson pair.
The present contribution uses the same benchmark model, focusing on the KK-graviton
contribution, to study resonant double Higgs production via vector boson fusion. The VBF
signature, with the handle of two extra high-pT jets could make this channel competitive with
the GF searches. The couplings of the longitudinally polarized gauge bosons to the resonance
play a crucial role and hence can be sensitive to details of the model.
2 THE MODEL
We write the couplings of the radion (r) and the KK-graviton (Gµν , later denoted by G) at the
linear level with matter as (see, e.g. [185] and references therein):
L = −ci
Λ
GµνT
µν
i −
di√
6Λ
rTi (2)
where Λ is the compactification scale, T µνi is the energy-momentum tensor of species i, Ti
is its trace, and the coefficients ci and di are related to the overlap of the 5D profiles of the
corresponding particles. The compactification scale can be related to the curvature κ and the
size L of the compact extra dimension as:
Λ = e−κLM¯Pl, (3)
where M¯Pl = 2.43 × 1018 GeV is the reduced Planck mass. In order to solve the hierarchy
problem one must have κL about 35. An important quantity that will be used to characterize
the model is κ˜ defined as
κ˜ ≡ κ
M¯Pl
(4)
The mass of the first KK-graviton resonance MG is given by
MG = x1κ˜Λ, (5)
where x1 = 3.83.
Since in models of warped extra dimensions the profiles of both the radion and the KK-
graviton are peaked towards the infrared (IR) brane we assume that the dominant couplings
are with particles that are also mostly localized in the IR, namely the Higgs boson (H), the
longitudinal components of the electroweak gauge bosons (WL and ZL) and the right-handed
top quark (tR) [186, 187], in which case we take c = d = 1 for these particles. The coupling
to the transverse polarizations of the gauge bosons (which we denote cg) is suppressed due
to the fact that their wave function is flat in the extra dimension and for definiteness we use
cg = 0.0137 (this value corresponds to κL = 35 and has a very mild dependence on MG).
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This fixes the couplings that are relevant for resonant Higgs pair production in VBF. In the
following we concentrate only on the KK-gravitonG contribution. The model was implemented
in MadGraph 5 [126] using a modified version of the FeynRules RS implementation in [188]
and checked with CalcHEP [189].
Fig. 1 shows the total cross section for the GF and VBF production of a KK-graviton at
the LHC13 as a function of its mass for fixed κ˜ = 0.1. Typically the GF cross section is one
order of magnitude larger than the corresponding VBF one.
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Figure 1: Production cross section of KK-graviton (in pb) as a function of its mass with at the LHC13
with κ˜ = 0.1 for the GF (dashed green line) and VBF (solid red line) processes.
We show in Fig. 2 the branching ratios of the KK-graviton as a function of its mass,
compared with the analytical predictions of [185]. The branching ratios are insensitive to the
parameter κ˜. The total width for KK-graviton in all the suitable parameter space is less than 5
GeV [190]. Since the cross section results are not sensitive to the KK-graviton width, we keep
it fixed at 1 GeV in what follows.
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Figure 2: Branching ratios for bulk KK-graviton assuming no coupling with top quark. The solid lines
represent analytical calculations and the dots are the numerical results from the model implementation.
We will focus in the rest of this contribution on the process pp → Gjj, where the two
jets come from vector boson fusion (see Fig. 3 (left)). It should be noted that KK-graviton
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production in association with a W or Z boson (see Fig. 3 (right)) can in principle lead to the
same final state. The cross section of the former is expected to be larger than the latter, and
the kinematics of the two processes are expected to differ, leading to possibly different final
selections. In principle these two contributions can not be separated but imposing specific cuts
can favour one over the other. For instance, requiring Mjj > 100 GeV reduces the contribution
from the associated production process.
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Figure 3: Examples of Feynman diagrams for Higgs pair production via a bulk KK-graviton resonance
in the VBF (left) and associated production (right) cases.
3 SIGNAL GENERATION AND VBF CUTS
We will now focus on studying the VBF production process pp → Gjj following the model
described in the previous section, for the prospect of the HL-LHC, assuming proton-proton
collisions at a centre of mass energy of
√
s = 13 TeV for an integrated luminosity of L =
3 ab−1.
We generated 20k signal events in the model setting κ˜ = 0.1 and varying the KK-graviton
mass MG from 260 to 1450 GeV. Only light quarks u and d in the proton and as final state
jets have been considered. The KK-graviton was required to be produced on-shell and further
decayed into a pair of Higgs bosons in Madgraph, with a mass of mH = 125 GeV.
The following cuts were used for signal generation:
pjT > 10 GeV, Mjj > 100 GeV, |ηj| < 5, ∆R(jj) > 0.01 (6)
pbT > 20 GeV, |ηb| < 2.5 (7)
We will further concentrate on the decay of both Higgs bosons into b-quarks, leading to
a bb¯bb¯jj final state. Assuming SM branching fractions, this decay final state would represent
roughly 33% of the total amount of Higgs boson pairs produced.
4 BACKGROUNDS FOR bb¯bb¯jj FINAL STATE
To study potential detection of this channel at the LHC13, several processes leading to the same
final state have to be considered, and will constitute an irreducible background. Three types of
irreducible background have been considered :
– QCD production of four b–quarks and two additional jets. This is the background with
the largest cross section; however it does not exhibit the same kinematics and can be kept
under control using appropriate cuts. These events were generated with Alpgen [191].
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– The Standard Model VBF production of Higgs boson pairs, with the Higgs boson decay-
ing into b–quarks. Even though this background is the most similar to our signal in terms
of kinematics, the di-Higgs pair production cross section is small and it does not have a
resonant structure. These events were generated with Madgraph.
– Electroweak background producing Z bosons pairs decaying to b-quarks in association
with jets. These events were generated with Madgraph.
Table 1 summarizes the different samples used, along with the expected cross-sections
and number of generated events.
Process Generator σ (pb) Number of events
QCD bb¯bb¯jj Alpgen 148 500k
EWK Z(bb¯)bb¯jj Madgraph 1.46 200k
EWK Z(bb¯)Z(bb¯)jj Madgraph 0.06 210k
VBF SM H(bb¯)H(bb¯)jj Madgraph 2.71× 10−4 50k
Table 1: Background samples and the corresponding cross sections used for the analysis.
The cuts performed at the generator level for the QCD background were:
pjT > 20 GeV, |ηj| < 5, ∆R(jj) > 0.3, ∆R(bj) > 0.3, pbT > 20 GeV, |ηb| < 2.5,
∆R(bb) > 0.1 (8)
and for the electroweak background were:
pjT > 20 GeV, |ηj| < 5, ∆R(jj) > 0.3, ∆R(bj) > 0.4, pbT > 20 GeV, |ηb| < 2.5,
∆R(bb) > 0.1, Mjj > 100 GeV. (9)
The ∆R(bb) is relaxed with respect to the default value in order to take into account the case
of a boosted Higgs. The Mjj cut, design to favour the VBF topology, was implemented only in
the Madgraph generated background since it is not straightforward to do so in Alpgen.
5 RECONSTRUCTION OF THE PROCESS pp → G → HHjj →
bb¯bb¯jj
We cluster the “jets" with the anti-kT5 algorithm using FastJet3 [170]. This procedure makes
sense even at a parton level preliminary analysis, since two partons that are close enough can
cluster on a jet.
Following [184] we base the reconstruction algorithm for event selection on the number
of jets per event. For the presence of jets with non-trivial substructure and high invariant mass,
we use the mass drop definition of a fat jet [192]. We describe below the analysis flow we
adopted.
We require at least two jets in the event after b and fat jet–tagging. The VBF jets are
chosen as the pair that holds the largest invariant mass among the non-tagged jets. In this
preliminary study we are considering only events with four b’s and assuming perfect b–tag
performance. In deriving our results we use more realistic cuts on the VBF jets:
pjT > 30 GeV, Mjj > 400 GeV, |ηj| < 4.7 (10)
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After this first selection we reconstruct the Higgses from the remaining jets. We also take
advantage of the fact that the di-Higgs system is boosted by using the following cuts:
MHH > 250 GeV, pHHT > 60 GeV, ∆η(HH) < 2 (11)
We follow closely [184] and classify events by the number of mass-drop tagged jets (fat
jets). We define mass drop by the tagger parameters:
µ = 0.67, ycut = 0.09, Mfat jet > 120 GeV (12)
We detail below event selection and classification of our tagging algorithm.
– If the two hardest jets in the event are found fat and satisfy the di-Higgs quality require-
ments of equation (11) the event is assigned to the 2-tag.
– If one of the two fat jets do not pass quality requirements or only one of the jets among
the two hardest is fat, then events with fewer than three jets after cuts are discarded. We
then apply eqs. 6 and 7 and if the event passes those cuts it is assigned to 1-tag sample.
– If the event is not assigned as 2-tag or 1-tag sample, we check the event can be classified
as being two resolved Higgses.
Events with fewer than six jets passing the basic cuts are discarded. To select the Higgs
candidates we pair the four non-VBF jets i, j, k, l minimizing the mass difference |Mij −
Mkl|. If the two reconstructed Higgs candidates satisfy the cuts (11) the event is classified
as belonging to the 0-tag sample.
We are now ready to discuss the preliminary parton level results.
6 RESULTS
We first discuss the general properties of the bulk graviton signal hypothesis. In figure (4) we
show the pseudo-rapidity difference among the two VBF jets. The kinematics of the VBF jets
in the signal differ from the case of the Standard Model VBF Higgs production, which tend to
be more central. This is due to the fact that the KK-graviton vertices with massive vector bosons
have a particular pT dependence, and from the fact that the graviton is a spin 2 particle while
the SM Higgs is a scalar. This effect has been already explored e.g. in reference [193].
We present the cut flow of our analysis in Table 2, where we show the impact of the
cuts on the VBF jets system (10) and on di-Higgs system (11). To visually complement the cut
flow we also display the parton level signal reconstructed efficiency separated by the number
of mass drop tags in Fig. 5. In this figure we see that for KK-graviton mass hypothesis larger
than 1 TeV there is a systematic increase of events with two tags, meaning the two b–quarks
products of each one of the Higgses start to merge in one jet. This change of behaviour at 1 TeV
is expected from calculating the distance radius between two partons giving the boost of their
mother particle [184].
At very low mass (MG < 400 GeV) both Higgses are not very boosted, so there is larger
probability of jets to superpose. We loose a large portion of the signal due this effect, due to for
example the intrinsic mis-tag of events caused by an accidental merging of the b’s of the two
different Higgses.
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Figure 4: Separation in pseudo rapidity between the two VBF jets ∆η(jj). No additional cuts applied,
the different contributions have been normalized to the same area.
Sample basic cuts jet merging
(eqs. 7,6) (akt5) Mjj > 400 GeV MHH > 250 GeV pHHT > 60 GeV ∆ηHH < 2
1450 GeV 0.53 0.49 0.44 0.44 0.41 0.35
1250 GeV 0.52 0.47 0.43 0.43 0.40 0.35
1050 GeV 0.52 0.48 0.44 0.44 0.40 0.35
850 GeV 0.51 0.47 0.42 0.42 0.39 0.34
650 GeV 0.51 0.43 0.39 0.39 0.36 0.33
450 GeV 0.54 0.38 0.34 0.34 0.32 0.30
400 GeV 0.55 0.33 0.29 0.29 0.28 0.26
300 GeV 0.58 0.17 0.14 0.14 0.13 0.12
260 GeV 0.60 0.09 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.07
SM H(bb¯)H(bb¯) jj 0.41 0.38 0.36 0.36 0.30 0.12
Z(bb¯) bb¯ jj 0.50 0.36 0.14 0.10 7.91E-02 4.55E-02
Z(bb¯)Z(bb¯) jj 0.62 0.51 0.17 0.12 9.66E-02 6.61E-02
bb¯ bb¯ jj 0.70 0.20 0.11 6.73E-02 5.49E-02 4.55E-02
Table 2: Cut flow on signal and BKG. The displayed numbers are efficiencies.
The most powerful variables for background rejection in this channel are related with its
resonant character and rely on reconstructing the resonance. However, since we performed only
a parton-level study without showering we restrain ourselves of using such variables and our
results are possibly over-pessimistic. We present our results for the significance of the signal in
Table 3.
To demonstrate the discovery potential of the channel despite our preliminary sensitivity
results and push the need of a higher simulation level study we also display the parton level dis-
tributions of the mass of the leading reconstruct Higgs and the reconstructed di-Higgs resonance
in Fig. 6.
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Figure 5: Parton level number separation on number of mass drops after analysis flow.
pp→ G(HH)jj σ×eff. (pb) Nevents (3000/fb) S/√B
σ (pb)
1450 GeV 6.91E-06 8.17E-07 2.45E+00 7.74E-06
1250 GeV 1.86E-05 2.14E-06 6.41E+00 2.03E-05
1050 GeV 7.87E-05 9.13E-06 2.74E+01 8.66E-05
850 GeV 2.63E-04 3.00E-05 9.01E+01 2.85E-04
650 GeV 1.28E-03 1.40E-04 4.20E+02 1.33E-03
450 GeV 8.87E-03 8.80E-04 2.64E+03 8.34E-03
400 GeV 1.41E-02 1.20E-03 3.60E+03 1.14E-02
300 GeV 1.55E-02 6.42E-04 1.93E+03 6.09E-03
260 GeV 5.72E-03 1.27E-04 3.80E+02 1.20E-03
Table 3: Cross section and events for HL-LHC, after all selections of Table 2. The parameters used are
κ˜ = 0.1 and κL = 35. The S/
√
B ratio is calculated only with respect to the EW backgrounds and
without the cut on resolution the mass of the Higgses and KK-graviton candidates.
7 CONCLUSIONS
The VBF production of a Higgs pair is sensitive to new physics that couple to the longitudinally
polarized gauge bosons. Hence it is complementary to Higgs pair production via gluon fusion.
We performed a first preliminary parton level study on the search for a bulk KK-graviton reso-
nance at a HL-LHC using the di-Higgs channel with a VBF topology. We prospect the HL-LHC
significance of such signal. After basic event quality cuts we do not find a large significance.
However, one should note that our results are obtained using the signal and background effi-
ciencies without applying cuts on resonance resolution (on both Higgs and KK-Graviton). We
believe that applying such cuts at the parton level study would produce over-optimistic results.
In this sense the numbers in Table 3 are a gross underestimate of the significance and a complete
analysis based on more a realistic simulation that allows us to make more accurate predictions
needs to be performed to rightly assess the detectability of a VBF resonant Higgs pair produc-
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Figure 6: Parton level distributions of reconstructed objects with no cuts applied. Distributions are
shape normalized. Left: Leading reconstructed Higgs. Right: Reconstructed bulk KK-graviton. Those
distributions are only for illustration.
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Contribution 10
Strong Double Higgs Production at the LHC in the 4b and
2b2W Final States
O. Bondu, A. Oliveira, R .Contino, M. Gouzevitch, A. Massironi, J. Rojo
Abstract
The measurement of Higgs pair production will be one of the corner-
stones of the LHC physics program in the next years. Double Higgs pro-
duction via vector boson fusion, in particular, is sensitive to the strong
interactions of a composite Higgs boson, and allows a direct extrac-
tion of the hhV V quartic interaction. In this contribution we study the
feasibility of probing strong double Higgs production via vector boson
fusion at the 13 TeV LHC in the 4b and 2b2W final states. By perform-
ing a simple parton-level analysis, we find that, although experimentally
challenging, these final states lead to a good sensitivity on New Physics.
Our results are encouraging and motivate more realistic analyses to in-
clude parton shower, jet reconstruction and b-tagging efficiencies.
1 Introduction
The measurement of double Higgs production will be one of the main physics goals of the LHC
program in its upcoming high-energy and high-luminosity phase. Double Higgs production is
directly sensitive to the Higgs trilinear coupling, and thus provides information on the scalar
potential responsible for electroweak symmetry breaking. It is also sensitive to the underlying
strength of the Higgs interactions at high energies, and can test the composite nature of the
Higgs boson [47, 179].
In the Standard Model (SM), the dominant mechanism for the production of two Higgs
bosons at the LHC is gluon fusion (see Ref. [154] and references therein), analogously to single
Higgs production. For a center-of-mass energy
√
s = 14 TeV, the recently computed next-
to-next to leading order (NNLO) total cross section is approximately 40 fb [165]. Feasibility
studies in the case of a light Higgs boson have been performed for several different final states,
including bb¯γγ [194, 195], bb¯τ+τ− [196, 155, 161, 197], bb¯W+W− [161, 198] and bb¯bb¯ [196,
161, 184, 199]. Another relevant production mode for Higgs boson pairs at the LHC is vector
boson fusion (VBF), where a soft emission of two vector bosons from the incoming protons is
followed by the hard V V → hh scattering (V = W,Z). In the SM, the leading order (LO)
rate of this channel is small, around 1 fb at
√
s = 14 TeV. The full NNLO calculation recently
performed in Ref. [200] has shown that the total cross section is perturbatively very stable, with
a NNLO/LO K-factor deviating from 1 by only ∼10%. The production rate can be however
strongly enhanced in theories where the Higgs is a composite pseudo Nambu-Goldstone boson
(pNGB) of new strong dynamics at the TeV scale [146]. In those theories the Higgs anomalous
couplings imply a growth of the V V → hh cross section with the partonic center-of-mass
energy, σ ∝ sˆ/f 4, where f is the pNGB decay constant. The enhanced sensitivity to the
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underlying strength of the Higgs interactions thus makes double Higgs production via VBF a
key process to test the nature of the electroweak symmetry breaking dynamics.
A first detailed study of double Higgs production via VBF at the LHC was performed in
Ref. [179] for a Higgs mass mh = 180 GeV by focussing on the 4W final state. In this work we
want to revisit the feasibility of observing this process at the LHC for mh = 125 GeV. Although
a realistic final state simulation of all Higgs pair production channels can be now achieved
up to next-to-leading order (NLO) matched to parton showers in the MadGraph5_aMCatNLO
framework [164], we will keep our analysis as simple as possible and work at the parton level.
We will consider the two final states with the largest branching fractions: hh → 4b and hh →
2b2W . We will compute the relevant backgrounds for these final states and devise simple
kinematic cuts to isolate the signal at the LHC with 300 fb−1 as well as at its future High-
Luminosity upgrade to 3 ab−1. In each case, we will study the sensitivity to New Physics (NP)
in a way as model independent as possible. As we will show, a High-Luminosity upgrade of
the LHC (HL-LHC) is essential in order to make a detailed study of double Higgs production,
although already at 300 fb−1 important information can be obtained on the Higgs anomalous
couplings in the most favorable NP scenarios.
The outline of this paper is as follows. In Sect. 2 we present our modeling of signal and
background. Sections 3 and 4 contain our analysis of Higgs pair production via VBF respec-
tively for the 4b and 2W2b final states. In Sect. 5 we conclude and discuss future directions for
these studies.
2 Theoretical modeling of signal and background
In this section we discuss the theoretical modeling of signal and background events for Higgs
pair production via vector boson fusion at the LHC for the two final states under consideration
pp→ hhjj → 4b jj (1)
pp→ hhjj → 2W2b jj → l+l− 6ET 2b jj , (2)
where j, b and l = e, µ stand respectively for jets (from light quarks and gluons), b-tagged jets
and light charged leptons (electrons and muons). For simplicity, in the following we will refer
to the l+l− 6ET 2b jj final state as 2W2bjj, always assuming the leptonic decay of theW bosons.
We set mh = 125 GeV and assume a collider center-of-mass energy
√
s = 13 TeV. All events
are generated at the parton level, without any shower or hadronization effect. No detector
simulation or inclusion of underlying event and pileup corrections is attempted: in this first
feasibility study we want to explore the most optimistic scenario. For this reason, we will also
assume perfect b-jet tagging and omit the related identification efficiencies in our estimates. As
our starting point, we impose the following selection cuts to all signal and background samples
pTj ≥ 25 GeV , pTb ≥ 25 GeV , pT l1 ≥ 20 GeV , pT l2 ≥ 10 GeV
|ηj| ≤ 4.5 , |ηb| ≤ 2.5 , |ηl| ≤ 2.5
∆Rjb ≥ 0.4 , ∆Rbb ≥ 0.2 , ∆Rjl ≥ 0.4 , ∆Rbl ≥ 0.4 , ∆Rll ≥ 0.4 ,
(3)
mjj ≥ 500 GeV , ∆Rjj ≥ 4.0 . (4)
The cuts of Eq. (3) are simple acceptance requirements, while those of Eq. (4) are specifically
designed to isolate the VBF signal. The hhjj process also follows from gluon-gluon fusion at
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NNLO, but we expect this contribution to be subdominant compared to the VBF process after
the cuts of Eq. (4). In practice, in a realistic analysis one will have to classify events by jet
topology and isolate the VBF and gluon-fusion initiated contributions. The value of ∆Rjb has
been chosen so as to reproduce the jet reconstruction of a cone algorithm with minimum cone
sizeR = 0.4. The looser cut on ∆Rbb is motivated by the recent development of jet substructure
techniques that provide the possibility to discriminate the h → bb¯ decay over the background
even when the two prongs of the Higgs decay end up in the same jet [192].
The signal event samples have been generated with MadGraph5 [126], including the de-
cays of the Higgs bosons into the relevant final states. We have used the NNPDF2.1LO PDF
set [201] with dynamically generated renormalization and factorization scales (default choice
in MadGraph5). Anomalous Higgs couplings have been parametrized according to the effec-
tive Lagrangian for non-linearly realized SU(2)L × U(1)Y . Specifically, we have rescaled the
couplings of the Higgs to vector bosons and the Higgs trilinear coupling as follows [179]
cV g
SM
hV V hV V , c2V g
SM
hhV V hhV V , c3 g
SM
hhh hhh , (5)
where gSMi are the corresponding SM couplings, so that the Standard Model limit is recovered
by setting cV = c2V = c3 = 1. In the case of composite Higgs theories where the electroweak
symmetry is linearly realized at high energies and the Higgs boson is part of an SU(2)L dou-
blet, the coefficients cV , c2V and c3 deviate from 1 at order (v/f)2. In general, one expects
O(g2∗v
2/m2∗) corrections, where g∗ is the Higgs coupling strength to new states and m∗ is their
mass. For simplicity we have neglected the direct contribution of new states, such as vector and
scalar resonances, to the scattering amplitude (see for example Ref. [202] for an analysis in the
case of composite Higgs theories). Eq. (5) has been implemented by a suitable modification of
the Standard Model UFO [203] file in Madgraph5.1 We have chosen to explore the following
range of Higgs couplings:
0.5 ≤ cV ≤ 1.5
0.0 ≤ c2V ≤ 2.0
0.0 ≤ c3 ≤ 2.0 .
(6)
While this is a reasonable choice, useful for the illustrative purposes of this work, one should
keep in mind that current Higgs searches at the LHC typically set slightly more stringent bounds
on ∆cV = 1−cV at the level of 0.10−0.20, depending on the assumptions made (see for exam-
ple Refs. [204, 205, 206]). Tighter limits on ∆cV come from electroweak precision tests in ab-
sence of additional NP contributions to the electroweak observables, see for example Ref. [207].
The couplings c2V and c3 have instead no direct experimental determination so far. Double
Higgs production via VBF is the only process at the LHC that can give access to the coupling
c2V , while c3 can in principle be extracted also from di-Higgs production via gluon-fusion.
In Table 1 we collect the cross sections of the signal in the Standard Model and in various
BSM scenarios after the selections cuts of Eqs. (3) and (4). Branching fractions to the two
final states under consideration are included assuming that they are not modified compared to
their SM value: BR(hh → bb¯bb¯) = 0.333, and BR(hh → bb¯WW → bb¯ l+ν l−ν¯) = 1.17 ·
10−2 [208, 209, 145]. In the SM case, we also report the value of the pp→ hhjj cross section
with undecayed Higgs bosons both before cuts and after applying the cuts of Eqs. (3), (4) to the
two jets. One can see that in the latter case (selection cuts applied only to the VBF jets) the SM
1We are grateful to Benjamin Fuks for assistance with this implementation.
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Model Final state Cross section [fb] Nev (L = 3 ab−1)
SM (no cut) hhjj 0.83 2500
SM hhjj 0.12 360
SM
hhjj → 4bjj
0.049 150
cV = 0.5 0.54 1600
cV = 1.5 2.72 8100
c2V = 0 1.23 3700
c2V = 2 0.78 2300
c3 = 0 0.14 420
c3 = 2 0.042 130
SM
hhjj → l+l− 6ET 2b jj
8.6 · 10−4 2.6
cV = 0.5 2.0 · 10−3 6
cV = 1.5 9.8 · 10−2 290
c2V = 0 1.9 · 10−2 54
c2V = 2 1.1 · 10−2 33
c3 = 0 2.4 · 10−3 7
c3 = 2 7.4 · 10−4 2.2
Table 1: Cross sections for Higgs pair production in the vector-boson fusion channel at the LHC with√
s = 13 TeV. All numbers have been obtained after applying the basic selection cuts of Eqs. (3), (4)
except for the first row, where no cut is applied. Branching fractions to the two final states under consid-
eration are included assuming that they are not modified compared to their SM value, except for the first
two rows where the cross section for undecayed Higgs bosons is reported. The last column indicates the
corresponding number of events for an integrated luminosity L = 3 ab−1. The final cross sections and
number of signal and background events expected after all the analysis cuts is summarized in Tables 2
and 3.
signal cross section is 0.12 fb before Higgs decays, which corresponds to about 36 Higgs boson
pairs produced in the VBF channel with L = 300 fb−1 and to about 360 Higgs pairs with L =
3 ab−1. These integrated luminosities correspond to the expectations for the future LHC runs
and the possible High-Luminosity upgrade respectively. 2 Our LO MadGraph5 computation is
in good agreement with the recent calculation of Ref. [200] within scale uncertainties. One can
also see from Table 1 that the event yields are much larger in the 4bjj final state than in the
2b2Wjj one, the latter being suppressed by the leptonic branching fraction of the W bosons. In
the 4bjj final state, we expect about 150 events in the SM with L = 3 ab−1 after basic selection
cuts, with event rates that can be higher by up to a factor ∼ 50 in the most optimistic BSM
scenarios.
For the 4bjj final state, we have considered three types of backgrounds: the QCD (non-
resonant) pp → 4bjj production, and the resonant pp → Z(bb)bbjj and pp → Z(bb)Z(bb)jj
processes with respectively one and two Z bosons decaying to bb¯. To generate the QCD 4bjj
events, we have used the ALPGEN parton level event generator [191], while Z(bb)bbjj and
Z(bb)Z(bb)jj events have been generated with MadGraph53. The Z(bb)Z(bb)jj background
2Most likely, a High-Luminosity LHC will run at the higher center-of-mass energy
√
s = 14 TeV. The impact
of going from 13 to 14 TeV is however less important than that of a factor 10 increase in luminosity.
3These samples were also used in the contribution “Resonant Higgs Pair Production in Vector Boson Fusion
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turns out to be much smaller than the other two after applying our analysis cuts and will be then
neglected in the following. The cross sections of 4bjj and Z(bb)bbjj after the selection cuts of
Eqs. (3), (4) are reported in Table 2 in the σI column.
In the case of the 2W2bjj final state, the dominant background comes from the SM
process pp → WWbb¯jj, with the subsequent leptonic decay of the W bosons. The bulk of its
cross section (about 3/4 of the total) is dominated by the pp → tt¯jj process, which is much
easier to generate due to the smaller final state multiplicity. We have simulated both WWbb¯jj
and tt¯jj events with MadGraph5. The corresponding cross sections after the selection cuts of
Eqs. (3), (4) are reported in Table 3 in the σI column.
As a final remark, we stress that all the above backgrounds have been generated at the
parton level. Once shower and detector effects are included, additional backgrounds will have
to be included which can be potentially important, like for example pp→ 4j2b where two light
jets are mistagged as b-jets. Their estimate is beyond the scope of this work and is left for a
future analysis.
3 Double Higgs production via VBF in the 4bjj final state
In this section we discuss our analysis of Higgs pair production via VBF in the 4bjj final state.
As shown in Table 2, after the basic selection cuts of Eqs. (3), (4) the QCD 4bjj process is
by far the largest background. As a first way to reduce it, we can exploit the peculiar kinematics
of the signal, where two pairs of b-jets come from the decay of the Higgs bosons. We construct
the two Higgs candidates by identifying the two b-jet pairs (bb)1 and (bb)2 that minimize the
dijet mass difference [184]. Their invariant masses are then required to lie in a window within
15% of the nominal Higgs mass (mh = 125 GeV in our study)
|m(bb)i −mh| ≤ 0.15mh , (i = 1, 2) , (7)
which roughly corresponds to the hadronic jet mass resolution in ATLAS and CMS. The cross
sections of signal and background after this cut are reported in Table 2 in the σII column.
A further reduction of the background can be obtained by imposing a harder cut on the
invariant mass of the VBF jets
mjj ≥ 800 GeV , (8)
which has a much steeper distribution for the 4bjj background than for the signal, see the left
plot of Fig. 1. Requiring an additional stronger cut on the ∆R separation of the two VBF jets
does not help, since its distribution is highly correlated with that of mjj , as illustrated in the
right plot of Fig. 1. 4 The cross sections of signal and background after the additional VBF cut
of Eq. (8) are summarized in Table 2 in the σIII column.
Although Eqs. (7) and (8) are very efficient in suppressing the 4bjj background without
reducing the signal, at this stage the signal-over-background ratio (S/B) is still quite small.
This indicates that an analysis of Higgs pair production via VBF in the decay channel hh to4b
is rather challenging, in agreement with the estimate of Ref. [179]. There is however one
more feature of the signal that can be exploited to isolate it from the background. In the case of
anomalous Higgs couplings to the vector bosons, more specifically for (c2V −c2V ) 6= 0, the cross
at the LHC" by A. Belyaev, O. Bondu, A. Massironi, A. Oliveira, R. Rosenfeld and V. Sanz, appearing in these
proceedings.
4We thank Mauro Moretti for an important discussion on this point.
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Sample σI [fb] σII [fb] σIII [fb] σIV [fb] Nev = σIV · L
SM 0.04895 0.04894 0.04254 0.002263 6.788
cV = 0.5 0.5424 0.5424 0.4869 0.1958 587.5
cV = 1.5 2.717 2.717 2.393 0.6798 2039
c2V = 0 1.237 1.237 1.101 0.3865 1160
c2V = 2 0.7863 0.7861 0.713 0.3275 982.5
c3 = 0 0.14 0.14 0.1186 0.003405 10.21
c3 = 2 0.04156 0.04155 0.03687 0.001795 5.385
4bjj 7138 133.8 59.81 0.1185 355.5
Zbbjj → 4bjj 126.8 1.918 1.039 < 0.0024 < 7
Table 2: Cut-flow for the analysis in the 4b2j final state. Cross sections are reported for the signal and
backgrounds after sequentially imposing: the selection cuts of Eqs. (3), (4) (σI ); the Higgs reconstruction
cut of Eq. (7) (σII ); the VBF cut of Eq. (8) (σIII ); the cut of Eq. (9) (σIV ). At each stage all the previous
cuts are also imposed. The values of the signal cross sections σI are the same as those reported in Table 1.
The last column shows the expected number of events after all cuts, Nev = σIV · L, for an integrated
luminosity L = 3 ab−1. Notice that b-tagging efficiencies have not been included.
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Figure 1: Distribution of the invariant mass mjj (left plot) and separation ∆Rjj (right plot) of the two
light jets in the QCD background 4bjj. The blue solid curves are obtained after the selection cuts of
Eqs. (3), (4); the dashed red curve in the right plot is obtained after imposing the additional VBF cut of
Eq. (8). The 4bjj events have been simulated with the ALPGEN parton-level generator.
section of the underlying V V → hh scattering grows with the partonic energy. This is indeed
the distinctive prediction of theories with strong EWSB dynamics [47]. After convoluting over
the luminosities of the two initial vector bosons, such energy growth leads to an invariant mass
distribution of the di-Higgs system which is much flatter than for the SM case. This is clearly
shown in Fig. 2, where the distribution of the invariant mass of the four b-jet system, m4b, is
plotted for various BSM scenarios by normalizing it to the SM case. As expected, in the case
of modified Higgs trilinear coupling, the m4b distribution is affected mostly at threshold, and
does not significantly differ from the SM case away from it. In the case of the background,
on the other hand, the cross section steeply falls at large m4b, see Fig. 3. 5 It is then clear
5Although we have generated more than 10 million 4bjj events with ALPGEN, at very large m4b invariant
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Figure 2: Invariant mass distribution of the 4b system after the basic selection cuts of Eqs. (3), (4) for
the signal in various BSM scenarios. All curves are normalized to the SM signal.
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Figure 3: Invariant mass distribution of the 4b system after the basic selection cuts of Eq. (3), (4) and
the additional cuts of Eqs. (7), (8), for the signal and the background. The abrupt fall-off of the dotted
red and dot-dashed blue curves around their end points is due to the limited statistics of our background
event samples.
that the invariant mass m4b can be used as a way to enhance the sensitivity on the signal in
the case of anomalous cV and c2V couplings. Although a realistic analysis will make use of
the whole differential distribution to maximize the signal significance and extract the Higgs
couplings, here we apply a simple cut on m4b as a way to quantify the fraction of events with
large di-Higgs invariant mass and estimate the significance of the signal. We require:
m4b ≥ 1000 GeV . (9)
The signal and background cross sections obtained after this cut are reported in Table 2 in
masses we are limited by statistics, and the corresponding distribution has a steep fall-off near its end point. This
however occurs in a region where the BSM signal is much larger than the QCD background, so our estimates are
not affected.
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the σIV column. The corresponding number of events expected for an integrated luminosity
L = 3 ab−1 is shown in the last column of the same Table.
Our results indicate that a simple cut-and-count analysis of the 4bjj final state is inad-
equate to isolate the SM signal from the overwhelming QCD background. The possibilities
of extracting the Higgs trilinear coupling are also quite limited in this channel, even in a High-
Luminosity phase of the LHC. On the other hand, the invariant mass distribution of the di-Higgs
system can be used to uncover the signal in the case of strong double Higgs production, imply-
ing in particular that a potentially interesting reach on the coupling c2V can be obtained with
sufficiently large integrated luminosity.
4 Double Higgs production via VBF in the 2b2Wjj final state
Next we discuss our analysis for the 2b2Wjj final state.
As for the study of the 4bjj channel, it is useful to impose additional cuts, besides those
of Eqs. (3), (4), that exploit the kinematic of the signal, where two Higgs bosons are produced
on-shell and then decay. We require the following set of Higgs-reconstruction cuts:
|mbb −mh| ≤ 0.15mh (10)
mll ≤ 70 GeV
mT (WW ) ≤ 125 GeV .
(11)
The transverse mass mT (WW ) is defined as
mT (WW ) ≡
((√
m2ll + |~pT ll|2 +
√
m2ll + |~pTmiss|2
)2
− |~pT ll + ~pTmiss|2
)1/2
, (12)
where ~pT ll and mll are respectively the transverse momentum and the invariant mass of the
ll system, and ~pTmiss is the missing transverse momentum. The cross sections of signal and
background after imposing Eqs. (10) and (11) are shown in Table 3 in the column σII . The cuts
on mll and on the transverse mass mT (WW ) exploit the fact that in the signal the lepton pair
and the missing energy come from the decay of the second Higgs (see for example Refs. [179,
210, 211]). The invariant mass mll tends to be small due to the spin correlation of the two
leptons implied by the decay of a spin-0 particle, see Fig. 4. The mT (WW ) distribution has
instead a sharp kinematic edge at mh. A further refinement of the Higgs reconstruction could
be obtained by imposing a lower cut on the transverse momentum of the ll system, which might
be useful to eliminate additional soft backgrounds not considered in this analysis. A lower cut
on the transverse missing energy would also help. Here we try to keep our strategy as simple as
possible, and do not attempt any further optimization of the Higgs reconstruction.
At this stage the background is still overwhelming the signal, and its largest component
is tt¯jj. A large reduction can be however obtained by selecting events where the llbb system is
very energetic. In particular, we impose:
m2b2l ≥ 500 GeV (13)
pTbb ≥ 200 GeV . (14)
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Sample σI [fb] σII [fb] σIII [fb] Nev = σIII · L
SM 0.0008607 0.0005184 4 · 10−5 0.1
cV = 0.5 0.0020 0.0012 4.5 · 10−4 1.4
cV = 1.5 0.098 0.059 0.01508 45.2
c2V = 0.0 0.019 0.011 0.003421 10.3
c2V = 2.0 0.011 0.0063 0.002688 8.1
c3 = 0.0 0.0024 0.0014 6.0 · 10−5 0.2
c3 = 2.0 0.00074 0.00044 2.4 · 10−5 0.1
WWbbjj 788.1 14.86 – –
tt¯jj → WWbbjj 779.7 14.52 < 0.0020 < 6.2
Table 3: Cut-flow for the analysis in the 2b2Wjj final state. Cross sections are reported for the
signal and backgrounds after sequentially imposing: the selection cuts of Eqs. (3), (4) (σI ); the Higgs
reconstruction cuts of Eqs. (10), (11) (σII ); the cuts of Eq. (13) (σIII ). At each stage all the previous cuts
are also imposed. The values of the signal cross sections σI are the same as those reported in Table 1.
The tt¯jj background appearing in the last line is included as a resonant subprocess of the WWbbjj
background. The last column shows the expected number of events after all cuts, Nev = σIII · L, for an
integrated luminosity L = 3 ab−1. Notice that b-tagging efficiencies have not been included.
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Figure 4: Invariant mass distribution of the ll system for the signal and the background after the
selection cuts of Eqs. (3), (4), and the cut of Eq. (10).
The cut on the invariant mass of the bbll system, m2b2l, is quite efficient to suppress the back-
ground at the cost of a moderate reduction of the signal, see Fig. 5. The cut on the transverse
momentum of the bb pair, pTbb, is strongly correlated with m2b2l in the case of the signal and
helps reducing the tt¯jj background.
After imposing Eqs. (13), (14) the cross sections are those reported in the column σIII
of Table 3. Although the number of generated events is too small in the case of the WWbbjj
background to allow us to get an precise calculation of its cross section after all cuts, a good
estimate comes from the tt¯jj → WWbbjj subprocess. It is reasonable to expect that the
latter will account for the bulk of the WWbbjj rate even after imposing Eqs. (13), (14). Under
this assumption, Table 3 shows that despite the small number of events, in the case of strong
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double Higgs production the 2b2W channel offers a good sensitivity on cV and c2V . Isolating
the SM signal or extracting the Higgs trilinear coupling, on the other hand, seems extremely
challenging, even at a High-Luminosity phase of the LHC.
5 Conclusions and outlook
We have explored the feasibility of measuring Higgs pair production in the vector boson fusion
channel at the LHC. While Higgs pair production via gluon fusion is key to pin down the
Higgs self-coupling, c3, the VBF channel is especially sensitive to anomalous Higgs couplings
to vector bosons, cV and c2V . Modifications of these couplings from their SM values imply
a growth with the energy of the V V → hh partonic cross section, which in turn leads to
potentially large enhancements of the production rate at the LHC. A previous study assumed a
Higgs mass of mh = 180 GeV and focused on the hh→ 4W decay mode, concluding that the
vector boson fusion channel is extremely challenging due to the large background and the small
signal rates, even in the most optimistic BSM scenarios [179].
In this work we have revisited this process for a mh = 125 GeV Higgs boson and concen-
trated on the hh→ 4b and hh→ 2b2W final states, which are those with the largest branching
fractions. We performed a parton level analysis and followed a simple cut-and-count strategy.
Our main results are summarized in Tables 2 and 3. We find that isolating the SM signal over
the background is extremely challenging, if not impossible, in both channels. In the case of
anomalous cV and c2V couplings, on the other hand, the signal can be more easily uncovered
due to the larger rate and to a much harder spectrum of di-Higgs invariant mass that follows
from the energy growth of the underlying partonic scattering. Our analysis suggests that a good
sensitivity on c2V can be obtained at the High-Luminosity LHC with 3 ab−1. The sensitivity on
c3, on the other hand, is extremely limited, and a measurement of this couplings seems rather
challenging in the 4b and 2W2b decay modes even with high luminosity. In general, the 4b
channel has a larger signal rate but it is plagued by a sizable QCD background. The 2b2W
final state is cleaner and can lead to a large S/B in the most optimistic BSM scenarios, but it is
characterized by smaller rates due to the leptonic branching ratios of the W bosons.
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While our analysis was performed at the parton level and was intended to give a first as-
sessment on the feasibility of observing di-Higgs production via VBF, it is clear that a more
detailed estimate will require a more sophisticated simulation with hadronization and jet recon-
struction. A realistic b-tagging algorithm is also required, since the finite light-jet mistag rates
could substantially enhance the QCD backgrounds. In any case, jet substructure techniques
and methods such as scale-invariant tagging that allow one to merge the boosted and resolved
regimes, have the potential to help the S/B discrimination even in this more realistic scenario.6
We plan to present this work in a future publication, where we will determine the exact ranges
of the cV and c2V parameters than can be explored at the HL-LHC.
In any case, is clear that even at the HL-LHC, the measurement of Higgs pair production
in the vector boson fusion channel is very challenging. In this sense, a future circular collider
at 100 TeV would substantially increase the production rates and allow one to access a wider
variety of final states like 2b2γ or 2b2τ , with complementary BSM sensitivity. As an additional
goal of our future publication, we plan to study this process at
√
s = 100 TeV, and assess what
is the reach in terms of BSM physics.
Let us finally mention that in this work we have only considered the non-resonant produc-
tion of Higgs boson pairs in the VFB channel. Resonant production via the exchange of a new
massive states could also increase substantially the event rates, and lead to a similar boosted
final state topologies as the ones we find in the effective field theory approach.
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Contribution 11
Triple Gauge Couplings at LEP revisited
A. Falkowski, S. Fichet, K. Mohan, F. Riva, V. Sanz
Abstract
We study the constraints on anomalous triple couplings of electroweak
gauge bosons imposed by WW cross section measurements at LEP. We
give the bounds on all eleven CP-even and CP-odd anomalous cou-
plings when only one coupling is switched on at a time. Then we
move to the effective theory approach with the Standard Model sup-
plemented by dimension-6 operators. For the three coefficients of CP-
even dimension-6 operators that modify the triple gauge couplings we
provide a simultaneous fit including correlations.
1 Introduction
Triple gauge couplings (TGCs) of electroweak (EW) gauge bosons can be probed in collisions
where a pair of gauge bosons is produced. This program started in the second phase of the
LEP experiment (once the center of mass energy was sufficient for W+W− production), and
has continued at the Tevatron and the LHC. The early motivation for this measurement was to
establish the SU(2)L × U(1)Y symmetry structure of EW self-interactions. From the modern
perspective, the study of TGCs is yet another precision test of the Standard Model (SM) that
could potentially reveal the existence of new physics.
In the SM, the self-interactions of EW gauge bosons arise from the non-abelian structure
of the field-strength tensor in the gauge kinetic terms:
LSM ⊃ −1
4
W iµνW
i
µν , W
i
µν = ∂µW
i
ν − ∂νW iµ + gLijkW jµW kν , (1)
whereW iµ,Bµ are the gauge fields SU(2)L×U(1)Y , and the corresponding gauge couplings are
denoted gL, gY . It follows that the TGCs in the SM are given by LSMTGC = −gLijk∂µW iνW jµW kν .
After EW symmetry breaking, this leads to interactions between two charged and one neutral
boson of the SM:
LSMTGC = i
∑
V=γ,Z
gWWV
[(
W+µνW
−
µ −W−µνW+µ
)
Vν + VµνW
+
µ W
−
ν
]
, (2)
whereas interactions between 3 neutral gauge bosons are absent in the SM Lagrangian. The
coupling strength is uniquely fixed by the gauge couplings: gWWγ = e, and gWWZ = egL/gY ,
where e ≡ gLgY /
√
g2L + g
2
Y is the electric charge. Going beyond the SM, TGCs between two
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charged and one neutral boson can be generally parametrized as
LTGC =
∑
V=γ,Z
gWWγ
(L+TGC + L−TGC) ,
L+TGC =i(1 + δgV1 )
(
W+µνW
−
µ −W−µνW+µ
)
Vν + i(1 + δκV )VµνW
+
µ W
−
ν
+ i
λV
m2W
W+µνW
−
νρVρµ − gV5 µνρσ
(
W+µ ∂ρW
−
ν − ∂ρW+µ W−ν
)
Vσ,
L−TGC =iκ˜V V˜µνW+µ W−ν + i
λ˜V
m2W
W+µνW
−
νρV˜ρµ − g˜V4 W+µ W−ν (∂µVν + ∂νVµ),
(3)
where Vµν = ∂µVν − ∂νVµ, V˜µν = µνρσ∂ρVσ. The unbroken electromagnetic gauge invariance
implies δgγ1 = g
γ
4 = g
γ
5 = 0. We split these interactions into the CP-even (+) and CP-odd (-)
parts.1 The first five terms in L+TGC are C- and P-even, and follow the standard parametrization
of Ref. [213, 214].2 The last term proportional to gV5 is C- and P-odd. The first two terms in
L−TGC are C-even and P-odd, while the last one is C-odd and P-even. At the end of the day,
we have 6 CP-even and 5 CP-odd couplings characterizing anomalous TGCs. The CP-even
operators interfere with the SM amplitudes, therefore their effects show up at the linear order in
the coupling, while the CP-odd couplings show up only at the quadratic order. In the SM limit
all these couplings are zero at tree level 3.
Constraints on anomalous TGCs can be translated into constraints on masses and cou-
plings of new physics models. In some scenarios these constraints are complementary to those
provided by direct searches and other precision studies. Basically, TGCs can be generated by
loops of any particles with EW charges. For example, in the MSSM one can generate TGCs
via loops of sfermions, gauginos and Higgses [215, 216]. Light supersymmetric particles could
evade direct constraints due to lack of missing energy as in RPV SUSY, or small cross sec-
tions, as in electroweakino production, yet they could be constrained by precise measurements
of TGCs. See [216] for TGCs in warped extra dimensions, composite Higgs, and their interplay
with Higgs, EW precision physics and direct searches.
The effect of new physics is very transparent in the effective theory approach to physics
beyond the SM (BSM). At the leading order in the effective theory expansion there are three
operators associated with CP-even deformations of EW TGCs, and two more with CP-odd
ones. Of these five operators, two affect only the self-couplings of EW gauge bosons, and can
be probed only via precision measurements of TGCs. Further three operators affect both the
self-couplings and the couplings to the Higgs boson, leading to important synergy between the
Higgs and TGC studies. Finally, two of these operators contribute to the Peskin-Takeuchi S-
parameter [217] leading to an interplay between the TGC and precision constraints from the
Z-pole observables.
In this article we revisit the bounds on TGCs from the measurements of the total and
differential W+W− production at LEP-2. We use the combined results from all four LEP
collaborations [218]. We extract bounds on anomalous TGCs for all the 11 couplings in Eq. (3).
In this case, due to a large number of parameters and large degeneracies, we restrict to a one-
by-one fit where only one anomalous coupling is switched on at a time. We then move to
1C acts as W± → −W∓, V → −V . P acts as V0 → V0, Vi → −Vi, ∂i → −∂i.
2 The couplings [214] are related to the ones in Eq. (3) by κV = 1 + δκV , gZ1 = 1 + δg
Z
1 . Note that we take the
sign of gWWV opposite to that of Ref. [214] because we use a different convention to define covariant derivatives:
D = ∂ − igV , as opposed to D = ∂ + igV in Ref. [213]. This corresponds to flipping the sign of all gauge fields.
3SM loops contribute to TGCs [215].
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the parametrization of the TGCs in terms of the dimension-6 operators beyond the SM. We
present constraints on the coefficients of the three CP-even operators contributing to anomalous
TGCs, including their correlation. Previously, equivalent fits were performed by LEP’s DELPHI
collaboration [219], but no combined LEP constraints were available in this form. Our result
is given in the form that can be readily combined with the Higgs results and other precision
experiments.
2 One-by-one constraints on anomalous TGCs
In this section we derive bounds on TGCs in the case when only one anomalous coupling is
switched on at a time. In Ref. [218] the LEP collaborations report combined measurements
of the e−e+ → W−W+ cross sections at different center-of-mass energies √s. We use the
total cross sections for eight values of
√
s from Table 5.3 of Ref. [218], and the corresponding
correlation matrix ρ from Table E.3 of Ref. [218]. We also use the differential cross section as
function of the scattering angle between W− and e− for four values of averaged
√
s listed in
Table 5.6 of Ref. [218]. For the differential cross sections the correlation matrix is not given;
we assume these measurements are uncorrelated with each other and with the total cross section
measurement.4 We collectively denote the measured central values of these observables as σIexp,
and the experimental errors as ∆σIexp. To compare these results with theoretical predictions,
we first compute analytically these cross sections at tree level as function of the anomalous
couplings in Eq. (3). The result can be split as σILO = σ
I
LO,SM + δσ
I
LO, where σ
I
LO,SM is the tree-
level SM cross-section, and δσILO is the shift of the cross section due to anomalous TGCs that
depends linearly (interference terms) and quadratically (new physics squared terms) on these
couplings. In principle, the e−e+ → W−W+ cross section could be affected by other defor-
mations of the SM, for example modifications of the Z-boson mass and couplings to fermions,
or the mixing between the U(1)Y and SU(2)L gauge bosons. These are however strongly con-
strained by other precision measurements, especially by the Z-pole constraints from LEP-1 and
SLC [220]. Taking into account these constraints, these deformations have negligible effects on
the WW production at LEP. To evaluate δσILO we take the SM gauge couplings gL = 0.650,
gY = 0.358, and the masses mZ = 91.1876 GeV, mW = 80.385 GeV. Then the theoretical
prediction is taken σIth = σ
I
NLO,SM + δσ
I
LO.
For the SM NLO predictions σISM,NLO we use the results from the RACOONWW code
[221] that we borrow from from Table E.4 (total cross section) and Fig. 5.4 (differential cross
section) of Ref. [218]. Finally, we construct the χ2 function:
χ2 =
∑
IJ
σINLO,SM + δσ
I
LO − σIexp
∆σIexp
ρIJ
σJNLO,SM + δσ
J
LO − σJexp
∆σJexp
. (4)
Minimizing this χ2 we obtain the central values, 1 σ error and the 95% CL intervals for the
anomalous TGCs when only one such coupling is present at a time. For the CP-even ones we
find
δgZ1 = −0.10+0.05−0.05, −0.19 < δgZ1 < 0.00,
δκγ = −0.03+0.04−0.04, −0.10 < δκγ < 0.04,
4This is clearly not a realistic assumption. Note however that the differential cross section measurements use
a smaller subset of the data than the total cross section measurements, therefore it is not trivial to estimate the
correlation between these observables.
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δκZ = −0.07+0.04−0.04, −0.14 < δκZ < 0.01,
λγ = −0.05+0.04−0.04, −0.12 < λγ < 0.04,
λZ = −0.08+0.04−0.04, −0.15 < λZ < 0.00,
gZ5 = −0.10+0.09−0.09, −0.28 < gZ5 < 0.08 . (5)
The fit to the LEP WW data can be improved by ∆χ2 ≈ 4 with respect to the SM if one of the
anomalous couplings δg1,Z , δκZ , or λZ is present. Note however that generic models beyond
the SM will induce several anomalous couplings rather than just one. In the one-by-one fit the
results depend very weakly on whether the quadratic corrections in anomalous couplings to the
WW observables are kept or neglected.
For the CP-odd anomalous couplings we find
κ˜γ = 0.00
+0.15
−0.15, |κ˜γ| < 0.24,
κ˜Z = 0.00
+0.11
−0.11, |κ˜Z | < 0.17,
λ˜γ = 0.00
+0.12
−0.12, |λ˜γ| < 0.18,
λ˜Z = 0.00
+0.09
−0.09, |λ˜Z | < 0.14,
g˜Z4 = 0.00
+0.20
−0.20, |g˜Z4 | < 0.32 . (6)
In this case δσILO depends only quadratically on the anomalous couplings, which is the reason
why the constraints are weaker than for the CP-even ones. Apparently, the fit to the WW LEP
data cannot be improved at all if only CP-odd anomalous couplings are present.
3 Constraints on dimension-6 operators from TGCs
3.1 Effective Lagrangian
With the LHC discovery of the Higgs scalar and the study of its properties, experiments have
finally addressed all aspects of the SM and more information on the EW sector has been
gained. In particular, a linearly-realized EW symmetry breaking (EWSB) sector, described
by an SU(2)L doublet H that obtains VEV, is clearly favored. Given the experimental data it is
fair to assume that H is the only source of EW symmetry breaking. Moreover, no other states
beyond those predicted by the SM have been found in the first LHC run. Thus, it is reasonable to
assume that fundamental interactions at the weak scale can be described by the SM Lagrangian
supplemented by higher-dimensional operators representing the effects of heavy new physics
states.
We consider the effective Lagrangian of the form
Leff = LSM + LD=5 + LD=6 + . . . (7)
The first term is the SM Lagrangian. The following ones contain SU(3)C × SU(2)L × U(1)Y
invariant operators of dimension D > 4 constructed out of the SM gauge, fermion and Higgs
fields that modify the predictions of the SM. In the effective Lagrangian philosophy, one as-
sumes that the lowest dimension operators have the largest impact on observables. The only
operators at D = 5 that one can construct are of the form (LH)2; these give masses to neutrinos
and are irrelevant for the present discussion. At D = 6 there are 3 CP-even and 2 CP-odd
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operators that affect the self-couplings of EW gauge bosons. In a convenient basis5 they can be
written as 6
LD=6TGC =
cWBgLgY
m2W
BµνW
i
µνH
†σiH +
icWgL
2m2W
(
H†σi
←→
DµH
)
(DνWµν)
i +
c3Wg
3
L
m2W
ijkW iµνW
j
νρW
k
ρµ
+ c˜WB
gLgY
m2W
B˜µνW
i
µνH
†σiH +
c˜3W g
3
L
m2W
ijkW iµνW
j
νρW˜
k
ρµ. (8)
The coefficients ci are formally of order m2W/M
2, where M is the mass scale of new physics,
and need to satisfy ci  1 for the effective theory approach to be valid. The anomalous TGCs
in Eq.( 3) are expressed by the coefficients of these 5 operators as
δκγ = 4cWB,
δκZ = −4g
2
Y
g2L
cWB − g
2
L + g
2
Y
2g2L
cW ,
δgZ = −g
2
L + g
2
Y
2g2L
cW ,
λγ = λZ = −6g2Lc3W ,
κ˜γ = 4c˜WB,
κ˜Z = −4g
2
Y
g2L
c˜WB,
λ˜γ = λ˜Z = −6g2Lc˜3W , (9)
while gZ4 and g
Z
5 are not generated by dimension-6 operators. Notice that in minimally cou-
pled theories only OW can be generated perturbatively at loop-level, the other operators being
necessarily loop-induced [47, 94, 226].
Three of the operators in Eq.( 8) contribute not only to TGCs but also affect the Higgs
boson couplings. One obtains
∆LHiggs = cWB h
v
4g2Y
g2L + g
2
Y
[
2ZµνZµν − g
2
L − g2Y
gLgY
γµνZµν − γµνγµν
]
+ cW
h
v
[
(∂νW
+
µνW
−
µ + h.c.) + ∂νZµνZµ +
gY
gL
∂νγµνZµ
]
+ c˜WB
h
v
4g2Y
g2L + g
2
Y
[
2ZµνZ˜µν − g
2
L − g2Y
gLgY
γµνZ˜µν − γµν γ˜µν
]
. (10)
However, since other dimension-6 operators also contribute to the same Higgs couplings, pro-
cesses like h→ γγ, h→ Zγ and the total width of h→ V V ∗ (V = W,Z) cannot constrain the
parameters of Eq. (10) in a model independent way [94, 224, 206]. For example, the operators
5Several other bases are commonly used in the literature. In the GIMR basis [222, 223], instead of the operator
OW in Eq. (8), one has a combination of OD ≡ JWh .JWf , O4f ≡ JWf .JWf , O′D2 ≡ |H†DµH|2 (the JWi are
SU(2)L currents) that contribute to TGCs [94]. In the SILH basis [47, 30], instead of the operator OWB in
Eq. (8), one has a combination ofOHW ≡ DµH†σi(DνH)W iµν ,OHB ≡ DµH†DνHBµν ,OW and the operators
OBB ≡ |H|2BµνBµν , OWW ≡ |H|2W iµνW iµν and OB ≡ H†
←→
D µHDνBµν . Of these, only two combinations
of OHW ,OHB ,OW contribute to TGCs [47, 224, 206]. All these bases are equivalent up to total derivatives, and
only two independent combinations contribute to TGCs, whatever the basis.
6For a translation between Higgs operators in the SILH basis and TGCs see Ref. [225].
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− cBBg2Y
m2W
|H|2BµνBµν and − cWW g
2
L
m2W
|H|2W iµνW iµν in the dimension-6 Lagrangian also contribute
to the CP-even Higgs coupling to photons, and therefore the LHC measurement of the h→ γγ
rate constrains the combination cWB + cWW + cBB, and not cWB alone. Model independent
constraints on the operators of Eq.( 10) could come from measurements of the differential dis-
tribution h → V f¯f or V ∗ → V h [227, 228], but these observables do not provide at present
any meaningful constraints. One concludes that the TGC constraints are complementary to the
Higgs constraints [94, 206].
Finally, we note that the OWB and OW operators contribute to the S parameter, ∆S =
32pi
g2L
(cW+8cWB). However, ∆S depends also on another dimension-6 operator i cBgY2m2WH
†←→D µHDνBµν .
So, again, there is no model independent bound on the magnitude of anomalous TGCs from EW
precision tests.
3.2 Fit to LEP WW data
We now present the simultaneous fit of the coefficients ci of the dimension-6 operators in Eq. (8)
to the LEP WW data. We follow a similar procedure as described in Section 2, with one im-
portant modification. In the effective theory approach it is not consistent to retain the quadratic
correction on ci to the observables, unless dimension-8 operators are also included in the anal-
ysis. Indeed, the coefficients ci are formally O(m2W/M2) where M is the mass scale of new
physics. Thus, c2i is O(m4W/M4), just like the coefficients of dimension-8 operators. For this
reason, we only include linear terms in ci in our expression for δσILO in Eq. (4). As before, we
ignore other deformations of the SM that are more strongly constrained by EW precision tests
on the Z-pole. In particular, we assume that the new physics contributions to the kinetic mixing
between the U(1)Y and SU(2)L gauge bosons, which in our parametrization is proportional to
cW + cB + 8cWB, is negligible as required by Z-pole constraints on the S parameter. With this
procedure we obtain
cWB = −0.01± 0.03, cW = 1.18± 0.56, c3W = −0.30± 0.16, (11)
with the correlation matrix
ρ =
 1 −0.72 −0.78−0.72 1 0.99
−0.78 0.99 1
 . (12)
The huge errors for cW and c3W are due to a near-degeneracy along the direction c3W ≈
−0.3cW + 0.05 with cWB ≈ 0. Note that because of that the central values of cW and c3W
do not have any physical meaning: for ci ∼ 1 the contribution of higher-than-6 dimensional op-
erators cannot be neglected. In fact, including the corrections quadratic in ci to δσILO into the fit
would completely change the central values and the errors. This degeneracy arises because the
new physics contributions to the ee→ WW cross section mostly affect just one class of polar-
ization cross sections where left-handed electrons produce one helicity-1 and one helicity-0 W
boson. These polarization cross sections happen to depend the combination c3W + 0.3cW , with
a weak dependence on
√
s, and the flat direction occurs where the new physics deformation of
these cross sections is minimized. Actually, there is also a large contribution to the polarization
cross sections where two helicity-0 W bosons are produced. These depend on cW but not on
c3W , which naively should break the degeneracy. However, in this case the linear effects of cW
on eLeL → WW and eReR → WW cross sections are of opposite sign and approximately
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cancel between each other. The flat direction persists also in the 2D fit when cWB is constrained
to vanish. Nevertheless, the fit we provide can be useful for constraining new physics that pre-
dicts some relations between the parameters of the effective theory that do not coincide with the
near-degenerate direction in the cW–c3W subspace. As an example, in the case when c3W = 0
we obtain
cWB = 0.03± 0.02, cW = 0.18± 0.07, ρ =
(
1 0.79
0.79 1
)
. (13)
This 2D fit only weakly depends on whether or not we include the corrections quadratic in ci to
δσILO.
Conclusions
We presented a new analysis of TGCs using LEP data on WW production cross section. Our
results go beyond the previous fits in two ways: i) in the one-by-one constraints on TGCs,
we derived limits on C- and P-violating couplings, and ii) we performed a general analysis of
TGCs in the framework of the effective theory with dimension-6 operators beyond the SM.
For the latter, we presented simultaneous constraints on the three CP-conserving dimension-6
operators contributing to TGCs, including their correlations. This is relevant as typical new
physics models generate more than one operator. We also identified a flat direction in the
effective theory fit, due to an accidental approximate degeneracy of the dimension-6 operator
contribution to the ee → WW cross section. This flat direction should be lifted by including
the constraints from single W production at LEP, and di-boson production at the LHC. This will
be attempted in future publications.
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Abstract
We propose three simplified models based on a singlet and two doublet
Vector-like Quarks, which describe all the relevant phenomenology for
the LHC, single and pair production and decays into third generation
and light quarks, in terms of 3 independent parameters. Such models
can be used to reinterpret present searches, define new searches that
can potentially close in unexplored parameter regions, and also perform
systematic studies of the flavor bounds.
1 INTRODUCTION: SIMPLIFIED MODELS
Heavy partners of the top quark are predicted by many New Physics scenarios, including Little
Higgs Models, Extra Dimensions, and Composite Higgs Models [229, 230, 172, 231, 158, 232].
Such new partners can be scalars as in supersymmetric models or vector-like fermions, and are
generally introduced in order to cancel the contributions of the quadratic divergences to the
Higgs mass renormalization. The observation of new heavy quarks thus plays an important role
in the investigation of the Higgs sector, and in understanding the generation of quark masses.
Although vector-like quarks are usually assumed to mix with the third generation only
following hierarchy or naturalness arguments (for recent works, see for instance Refs. [233,
234, 235, 236]), the top partners can mix in a sizable way with lighter quarks while remaining
compatible with the current experimental constraints [237, 238]. Recent New Physics scenarios
now take into account this possibility and must be considered with attention. Indeed, the top
partners interactions with the electroweak and Higgs bosons are generically allowed through
arbitrary Yukawa couplings, implying that the branching ratios into light quarks can be possibly
competitive with the top quark. Another possibility that has been recently investigated is to cou-
ple the vector-like quarks to heavier states, like for instance a composite vector, thus decaying
directly into three quarks [239].
In these proceedings, we will limit ourselves to the latter case of mixing via Yukawa cou-
plings: in this case, the new quarks can only decay into a standard quark plus a boson, W±, Z
or Higgs. The relative branching ratios are purely determined by the weak quantum numbers
of the multiplet the new quark belongs to [240]. Experimental collaborations are now consid-
ering the interplay between the various decays in their searches: a combination of the various
channels can be found on the public result pages of both ATLAS [241, 242, 243, 244] and
CMS [245, 246, 247, 248] collaborations, with final states in the third generation. Couplings to
light generation have also been considered in single production [249], and in some few cases in
the decays (see for instance Ref. [241] for the case of a b-partner). Here we want to provide a
simple and model independent framework where all the experimental effort can be reinterpreted,
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and also provide new channels to analyze. To do so, we adopt the simplified model approach,
and propose to study a single representation that couples to standard quarks via Yukawa in-
teractions. A simple Lagrangian can be written down, following Refs. [250, 251, 238]. The
lagrangian can be largely simplified by the observation that the mixing to the light quarks is
dominantly chiral: the new vector-like quarks couple to left-handed quarks for singlets and
triplets of SU(2), and to right-handed quarks for doublets. During the Les Houches workshop,
it was decided to focus on 3 benchmark scenarios: one with a singlet top partner T , one with
a doublet with standard hypercharge (T,B), and one with exotic hypercharge Ydoublet = 7/6,
consisting of (X,T ) where X has the exotic charge +5/3. These three cases well approximate
the phenomenology of realistic models, even in the case where more states are present with
near-degenerate masses (see Appendix of Ref. [238]). Also, 3 parameters are enough to encode
all the model dependence relevant for the LHC:
- M , the vector-like mass of the multiplet, which is equal to the mass of the new quarks up
to small corrections due to the mixing to the standard quarks;
- g∗, which represent a common coupling strength to light quarks in units of standard cou-
plings, and which is only relevant when discussing single production;
- RL, which describes the rate of decays to light quarks with respect to the third generation,
so that RL = 0 corresponds to coupling to top and bottom only, while RL =∞ coupling
to light quarks only.
As an example, the Lagrangian for the singlet case T is given by
LT = g∗
{√
RL
1+RL
g√
2
[T¯LW
+
µ γ
µdL] +
√
1
1+RL
g√
2
[T¯LW
+
µ γ
µbL]+√
RL
1+RL
g
2 cos θW
[T¯LZµγ
µuL] +
√
1
1+RL
g
2 cos θW
[T¯LZµγ
µtL]+ (1)
−
√
RL
1+RL
gM
2mW
[T¯RHuL]−
√
1
1+RL
gM
2mW
[T¯RHtL +
mt
M
T¯LHtR]
}
+ h.c.
where the subscripts L and R label the chiralities of the fermions. The last term proportional
to the top mass mt encodes a correction to the Higgs coupling which is suppressed by the top
mass over the vector-like massM , and it is only relevant for low masses. Analogously, we write
down the Lagrangian for the doublet (X,T ):
L(X,T) = g∗
{√
RL
1+RL
g√
2
[X¯RW
+
µ γ
µuR] +
√
1
1+RL
g√
2
[X¯RW
+
µ γ
µtR]+√
RL
1+RL
g
2 cos θW
[T¯RZµγ
µuR] +
√
1
1+RL
g
2 cos θW
[T¯RZµγ
µtR]+ (2)
−
√
RL
1+RL
gM
2mW
[T¯LHuR]−
√
1
1+RL
gM
2mW
[T¯LHtR +
mt
M
T¯RHtL]
}
+ h.c.
In the latter note the absence of the coupling of T with the W because the mixing is dominantly
right-handed (a left-handed term exists, however it is suppressed by the light quark mass). The
Lagrangian for the doublet (T,B) can be constructed as above. Note that in the Lagrangians
above, we coupled the new quarks to the first generation: the reason for this choice is that a
coupling to both first and second generation would lead to strong flavor bounds, thus we chose
the first generation to enhance the single-production cross sections.
The Lagrangians for the three simplified models have been implemented in FeynRules [252,
253], and the validated model files can be found on the official website 1. The model files also
1http://feynrules.irmp.ucl.ac.be/wiki/VLQ
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include gauge couplings between two vector-like quarks and electroweak gauge bosons, which
may be relevant for some electroweak pair production processes. The three free parameters
are set to the benchmark values: g∗ = 0.1, which is in rough agreement with bounds on first
generation couplings, M = 1 TeV and RL = 0.5.
The main goal of this working group on vector-like quarks is to use these simplified mod-
els as test scenarios at the LHC for both present searches and new ones. As the case of couplings
to third generation have been already extensively studied by the experimental collaborations, we
will focus on single production channels and the couplings to light quarks. Single production,
in fact, is the only channel that allows a direct test of the coupling strength g∗, i.e. of the level
of mixing between the vector-like quarks and the standard model ones. During the workshop at
Les Houches, samples of data have been produced and tested using MadGraph version 5 [126],
and for the LHC at 8 TeV of center of mass energy.
One interesting point that has been explored is the relevance of final states with 3 or more
leptons. In fact, the increase in the lepton multiplicity when choosing the signature from the
vector-like quark will eventually improve signal to background ratio, even though it would also
lead to a decrease in the signal rates. The question is which lepton multiplicity is optimal for
the best signal significance against the respective backgrounds. It was shown in Ref. [254]
that in case of Minimal Universal Extra Dimensions (MUED) the tri-lepton signature plays
a leading role for the LHC sensitivity to the MUED scale. At the same time, for a generic
vector-like quark model, it is not obvious since the lepton multiplicity drops faster than in the
MUED case due to real Z and W -bosons which appear in the decay chains. Eventually their
decay branching ratios are dominated by hadronic channels. A preliminary analysis performed
under the assumption of decays to third generation only 2, i.e. RL = 0, confirms that tri-lepton
signatures play the leading role for the LHC sensitivity to pair production. This statement is also
confirmed by recent CMS studies [245] on inclusive searches for a vector-like T quark at 8 TeV
LHC. The current combined limit on the T mass varies between 687 and 782 GeV depending on
the different channels contribution, and it is primarily driven by the tri-lepton signature which
is far better than the single-lepton channel and visibly better than di-lepton channel. Therefore
the tri-lepton channel is expected to play also the leading role for 13 TeV LHC projection. We
also studied the impact of tri- and four-lepton signatures to the case of significant mixing to
light quarks, i.e. RL > 0, as reported in Section 2.
Multi lepton signatures can also play a role in single production: in this case, however,
due to the smaller number of gauge bosons in the final state, the cross sections for the leptonic
signatures are rather small. Thus, fully hadronic signatures have the advantage of larger effec-
tive cross sections and a careful reconstruction of the final state kinematics may allow to beat
the large backgrounds, as described in Section 3 On the other hand, from the results in Sec-
tion 4, tri-lepton final states may have a better chance at higher energies. Finally, the presence
of the Higgs in the final state coming from decays of the vector-like quarks [255, 251] offers
new interesting search channels, as studied in Section 5.
The simple parametrisation we propose here can also be used for a systematic study of
the flavor bounds on the mixing to light and heavy generations. This step is in fact crucial in
order to have an independent estimate of the maximum allowed mixing, i.e. maximum possible
g∗, and therefore the impact of single production to the future search strategies. In fact, single
production decreases with increasing vector-like mass in a slower fashion than pair production,
therefore at higher masses single production may become more important than QCD pair pro-
2Work in progress by A. Belyaev, D. Barducci and L. Panizzi.
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duction. Efforts in the direction of a systematic study of flavor bounds have been initiated after
this Les Houches workshop.
2 PAIR PRODUCTION: TRI- AND FOUR-LEPTON SIGNATURES3
Selecting events with one charged lepton, same-sign and opposite-sign di-leptons have been
shown to provide efficient channels for vector-like quark searches (see, e.g., the CMS searches [256,
245]). Despite a reduced production rate, three and four lepton signatures may also be used to
uncover such new heavy states. Events with multileptons, jets and missing energy have been
considered in the framework of pair-produced heavy quarks coupling to the top quark, but not
yet to the lighter generations. In this section, we report on tentative new strategies for future
top partner searches at the TeV scale, with three and four charged leptons in the final state, and
considering general assumptions on their mixings with all three Standard Model quark families.
For convenience, we exemplify our analysis with the T singlet and (X,T ) doublet scenar-
ios. As a representative parameter point for our analysis, we considered g∗ = 0.1 and M = 500
GeV for the mass of the heavy quarks. The RL parameter is set to 0.5, allowing for generic
mixings with the first, second and third SM quark families. The vector-like quarks can there-
fore decay both into a third generation quark, top or bottom, and a light jet. This benchmark
scenario allows for non-exclusive decay modes, so that channels with mixed decays, where one
heavy quark decays to a top and the other to a light jet, contribute to several signal regions.
Interestingly, the possibility for top partners coupling simultaneously to the light and the third
quark generations opens the production modes
pp→ QQ¯→ V t+ V ′j with Q = X,T and V (′) = W,Z,H, (3)
which are not allowed for the exclusive mixing scenarios RL → 0 and RL → ∞, and lead to
novel signatures with boosted objects, one top quark and at least two jets with large transverse
momentum, one being a b−quark. Such topologies are always present for RL > 0, and allow
for final states with three and four leptons. As an illustration, we depict in Fig. 1 the multilepton
signatures
pp → T T¯ → ZtZq¯ → l+l−l+νbq¯q′q¯′, (4)
pp → XX¯ → W+tW−q¯ → l+νl−νl−νbq¯, (5)
pp → T T¯ → ZtZq¯ → l+l−bq′q¯′l+l−q¯, (6)
as representative decay channels for pair-produced top partners. For the simplified scenarios
considered here, one of the two decay channels ZtZj and WtWj is always present. Assuming
non-exclusive coupling to the first or the third generation, i.e., considering RL = 0.5, the total
contribution of the top + jets final states in pp → QQ¯ pair-production sums up to a total
branching ratio of 2RL/(1 +RL)2 = 44.4% with respect to the full signal.
The final states of interest for our analysis are
pp → l±l±l∓ + n jets+ MET, (7)
pp → l+l−l+l− + n jets+ MET, (8)
where the number of jets depends on the underlying process. Multilepton signatures are well
known to avail themselves of low background contamination. The Standard Model processes
3Contributing authors: G. Cacciapaglia, M. Buchkremer
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Figure 1: Representative T T¯ and XX¯ pair-production channels to three-lepton (left, middle) and four-
lepton (right) final states in non-exclusive mixing scenarios (e.g., with RL > 0).
leading to possibly significant background to trilepton events involve tt¯ production in associa-
tion with W and Z bosons, diboson, and triboson decays. As for four lepton candidate events,
the backgrounds involving two pairs of leptons can be produced in hard interactions, including
ZZ and Ztt¯ production in association with jets. The prompt decays to three (four) charged
leptons from WZ (ZZ) production with (without) transverse missing energy may also gener-
ate a significant source of misidentification if both bosons decay leptonically. Given its large
production cross section, tt¯ + jets provides another potential background to trilepton signals
if the two underlying W bosons decay leptonically and one bottom quark gives a third isolated
lepton. Yet, the latter (reducible) background has not been included in our analysis as we cannot
estimate it at the parton-level. Similarly, possible contributions from non-prompt or fake lepton
candidates have been neglected. These background sources are expected to be severely sup-
pressed when imposing appropriate cuts on the number of jets, total hadronic transverse energy
HT and missing transverse energy MET.
Minimal requirements on relevant variables such as, e.g., the missing transverse mo-
mentum of the signal or the number of jets, have been set so to avoid the main background
contributions. The most problematic process for multilepton signals with three and four lep-
ton candidates consists in the irreducible Ztt¯ + jets, whose events can involve one Z boson,
two W bosons, two bottom quarks and large transverse energy. In Table 1, we summarise the
production cross-sections for the signals and for the various backgrounds in the multilepton
channels. All the background samples (i.e., tt¯, ZZ, WZ, Wtt¯ and Ztt¯) used in this report
have been generated at leading order with MadGraph5 [126], using the CTEQ6L1 parton dis-
tribution functions. Although we did not include them in the present analysis, the K-factors
for pair-produced VLQ are known to lie in the range 1.5 − 1.8 for Vector-Like quark masses
between 500 GeV and 1 TeV [257]. Parton showering and hadronization have been carried out
with PYTHIA6 [258]. Event analysis has been performed with MadAnalysis5 [259]. Detector
simulation is left for a more realistic analysis.
The MadGraph default cuts are used at the generation level, and we select events with
electrons and muons having plT ≥ 10 GeV, within |η|l < 2.5 (l = e, µ). All jets are required
to have transverse momentum larger than 20 GeV and pseudorapidity |η| < 5. The standard
identification criteria for jet-lepton separation are applied. It is required that all final particles
are isolated within a cone of ∆R = 0.4. As for isolating the multilepton signal, we imposed the
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Process σ ×BR(l±l±l∓) (fb) σ ×BR(l+l−l+l−) (fb)
T singlet signal (M = 500 GeV) 31.85 (55.10) 4.26 (7.36)
(X,T ) doublet signal (M = 500 GeV) 112.06 (195.50) 11.89 (18.33)
ZZ background 25.62 57.97
WZ background 1092 −
Wtt¯ background 17.93 −
Ztt¯ background 19.70 3.434
Table 1: Leading order cross-sections computed with MadGraph5 at
√
s = 14 TeV for the three- and
the four-lepton signal and background event samples, with no added jets. The NLO+NLLL predictions
for the signal are given in parentheses [257].
following requirements, in order:
– Cut 1: a minimum of three charged leptons must be identified with each pT > 10 GeV,
including at least one with pT > 20 GeV.
– Cut 2: the signal events are selected so that they contain at least two jet constituents,
including one b−tagged jet.
– Cut 3: all the events with total hadronic transverse energy HT smaller than 300 GeV are
rejected.
The optimisation of the cuts, so as to maximise the signal-over-background significance,
is left for future work. Asking further for missing transverse energy MET ≥ 20 GeV allows
for a significant suppression of the QCD multi-jet background. Altogether, the above basic
requirements significantly reduce the diboson backgrounds, while the contributions originating
from Ztt¯+jets,WZ+jets and ZZ+jets remain significant. We observe that the distributions
for the signal and the background jet multiplicities, shown in Fig. 2, display similar shapes and
are both peaked at Nj = 5 and Nb = 2. The pT and η distributions of the leading jets and
leptons for the multilepton event samples are also displayed against backgrounds.
Although a more aggressive cut on the total transverse energy, HT > 500 GeV, signifi-
cantly reduces the background for the considered benchmark, applying a more stringent selec-
tion on the transverse momenta of either the leading jets or the leptons also enhances sizably
the signal significance. We also checked that requiring a forward-jet tag with a transverse mo-
mentum as large as 80 GeV suppresses most of the background arising from Wtt¯+ jets, while
additionally asking pT > 70 GeV for the second hardest jet removes most of the Ztt¯ + jets
contribution. A similar selection efficiency can be obtained by imposing pT > 100 GeV and
pT > 40 GeV for the first and second hardest leptons, respectively. Alternatively, requiring
the presence of exactly one b quark with pT > 20 GeV and |η| < 2.4 allows to extract most
of the signal, provided that no other b−jet is tagged. Setting cuts on pbT only mildly improves
the selection efficiency. Other directions for refinement could involve mass resconstruction in
specific decay modes, or using boosted techniques to increase the sensitivity.
Despite the fact that the total number of tri- and four-lepton events is expected to decrease
significantly for larger masses, these signatures provide encouraging alternatives to search for
pair-produced Vector-Like quarks in the forthcoming searches. This is true, in particular, for
top partners having sizable mixings with both the light and the third SM quark generations, that
are allowed to decay simultaneously to top quarks and light jets with high transverse momenta.
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Figure 2: Leading order kinematical distributions for the light jets multiplicity (top left), the light jets
transverse momentum (bottom left), the b-jets multiplicity (top right) and the b-jets transverse momentum
(bottom right), in the three- and four-lepton channels, for an integrated luminosity of 20 fb−1 at the LHC
14 TeV. The total expected numbers of event is plotted for the T singlet (red) and (X,T ) doublet (blue)
signal models, versus the backgrounds (black), after imposing the standard cuts.
3 SINGLE PRODUCTION: FULLY HADRONIC SIGNATURE4
Single production of vector-like quarks can give information about the size of the mixing with
the standard quarks, but also on the nature of the new particle itself. As an example, in this
contribution we will consider the case of the doublet (X,T ), even though similar considerations
can be done for the standard doublet (T,B). Due to the suppression of the coupling to the W ,
the top partner T can be produced via coupling to the third generation only in association with
a top quark, due to the absence of tops in the colliding protons. If an even small coupling to the
first generation is allowed, then a new channel is open
pp→ Tj → Htj → bb¯ bjj j . (9)
The production here takes place via the coupling with a Z boson and an up quark. The decay,
on the other hand, can be dominated by the third generation: here we will focus in particular on
the decay to a Higgs, which fares about 50%, because we are interested in fully hadronic final
states. Final states with leptons can be obtained when the T decays to a Z boson, however the
event rate pays for the small leptonic Z fraction (the leptonic channel will be studied in the next
section). The aim of our preliminary study is to show that it is in principle possible to reconstruct
the T in a fully hadronic final state, and distinguish it from the dominant backgrounds.
4Contributing authors: G. Cacciapaglia, A. Deandrea, J.L. Ruiz-Álvarez
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Process XS (pb) Ex. Events
QCD (bbjjj) 500 10000000
W+jets 37509 750180000
Z+jets 3503.71 70074200
t t¯ 234 4680000
t 114.85 2297000
Diboson 96.82 1936400
Table 2: Cross sections and number of events for backgrounds.
The final state we are interested in consists of 5 jets with high pT , three of which being
b-jets, coming from the T decays, and a more forward jet at production. In this analysis we
considered the backgrounds listed in Table 2, where cross sections and number of events at 8
TeV for 20 fb−1 are also listed. All the events have been produced using MadGraph5 [126], and
Pythia 6 [258] for the hadronization of the samples at parton-level. Proper matching between
the hard radiation generated by MadGraph and the soft ISR/FSR radiation added by Pythia have
been implemented. For the QCD sample, jets were produced with a pT > 30 GeV and within
|η| < 5. All the other background samples have jets with pT > 10 GeV, while no pseudo-
rapidity cut have been imposed. In samples containing at least one Z (di-boson processes ZZ
and WZ, and Z+jets) the mass of the di-lepton pair was required to be Mll > 50 GeV. Finally,
the signal sample has been produced with pT > 10 GeV on jets. For the signal with MT = 734
GeV around 700 events were expected at 8 TeV with 20 fb−1, where the couplings have been
chosen to reproduce the benchmark point in Ref. [238]. For this mass point the signal has a
cross section around 200 fb.
An important feature of the fully hadronic channel is the possibility of having a bump-
hunt strategy: in fact, a full reconstruction of all the decay products coming from the top partner
is possible. Our goal is therefore to find a bump in the invariant mass distribution for the five
jets coming from T . The same distribution on the backgrounds should be flat-falling, while the
cuts may affect this expected shape. The main difficulty with this strategy is the dependence on
the good identification of the jets that reconstruct the T decay.
As a positive point, various characteristics of the signal can be exploited in order to dif-
ferentiate it from the backgrounds. We propose in this short study two variables of interest.
First, the production process of the top partner generates also a light quark that adds an extra
jet in the event. In Figure 3 the pseudorapidity η distribution for this additional jet is shown at
parton level, showing that it is mainly a forward jet as expected. It should be useful therefore
to require that each event has at least one jet with |η| > 2.5. Second, as the top partner has a
large mass, signal events should have a substantial deposit of energy from all the decay prod-
ucts in the detector. This can be studied with the total hadronic energy of the event, defined as
HT =
∑ |pjT |. In Figure 3 the distribution for this variable is shown for the signal and different
backgrounds. From the HT plot, it is possible to say that cutting around 600 GeV will help to
extract the signal.
Finally, in order to reduce the combinatorics when reconstructing the T it should be useful
to require two b tags, either for the full identification of the Higgs and for the identification of the
top and one of the jets coming from the Higgs. Even though requiring H → bb¯ closes up some
decay channels of the Higgs, this choice will surely lead to a better reconstruction of the mass
peak, and additionally will lead to kill a lot of the background coming from QCD processes. In
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Figure 4 the mass peak of the T is shown using two b tags and selecting other three jets to be
compatible with the top and Higgs as decay products coming form the top partner.
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Figure 4: Reconstructed T mass for the signal sample.
4 SINGLE PRODUCTION: TRI-LEPTON SIGNATURE5
As previously mentioned, an interesting scenario is the case of the singlet vector-like top partner
coupling both to first and third generation quarks. In the case of single production, the T ′ is
produced in association with a light jet, and it can decay into a Z boson and a top quark. A very
rich final state can hence be studied. In this subsection, we concentrated on the largest lepton
5Contributing author: L. Basso
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multiplicity, namely a trilepton signature, as follows:
pp→ jT ′ → jZt→ j(`±`∓)b`±ν . (10)
Backgrounds to this signature are mainly the reducible WZjj, tt, and tt`ν, and the irreducible
tZj. The difference between the two backgrounds encompassing top quarks arise from the
source of the third lepton: in the tt case, a third lepton comes from a semi-leptonic B-hadron
decay in the b-jet, whilst in the tt`ν case, a prompt lepton is considered (from ttW ). Regarding
tt, the main suppression comes from requiring that the leptons are isolated, as the one stemming
from the b−jet passes this selection only in about few percent of the cases. Further, it is strongly
reduced by the reconstruction of the leptonic vector bosons (W and Z) as in the signal (despite
leptonic W bosons being present, the combinatorics in reconstructing first the Z boson heavily
affect it). We therefore expect it to be comparable to all others, despite the large tt production
cross section of 25 pb (when both top quarks decay semi-leptonically).
We start by pinning down the properties of the signal at parton level. The cut flow for
this analysis is as follows: first we apply typical detector acceptances as follows: p`T > 20
GeV, pjT > 40 GeV, |ηj(`)| < 2.5, where ` = e, µ and ηj is restricted only to the tracker to
allow for b-tagging. Further, all final state particles are required to be isolated in a cone of
∆Rjj = ∆R`j = 0.5 and ∆R`` = 0.2, for jets and leptons, respectively. The analysis is carried
out in the MadAnalysis package [259]. Then, the pair of leptons that best reconstructs the Z
boson is chosen, with the third lepton assigned to the W boson, and further combined with the
b−quark to reconstruct the top quark. We see in Figure 5 that this algorithm works very well.
A window around the Z mass, |M(``) − 91.8 GeV| ≤ 20 GeV,is selected. Regarding the W
boson, an asymmetric window 20 GeV ≤ MT (`ν) ≤ 100 GeV is selected. Finally, around the
top quark, another asymmetric window 100 GeV ≤ MT (b`ν) ≤ 190 GeV is considered. The
optimisation of these windows in order to maximise the signal-over-background sensitivity is
left for future work.
Cross sections for the process of eq. (10) for
√
s = 8 TeV are too small to leave one with a
sufficient amount of events: with the same benchmark [238] considered in the previous section,
we obtain σ(400 GeV) = 2.5 fb and σ(600 GeV) = 1.4 fb. We therefore study the sensitivity
at 14 TeV and L = 20 fb−1 including also the backgrounds described earlier on. At 14 TeV,
cross sections for pp→ tZj → 3`+X (` = e, µ) are as follows:
T ′ (400 GeV) : σ = 4.0 fb, tZj : σ = 15.5 fb,
T ′ (600 GeV) : σ = 2.6 fb, WZjj : σ = 246.7 fb , (with generation cuts)
T ′ (800 GeV) : σ = 1.6 fb, tt¯`ν : σ = 5.7 fb,
tt¯ : σ = 25.0 pb, (σ2`)
For a more realistic analysis, we performed our study at hadron level, after showering (but
without account for detector simulation, hence in a “perfect detector” scenario). All signal and
background samples have been produced with CalcHEP 3.4 [189] (a part for the tt one done
with MadGraph 5 [126]), and then showered with Pythia 6.4 [258]. Jet reconstruction has been
performed with FastJet [170], employing the anti-kT algorithm with radius R = 0.5. Further,
b-tagging efficiency is set to 70% and light flavour mistagging to 10%. In our event selection,
we require exactly 3 leptons, at least 2 jets of which exactly one is a b−jet, to further reduce
tt backgrounds and the irreducible tZj, where j is mainly a b−jet. Numbers of events for
L = 20 fb−1 and relative efficiencies are given in Table 3, for our backgrounds and 3 benchmark
masses for the signal.
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Figure 5: Plots for signal: (top-left) W -boson reconstruction: transverse mass of 1 lepton; (top-right)
Z-boson reconstruction: invariant mass of pair of lepton closest in value to MZ ; (bottom-left) top recon-
struction: transverse mass of W -boson and b-quark; (bottom-right) T ′ reconstruction: transverse mass
of b−quark and all 3 leptons.
After the last cut (i.e., the top reconstruction), the signal is clearly visible in the transverse
mass of the b−jet and the 3 leptons, see Figure 6. It is clear that the largest background is the
irreducible SM tZj, while the larger WZjj is effectively suppressed by the b-tagging Also tt
is effectively reduced, and it has not a tail as the others. Notice that they all peak at roughly
300 GeV. 20 fb−1 seems to be a sufficient integrated luminosity to probe this channel for T ′
masses up to O(600) GeV, although a more realistic detector simulation is required to confirm
its feasibility.
5 HIGGS SEARCHES FOR VECTOR-LIKE QUARK PARTNERS6
Vector-like (VL) quark partner searches in Higgs final states have been performed in the context
of top partner searches [245], which assumes that dominant production channel for the top
6Contributing authors: T. Flacke, J.H. Kim, S.J. Lee and S.H. Lim
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# 400 GeV ε(%) 600 GeV ε(%) 800 GeV ε(%)
0 79.4 − 51.4 − 31.5 −
1 48.4 61.0 34.6 67.4 20.8 66.0
2 6.7 13.7 4.3 15.4 3.3 15.8
3 5.2 78.4 4.0 74.1 2.3 70.2
4 4.5 86.1 3.5 89.3 2.1 89.5
# tZj ε(%) WZjj ε(%) tt¯`ν ε(%) tt¯ ε(%)
0 309.2 − 4934.0 − 114.3 − 5·105 −
1 194.5 62.9 2078.8 42.1 35.9 31.4 937.7 0.2
2 23.4 12.0 57.3 2.8 4.6 12.8 69.4 7.4
3 19.9 84.8 47.5 83.0 1.2 25.8 35.9 51.7
4 17.3 87.2 14.1 29.6 0.5 40.8 19.2 53.3
Table 3: Events and efficiencies for 20 fb−1 after the application of cuts (efficiency always with respect
to previous item) for (top) signal and (bottom) backgrounds. #0: no cuts, #1: only leptonic cuts, #2:
only hadronic cuts and b−tagging, #3: W and Z reconstruction, #4: top reconstruction.
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Figure 6: T ′ reconstruction: transverse mass of b−quark and all 3 leptons.
partner is through QCD pair production. The LHC bound for a top partner with 100% branching
fraction (BR) into top plus Higgs is found to be M > 706 GeV [245]. On the contrary, a similar
search for a VL bottom quark partner [246] does not yield bounds if 100% BR into bottom plus
Higgs is assumed, and bounds for light quark family partners have mostly been obtained for
partner decays into gauge bosons and jets [260].7 Only Ref. [262] established bounds on VL
light quark partners in the Higgs channel from current LHC data, where the standard model
Higgs searches from H → γγ channel have been used. In this analysis, we generalize the study
of Ref. [262], which was performed in the context of minimal composite Higgs models [153],
into simplified models [238].
7For prospects of VL quark searches in Higgs channels cf. e.g. Refs. [261, 229, 251].
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5.1 Vector-Like quark searches in Higgs final states – Models
In the following, we discuss searches for vector-like quark partners in Higgs final states. As
we want to be more general than the simplified scenarios described in the Introduction, we will
use in this study the Lagrangian proposed in Ref. [238], which describes single production and
decay of a vector-like up-type quark partner 8:
LTsingle = κWV 4iL/R
g√
2
[T¯L/RW
+
µ γ
µdiL/R] + κZV
4i
L/R
g
2cW
[T¯L/RZµγ
µuiL/R]
− κHV 4iL/R
M
v
[T¯R/Lhu
i
L/R] + h.c. , (11)
where i is a family index. For simplicity, we focus on partners of purely the up-, charm-, or
top-quark in what follows, i.e. we choose to keep partners of only one family in the following
analysis. The Lagrangian in Eq. (11) can be identified with LT in the introduction by renam-
ing V 4uL =
√
RL
1+RL
and V 4tL =
√
1
1+RL
, and setting V 4iR = 0 and κW = κZ = κH = g∗
(thus neglecting the mt/M term): large differences compared to this case can be achieved in
models with large mixing between VL quarks. The “mixing” couplings described by the La-
grangian (11) arise when expressing the gauge and Higgs interactions of the SM-like quarks
and the up-type partner in the mass eigenbasis. Mixing of SM-like quarks and the quark part-
ner in the left-handed quark sector is strongly constrained from electroweak precision tests (cf.
e.g. Refs. [263, 264]), while in the right-handed sector substantial mixing is possible [265]. To
capture phenomenologically viable models, we study two sample scenarios.
In Model I, we assume V 4iR  V 4iL and κH  κW,Z .9 The full effective Lagrangian of the
model is given by
Leff = LSM+T¯
(
i∂µ + e
2
3
Aµ − g2
3
s2w
cw
Zµ + g3Gµ
)
γµT−MT¯T−
[
λeff,imixhT¯Lu
i
R + h.c.
]
. (12)
Matching the last term to the simplified model parameters in Eq. (11) yields λeff,imix = κHV
4i
R M/v.
The effective coupling λeff,imix can be sizable without being in conflict with electroweak precision
constraints. This has important consequences for the T production channels discussed in the
next section. Concerning the decay, T → hui is the only allowed decay channel, such that this
sample model can only be tested in Higgs final states at the LHC.
For Model II, we assume V 4iR ' V 4iL .10 The effective Lagrangian of this model is given by
Leff = LSM + T¯
(
i∂µ + e
2
3
Aµ − g2
3
s2w
cw
Zµ + g3Gµ
)
γµT −MT¯T
−
[
λeff,imix
mZ
M1
T¯LZµγ
µuiL +
√
2λeff,imix
mW
M1
T¯LWµγ
µdiL + λ
eff
mixhT¯Lu
i
R + h.c.
]
, (13)
where matching with the simplified model Lagrangian Eq. (11) yields λeff,imix = κHV
4i
R M/v =
κWV
4i
L M/v = κZV
4i
L M/v. In this sample model, electroweak precision constraints require the
8We work in unitary gauge. And we focus on up-type partners here. Concerning the discussion of Higgs
interactions in this section, down-type partners can be treated completely analogously.
9An explicit realization of this parameter choice has been discussed in Ref. [262] in terms of a partially com-
posite right-handed quark model.
10This model setup arises for example in the fully composite quark model discussed in Ref. [262].
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Figure 7: Main channels leading to BSM Higgs final states from Model I and II. The label p in the first
diagram in (a) stands for any parton of the proton: g, q and q¯.
couplings λeff,imix to be small. Therefore, single-production of the T is suppressed. The branching
fractions of the T decays into W,Z, or Higgs and a SM-like quark are approximately 50%, 25%
and 25% [262].
5.2 BSM Production channels with Higgs final states
The dominant channels which lead to BSM final state Higgses from our sample models I and
II are shown in Fig. 7. For small λeff,imix (which is required in Model II but not in Model I), BSM
production of Higgses arises mainly through QCD production of a T pair shown in panel (a)
and their decay into a Higgs and an SM-like quark. The remaining channels (non-QCD T pair
production in panel (b), single T production in panel (c), and di-Higgs production in panel (d))
only play a role when λeff,imix is not suppressed. For vector-quark partners which mainly interact
with the up-quark, these channels considerably enhance the T pair production cross section and
also yield sizable single T production and BSM di-Higgs production, while for second or third
family quark partners, these channels are PDF suppressed. Figures 8-10 show the respective
cross-sections for T pair-, and single production and direct BSM di-Higgs production as a
function of the partner quark mass M for LHC at
√
s = 8 TeV and 14 TeV for a reference value
of λeff,imix = 1, which corresponds to κHV
4i
R = v/M in terms of the simplified model parameters.
We also included the production cross-sections for down-type partner quarks which can be
implemented analogously to the up-type partners.
The processes shown in Fig. 7 yield T pairs (for both, Model I and II), as well as Th,
or a Higgs pair for Model I. In the case of Model I, the T decays into hui. The main BSM
signature of this model is therefore a di-Higgs with zero, one, or two high-pT ui. For Model II,
QCD T pair production dominates, and the T decays into W , Z or h with an associated quark
(top/bottom or jet, depending on which V 4iR dominates). Therefore for Model II, final states with
gauge bosons are available11 while final states with a Higgsboson are reduced due the BRs.
11For a top-partner, the strongest bound from such signatures is M > 696 GeV [245]. For a bottom-partner the
strongest constraint is M > 700 GeV [246]. For light quark partners, no bounds are available yet.
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Figure 8: Production cross section for a pair of vector-like quark partners in Model I as a function of the
partners’ mass M for LHC at 8TeV (left) and 14TeV (right). The first two lines from the top correspond
to the pair production cross section with κHV 4iR = v/M for partners of the up (red) and down (orange),
while the third line (black) denotes the QCD pair production cross section. The non-QCD pair production
cross sections for partners of the s, c and b quarks are PDF suppressed. Thus, the pair production cross
section for these quark partners is to a good approximation given by the QCD pair production cross
section.
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Figure 9: Production cross section for a single T as a function of its massM for LHC at 8TeV (left) and
14TeV (right). Lines denote (from right to left): Single production cross section with κHV 4iR = v/M
for partners of the u, d, s, c, b quark.
5.3 Results for vector-like partners of light quarks
The di-Higgs signature provides a very promising search channel for Model I and (to a lesser
extend) for Model II, but ATLAS and CMS did not release results in these channels yet. In the
remainder of this section we therefore focus on obtaining bounds on Models I and II from the
currently available Standard Model Higgs searches. To distinguish Higgses from SM and the
above discussed BSM production channels, notice that Higgses arising from heavy T decays
result in a high pT Higgs and a high pT quark which are untypical for SM Higgs production.
Measurements of pT distributions in Higgs decays can therefore yield a good discriminator.
In Ref. [266], the ATLAS collaboration presented results on differential cross sections
of the Higgs in the h → γγ channel. In particular, Ref. [266] studies the pγγT , Njets, and the
highest pjetT distributions which are in good agreement with the SM predictions. We simulate the
BSM contribution to these distributions which arise in Model I and II from the processes shown
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Figure 10: Production cross section for two Higgses via t-channel exchange of a T quark for LHC at
8TeV (left) and 14TeV (right). Lines denote (from right to left): Cross section with κHV 4iR = v/M for
the exchange of u, d, s, c, b quark partners.
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Figure 11: The exclusion plots for partners of the u, d, s, c and b quark (curves from right to left) within
sample Model I. Left: 95% CL exclusion limits including the signal bins of Ref. [266]. Right: Would-
be 95% CL exclusion limits when both signal and overflow bin data of Ref. [266] is included in the
analysis. The parameter region to the top-left region from the respective curve is excluded at 95% CL.
For reference, the gray region in each of the plots shows Γ/M > 1/2 and the coupling above which the
narrow-width-approximation does not apply anymore. Ref. [262] did not search through this region.
in Fig. 7. Bounds on the vector-quark partner parameter space are obtained by comparing the
BSM contributions in the respective pγγT , Njets, and highest p
jet
T bins to the measured bounds
determined in Ref. [266]. The details of the simulation and data evaluation can be found in
Ref. [262].
Figure 11 shows the resulting bounds on the vector-quark partner of a u, b, s, c and b quark.
On the left, we show the 95% CL bounds which arise when only including the signal bins of
Ref. [266].12 On the right, we show the bounds which would be obtained when including the
overflow bins into the analysis. The signal and overflow bins are treated on a different footing
12Ref. [266] chose as their highest signal bins for their pT distributions 100 GeV < p
γγ
T < 200 GeV and
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in Ref. [266], and the left figure therefore represents the (conservative) constraints obtained
from our analysis. The right plot indicates how much these bounds could be increased by
a dedicated search for high pγγT (which yields the dominant improvement) and high p
j1
T events.
For reference, in both plots, the grey-shaded region corresponds to the parameter space in which
the T width is larger than M/2 such that the narrow width approximation does not apply. Our
analysis is not relying on the narrow width approximation. This information is mainly provided
because it is relevant for future searches which aim to reconstruct the invariant mass of the T .
From Fig. 11 we obtain a quark flavor and κH- independent bound of M > 310 GeV
at 95% CL from the signal bin analysis (M > 385 GeV when including the overflow bins).
These bounds arise solely from QCD pair produced T ’s (c.f. Fig. 8) which subsequently decay
into a Higgs and a quark. The flavor and κH dependent increase of the bound arises due to the
increase of the T pair-, and single production (c.f. Figs. 8 and 9) while the increase of the direct
di-Higgs production (c.f. Fig. 10) plays a minor role. For Model I, in which the vector-like
quark partner only decays into a Higgs and a quark, the constraints presented above are the
only currently available bounds for light quark partners. Only for top quark partners a stronger
bound of M > 706 GeVis available from a dedicated CMS search for top partners in Ref.[245].
The analogous analysis for Model II yields a flavor and κH independent bound of M >
212 GeV at 95% CL from the signal bin analysis (M > 240 GeV when including the overflow
bins). The constraint is weaker than for Model I because only ∼ 25% of the T decays yield a
final state Higgs. Furthermore, there is no κH or flavor dependent increased bound because in
Model II QCD production of T pairs dominates. For top- and bottom partners within Model
II, stronger bounds from searches for pair produced quark partners with an electroweak gauge
boson and a b quark in the final state exist (M > 696 GeV for a t-partner [245] and M >
700 GeV for a b-partner [246]), while for u, d, s and c partners, the constraint presented above
represents the strongest bound within the Model II setup.
CONCLUSIONS
The search for vector-like partners of the top quark is entering a crucial era, as the bounds from
the searches at the LHC are approaching the TeV scale. For this reason, it is useful to take a
model-independent look at the searches and allow for all possible channels and couplings. In
this report, we propose a simple parametrisation of the lagrangian with 3 parameters, which
can approximate with good accuracy the phenomenology of many realistic models. A crucial
novelty is the fact that we allow for couplings to light quarks, and not only third generation. The
coupling to light quarks generates new signatures, some of which can contribute to searches de-
signed for decays into the third generation. An example of this is given by final states with three
or four leptons. Sizable couplings to the light quarks also allows for larger single-production
processes in association with a light jet, and interesting final states can be obtained when the
vector-like quark further decays into a top. Two exploratory studies of this case have been
presented: in the channel pp → Tj → Htj, the final state can be reconstructed in the fully
hadronic decays of the Higgs and top and a bump-hunt strategy in the 5-jet invariant mass may
allow for a distinction of the signal over backgrounds; another promising channel is generated
by pp → Tj → Ztj, where both the Z and top decays leptonically. In the latter case, the
suppression due to the leptonic branching ratios requires the larger energy of the LHC in order
100 GeV < pj1T < 140 GeV. Events with higher pT are collected in p
γγ
T and p
j1
T overflow bins.
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to have a detectable number of events. Finally, we presented a complete overview of the final
states with a Higgs boson, both in the case of a generic model with couplings to light quarks,
and in a specific scenario inspired by composite Higgs models. The studies presented in this
report finally show that, although the massive effort by the experimental collaborations ATLAS
and CMS have provided us with plenty of channels to constraint models with vector-like quarks,
the most general scenario still offers new unexplored and promising channels at the LHC.
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Cornering Compressed Supersymmetric Spectra with
Monotops
B. Fuks, P. Richardson, A. Wilcock
Abstract
We investigate the sensitivity of the Large Hadron Collider to com-
pressed supersymmetric scenarios in which one of the possible exper-
imental signals consists of a single top quark produced in association
with missing transverse energy, also referred to as monotop. We per-
form our study using Monte Carlo simulations of 10 fb−1 of collisions
expected to occur at a center-of-mass energy of 14 TeV. Focusing on
leptonically decaying monotop states, we present an analysis strategy
sensitive to regions of supersymmetric parameter space featuring small
sparticle mass splittings and illustrate its strengths in the context of a
particular set of benchmark points.
1 INTRODUCTION
While the Standard Model (SM) of particle physics has proven enormously successful in pre-
dicting most high-energy physics data, it exhibits a set of conceptual problems and is therefore
believed to be the low-energy limit of a more fundamental theory. This has led to the develop-
ment of a plethora of new physics models, the most popular and well studied of which being
weak scale supersymmetry (SUSY) [267, 268]. The absence of any new physics hints at the
Large Hadron Collider (LHC) means that bounds on the superpartner masses are being pushed
to higher scales. Most of these constraints can however be evaded for specific benchmark sce-
narios where the low-energy part of the SUSY mass spectrum is compressed. In compressed
scenarios, superparticles decay into missing energy carried by the lightest sparticle and soft
leptons and jets. Consequently, the transverse momenta of the decay products fall below the
typical trigger thresholds of the LHC experiments and the smaller expected amount of missing
transverse energy makes kinematical quantities traditionally employed to reduce the SM back-
ground less effective. These observations have motivated several studies trying to constrain
compressed models by non-standard means, such as benefiting from monojet or monophoton
signatures [269, 270, 271, 272, 273, 274].
In our approach, we focus on the production of monotop systems that are defined as
states comprised of a single top quark and missing transverse energy and that are expected
to be easily observable at the LHC for a large range of new physics masses and coupling
strengths [275, 276, 277, 278]. In the framework of simplified compressed SUSY scenarios
where the electroweak superpartners are neglected (with the exception of the lightest neu-
tralino), a monotop signature is expected to arise from the production of the three-body final
state of a gluino, top squark and top quark. In this case, both superpartners give rise to a small
amount of missing energy produced together with soft objects. Restricting ourselves to the case
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Process Simulation details σtotal[pb] N survivingevent
W (→ lν) + light-jets
W -boson production simulated at NLO and
matched to LO production of the W -boson
with 1 or 2 extra jets using SHERPA 2.0 [279].
67453 ≈ 0
γ∗/Z(→ ll¯/νν¯) + jets As above and requiring mll,mνν > 10GeV. 38990 ≈ 0
tt¯
Parton-level hard events simulated at NLO using
the POWHEGBOX [280] and matched to Herwig++
for parton showering and hadronization.
781 1387
Single top [t-channel] As above [281]. 244.3 1.2
Single top [s-channel] As above [282]. 10.4 0.1
tW production
As above, suppressing doubly-resonant
diagrams following the prescription of Ref. [283]
77.1 73
Wbb¯ with W → lν
Parton-level hard events, with W → lν, simulated
at LO with MADGRAPH 5 and matched to
Herwig++ for parton showering and hadronization.
122.1 ≈ 0
Diboson
Simulated at NLO using the built-in
POWHEG implementation in Herwig++ [284].
157.7 ≈ 0
(mt˜1 ,mχ˜01) = (200, 190)GeV Details given in text. 0.8 272
Table 1: Cross sections and simulation details for the background processes and an example signal
scenario. In all cases, l = e, µ, τ and ν denotes any neutrino. Also shown are the number of events,
Nevents, surviving all selection criteria described in Section 3. Results correspond to 10 fb−1 of LHC
collisions at a center-of-mass energy of 14 TeV.
of a leptonically decaying top quark, we illustrate how to benefit from the presence of the latter
to get sensitivity to the initially produced sparticles, and adopting a typical monotop selection
strategy, we show that 10 fb−1 of LHC collisions at a center-of-mass energy of 14 TeV should
be sufficient for observing hints of new physics in the context of compressed SUSY scenarios.
The outline of this contribution is as follows: In Section 2, we describe the technical
setup for the Monte Carlo simulations of both the new physics signal and the relevant sources
of SM background. Our analysis strategy allowing for extracting a monotop signal from the
background is detailed in Section 3 and the results are presented in Section 4. Our conclusions
are given in Section 5.
2 SIMULATION
Event generation for the hard scattering signal process, including the subsequent decay of the
top quark t→ bW → b lνl where l = e, µ, τ has been simulated using the MADGRAPH 5 [126]
program with the parton density function (PDF) set CTEQ6L1 [285]. Additionally, the decays
of the t˜1 and g˜ through the modes t˜1 → c χ˜01 and g˜ → q q¯ χ˜01 have been simulated with Herwig++
2.7 [162, 286]. Finally, parton-level hard event samples have been matched with the parton
shower and hadronization infrastructure provided by Herwig++ . In this study we consider
scenarios with maximal stop mixing and with purely bino χ˜01. The corresponding signal cross
section for an example compressed spectra scenario with mt˜1 = mg˜ = 200GeV and mχ˜01 =
106
190GeV can be found in Table 1.
The signature of a leptonically decaying monotop state consists of a hard lepton, a jet
originating from the fragmentation of a b-quark and missing transverse energy. As such, the
main sources of background arise from tt¯ events where one of the two top quarks decays lep-
tonically and from events related to the production of a single-top quark in association with a
W -boson, where either the top quark or the W -boson decays leptonically. Other contributing
background processes consist of the other single-top production modes, W -boson plus jets pro-
duction, γ∗/Z-boson plus jets production and diboson production. The respective total cross
sections of these background processes are presented in Table 1 along with details of the Monte
Carlo programs used in their simulation. In all cases, the CTEQ6L1 [285] and CTEQ6M [285]
PDF sets were used in the simulation of processes generated at leading order (LO) and next-
to-leading order (NLO) respectively. While QCD multijet production processes should also
be taken into account, a correct estimation of their contribution relies more on data-driven ap-
proaches than Monte Carlo simulations. Therefore, we have chosen to neglect it and ensure
good control of this source of background through appropriate event selection criteria, as de-
tailed in Section 3. Moreover, we neglect all possible sources of instrumental background, this
task going beyond the scope of this work.
3 EVENT SELECTION
The object reconstruction used in this study is based on the typical approach of the ATLAS
experiment in studies of single-top production, see for example Ref. [287], while the event
selection criteria has been chosen to reflect the particle content of final states originating from
the signal process. As such, we demand the presence of exactly one lepton candidate in each
event, with electron (muon) candidates required to have a transverse momentum plT > 20 GeV
and a pseudorapidity |η| < 2.47 (2.5). Lepton candidates are constrained to be isolated by
restricting the sum of the transverse momenta of all charged particles in a cone of ∆R < 0.21
around the particle to be less than 10% of its transverse momentum.
Jets have been reconstructed from all visible final-state particles fulfilling |η| < 4.9 using
the FASTJET [170] implementation of the anti-kT algorithm with a radius parameter of R =
0.4 [171]. Moreover, the transverse momentum of the reconstructed jet candidates has been
required to satisfy pT > 10 GeV and jets which overlap with candidate electrons within a
distance of ∆R < 0.2 have been discarded. Having done so, only jets with pT > 20GeV and
|η| < 2.5 are retained and any lepton candidate within a distance ∆R < 0.4 of the closest
remaining jet has been discarded. We further identify jets as originating from a b-quark if
they lie within ∆R < 0.3 of a b-hadron and impose a pT -dependent b-tagging probability
as described in Ref. [288], which corresponds to an average efficiency of 70% for tt¯ events.
We then select events by requiring the presence of exactly one b-jet with pbT > 30 GeV and
|η| < 2.5. Finally, to reflect the expectation that the decay products of the t˜1 and g˜ are largely
invisible, any event containing an extra jet with transverse momentum pT > min(pbT , 40GeV)
has been discarded.
The following selection criteria have then been imposed in order to increase the sensitivity,
s, of the analysis to the signal process, where we define s = S/
√
S +B in which S and B are
the number of signal and background events passing all selection criteria, respectively. The
1We define ∆R =
√
∆φ2 + ∆η2 where ∆φ and ∆η denote the differences in the azimuthal angle with respect
to the beam direction and in pseudorapidity of the charged particle and the lepton, respectively.
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missing transverse momentum in the event, pmissT , has been determined from the vector sum of
the transverse momenta of all visible final-state particles. The magnitude of this quantity, EmissT ,
is required to satisfy EmissT > 150GeV. The choice of such a loose E
miss
T selection criterion
is motivated by the observation that while a higher requirement would improve background
rejection it would also significantly reduce the signal acceptance, leading to an overall reduction
in the sensitivity. This lowEmissT limit is moreover feasible in the context of event triggers for the
LHC experiments by requiring the presence of a relatively hard, isolated lepton in the selected
events, which opens up the possibility of using leptonic triggers. We have verified that the
transverse momentum requirement on the candidate lepton could be increased to plT > 30GeV,
which allows for an improvement of the trigger efficiencies, without a significant degradation
of the signal.
While the selection criterion on EmissT must be low to avoid the rejection of signal events,
the sensitivity of the analysis can be further improved by constraining the orientation of pmissT
with respect to the identified lepton. As such, we impose a minimum value of the W -boson
transverse mass, defined by
mWT =
√
2plTE
miss
T (1− cos(∆φl,pmissT )) , (1)
where ∆φl,pmissT is the difference in azimuthal angle between the lepton and p
miss
T . When the
missing transverse momentum in the event originates solely from the leptonic decay of a W -
boson, the distribution is peaked at a lower value of mWT than when its source is both a W -
boson decay and a pair of invisible particle as in the signal case. Therefore, we require events
to satisfy mWT > 120GeV, which also ensures that the non-simulated QCD multijet background
contribution is under control [289, 290].
In order to reduce the number of background events in which the identified lepton and
b-jet do not originate from a single top quark, the restriction on the invariant mass of the lepton
plus b-jet system, mbl < 150GeV, has been imposed. Finally, a minimum value of the invariant
mass of the lepton, b-jet and missing transverse momentum system, m
(
EmissT , l, b
)
, has been
enforced, m
(
EmissT , l, b
)
> 1.0TeV. This serves to further reduce the number of tt¯ and tW
events passing all the selection criteria.
4 RESULTS
The numbers of events surviving all selection criteria described in Section 3 are listed separately
in Table 1 for the different background contributions and the example compressed spectra sce-
nario of Section 2. The effect of our analysis strategy is further illustrated in Figure 1 which
shows the mWT distributions after all selection requirements, excepted m
W
T > 120GeV, for the
remaining background sources (tt¯ and single-top) and the considered signal scenario. In the case
of the background, a peak, related to events in which both the lepton and missing transverse mo-
mentum originate from the decay of a single W -boson, is visible in the region mWT ' 80GeV.
In contrast, the signal distribution exhibits a suppression in the region mWT . 120GeV, which
motivates our choice of selection criterion for this observable. Relatively large background
contributions from tt¯ and, to a lesser extent, tW production are however still foreseen after the
requirement mWT > 120GeV has been imposed. Despite this, the sensitivity of the LHC to this
point reaches s = 6.1 after all selections, although a more precise quantitative statement re-
quires further studies involving detector effects or the instrumental background. This however
goes beyond the scope of this prospective work which only aims to demonstrate the feasibility
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Figure 1: Left: W -boson transverse mass distribution mWT , as defined in Eq. (1), for surviving back-
ground contributions and the example signal scenario of Section 2 after all selection criteria have been
applied, excepted mWT > 120GeV. Right: LHC sensitivity to SUSY monotop signals in the (mt˜1 ,mχ˜01)
plane with mt˜1 = mg˜. We superimpose a previous exclusion bound set by an ATLAS analysis searching
for stops decaying into a charm quark and the lightest neutralino using monojet events.
of searching for monotop SUSY signals at the LHC in the case of compressed superparticle
mass spectra.
To more extensively study the LHC sensitivity to different compressed spectra SUSY sce-
narios, a scan of the (mt˜1 ,mχ˜01) plane with mt˜1 = mg˜ has been performed. We have derived
in this way contours corresponding to 5σ and 3σ observation boundaries, that we respectively
show by solid and dashed red lines in Figure 1. A more careful optimization of the event selec-
tion criteria could however possibly extend the reach of our search strategy. We superimpose on
our results exclusion bounds at the 95% confidence level, indicated by a black dotted line, set by
the ATLAS collaboration on the basis of 20.3 fb−1 of collision data at a center-of-mass energy
of 8 TeV [291]. They arise from a monojet search for the pair production of top squarks that
each decay into a charm quark and the lightest neutralino.2 It is likely that searches for mono-
top compressed SUSY signals could provide an independent check of the exclusion bounds
obtained from a more standard monojet analysis. Moreover, as both channels are statistically
uncorrelated, an improvement of the bounds could result from combining the two results.
5 CONCLUSION
In this study, we have investigated the feasibility of using monotop searches to get a handle
on SUSY scenarios featuring a compressed spectrum. We have considered the process pp →
g˜ t˜1 t¯, where the top quark decays leptonically and the sparticles decay via t˜1 → c χ˜01 and
g˜ → q q¯ χ˜01. We consider small mass splittings between the t˜1, g˜ and χ˜01, meaning jets produced
in the superparticle decays are soft and the corresponding observable signal is a single top quark
with missing transverse momentum, referred to as monotop. Using Monte Carlo simulations of
10 fb−1 of LHC collisions at a center-of-mass energy of 14 TeV, we have shown that signals of
this type will in principle be reachable at the LHC for mass spectra scenarios close to the mt˜1 =
2The analysis of Ref. [291] also presents an exclusion boundary derived using charm-flavour identification
techniques. This extends the limits away from the mt˜1 = mχ˜01 +mc boundary into a region of the parameter space
not probed by our analysis. For this reason, it has not been shown on Figure 1.
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mc + mχ˜01 boundary in the case where mt˜1 = mg˜. This result motivates further investigation
of SUSY monotop signals, both into the optimization of the event selection criteria and the
case of hadronic top quark decay, as well as consideration of detector effects and instrumental
background or alternative compressed spectrum setups.
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Constraining Natural Supersymmetry from the LHC Stop
and Sbottom Search Results at 8 TeV
J. Bernon, G. Chalons, E. Conte, B. Dumont, B. Fuks, A. Gaz, S. Kraml, S. Kulkarni, L. Mitzka,
S. Pataraia, W. Porod, S. Sekmen, D. Sengupta, N. Strobbe, W. Waltenberger, F. Würthwein,
C. Wymant
Abstract
Both the ATLAS and CMS collaborations have been searching for light
stops and sbottoms in a variety of different channels. The mass limits
published by the experimental collaborations however typically assume
100% branching ratio for a given decay mode. A coherent picture of
the status of light third-generation squarks, in particular in combination
with light higgsinos (aka natural supersymmetry) is however still miss-
ing. We report on the progress in developing such a coherent picture
by means of a scan over physical parameters, namely stop and sbottom
masses and mixing angles, and higgsino masses. We present results
obtained with SMODELS in the Simplified Models approach and de-
scribe the status of the implementation and validation of various stop
and sbottom analyses from ATLAS and CMS in the MADANALYSIS 5
framework. Finally, we describe the extensions done in MADANALY-
SIS 5 to adapt it for this project.
1 INTRODUCTION
In order to solve the gauge hierarchy problem of the Standard Model (SM), supersymmetric
(SUSY) particles that have sizable couplings to the Higgs sector should have masses not too
far above the electroweak (EW) scale. This concerns in particular the squarks of the third
generation, stops and sbottoms, which should be lighter than about a TeV in order not to create a
severe naturalness problem. Moreover, the higgsino mass parameter µ should be small, because
its intimate relation with the EW scale: −M2Z/2 = |µ|2 +m2Hu . Since the standard searches for
gluinos and light-flavor squarks at the LHC have so far produced only null results and precision
measurements in flavor physics are frustratingly consistent with SM predictions, the scenario
with light stops and sbottoms and light higgsinos, but multi-TeV first and second generation
squarks – commonly dubbed “natural supersymmetry” (NSUSY) – is increasingly becoming
the new paradigm of SUSY phenomenology.
The ATLAS and CMS collaborations have been searching for light stops and sbottoms
in a variety of channels [292, 293]. This has led to mass limits of the order of 500–700 GeV.
These limits however depend on various assumptions. In particular, 100% branching fraction
for a given decay mode is typically assumed. In realistic scenarios, stops and sbottoms can
however have a variety of decays, in particular into charginos and neutralinos, with the branch-
ing ratios depending not only on the mass pattern (kinematics) but also on the mixing angles
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in the stop/sbottom and the chargino/neutralino sectors. It is thus interesting to assess in detail
how the current ATLAS and CMS searches, performed during the first phase of LHC running,
constrain NSUSY in general. This assessment is the aim of this project.
2 NATURAL SUSY PARAMETER SCAN
In order to achieve a good survey of the relevant parameter space, we choose to work with
physical stop and sbottom masses and mixing angles (mt˜1 , mt˜2 , mb˜1 , mb˜2 , θt˜, θb˜). The reason
for this is the strong dependence on the At parameter and the large radiative corrections in the
stop/sbottom sector, which make it difficult to reach all corners of physical parameter space
when working with soft-breaking terms. In the chargino/neutralino sector it is more convenient
to compute the masses and mixings from the Lagrangian parameters M1, M2, µ and tan β.
For our first scan, we fix slepton and first and second generation squark masses at 5 TeV,
the gluino mass at 2 TeV, and M1 = M2 = 1 TeV. We then vary
mt˜1 = 150, 200, 300, 400, . . . , 1000 GeV ;
mb˜1 = 150, 200, 300, 400, . . . , 1000 GeV ;
µ = 100, 200, 300, 400, 500 GeV ;
θt˜ = 0, 45, 90 deg ;
θb˜ = 0, 45, 90 deg ;
tan β = 10, 50 . (1)
Further scans also consider θt˜,b˜ = 135
◦ and 180◦, and lower gluino masses of 750 and 1000 GeV.
The computation of the chargino and neutralino masses and of all decay branching ratios is done
with SPHENO [294, 295]. The t˜2 is assumed to be heavy and irrelevant for LHC phenomenology
at 8 TeV. We do not worry about the value of the light Higgs mass because mh ' 126 GeV can
always be achieved by adjusting mt˜2 and At. Note that in order to have a neutralino as the
lightest SUSY particle (LSP), the ranges in Eq. (1) are effectively limited to mt˜1 ,mb˜1 > µ.
The stop and sbottom masses and mixing angles are however not completely independent:
because of the SU(2)L symmetry the t˜L and b˜L masses depend on the same mass parameter
MQ˜3 . This implies the sum rule
m2W cos 2β = m
2
t˜1
cos2 θt˜ +m
2
t˜2
sin2 θt˜ −m2b˜1 cos
2 θb˜ −m2b˜2 sin
2 θb˜ −m2t +m2b (2)
at tree level. This means we have to be careful when θt˜ = 0 or 90◦ in our scan. In case of θt˜ = 0,
one has a pure t˜L in the game and thus also a nearby b˜L. We compute the mass of b˜L using the
tree-level mass relation above. In case that this mass is below the mb˜1 chosen for this scan
point, we flip the ordering of the sbottom masses and change the mixing matrix accordingly.
Moreover, when θt˜ = 90◦, we consider only θb˜ = 90
◦. In total the first scan set, Eq. (1), thus
contains 3696 points.
The choice of small µ together with large M1,2 leads to a higgsino LSP. Moreover, the
other higgsinos, χ˜02 and χ˜
±
1 , are almost mass-degenerate with the χ˜
0
1. For µ ≥ 200 GeV, the χ˜02–
χ˜01 mass difference is around 10 GeV while the χ˜
±
1 –χ˜
0
1 mass difference is about 3–4 GeV. The
masses for tan β = 10 are given in Table 1. For tan β = 50 one obtains very similar numbers,
differing only by about 1 GeV.
Since the χ˜01, χ˜
0
2 and χ˜
±
1 are basically pure higgsinos, leaving aside kinematic effects,
the stop (sbottom) branching ratios depend only on the stop (sbottom) mixing angle and tan β.
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Table 1: Lightest neutralino and chargino masses (in GeV) as a function of µ (in GeV), for tanβ = 10.
µ 100 200 300 400 500
mχ˜01 94.9 194.2 293.4 392.3 490.8
mχ˜02 98.2 202.6 302.4 402.3 502.1
mχ˜±1 102.9 197.6 296.8 395.8 494.6
Table 2: Stop and sbottom branching ratios for mt˜1,b˜1 = 600 GeV, µ = 200 GeV and tanβ = 10.
θt˜1 [deg] 0 45 90 θb˜1 [deg] 0 45 90
BR(t˜1 → tχ˜01,2) 0.96 0.59 0.44 BR(b˜1 → bχ˜01,2) 0.04 0.08 0.56
BR(t˜1 → bχ˜+1 ) 0.04 0.41 0.56 BR(b˜1 → tχ˜−1 ) 0.96 0.92 0.44
Table 3: Stop and sbottom branching ratios for mt˜1,b˜1 = 600 GeV, µ = 200 GeV and tanβ = 50.
θt˜1 [deg] 0 45 90 θb˜1 [deg] 0 45 90
BR(t˜1 → tχ˜01,2) 0.57 0.49 0.44 BR(b˜1 → bχ˜01,2) 0.43 0.55 0.56
BR(t˜1 → bχ˜+1 ) 0.43 0.51 0.56 BR(b˜1 → tχ˜−1 ) 0.57 0.45 0.44
Illustrative examples are given in Tables 2 and 3. It is worth noting that the t˜1 → bχ˜+1 decay
is never completely dominant unless mt˜1 − mχ˜01 < mt. Likewise, b˜1 → bχ˜01,2 is never com-
pletely dominant unless the decay into tχ˜−1 is kinematically suppressed. Note, however, that
the numbers in Tables 2 and 3 can change drastically if t˜1 → b˜1W or b˜1 → t˜1W decays are
kinematically allowed.
3 SIMPLIFIED MODELS RESULTS
In order to get a first overview of how the current searches perform in case of a higgsino LSP,
we pass the scenarios created in our scan (for the 2 TeV gluino case) through SMODELS [296].
SMODELS decomposes each scenario into its Simplified Model Spectra (SMS) topologies and
compares the σ × BR of each topology to the 95% confidence level (CL) upper limits given
by the experimental collaborations. The procedure and the analyses considered are explained
in detail in Ref. [296]. Note that because of the small mass difference of ∆m < 5 GeV, the
χ˜±1 decays into the LSP are treated as invisible in SMODELS; the χ˜
0
2 decays on the other hand
are assumed to be visible (∆m > 5 GeV). The exception is the µ = 100 GeV case, where the
χ˜±1 –χ˜
0
2 mass pattern is inverted.
Figure 1 shows the excluded and not excluded points in the χ˜01 versus t˜1 and b˜1 mass
planes (left and right panels, respectively). In the χ˜01 versus t˜1 case, the results are separated
for different mixing angles by introducing a small artificial offset in the stop mass in the figure.
We see that for mχ˜01 ' 100 GeV, stop masses up to 400 GeV are excluded, irrespective of
the mixing angle, bottom mass, or tan β. For 500 GeV stop quarks, there are already some
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Figure 1: Simplified Models results, obtained with SMODELS, for the scan with mg˜ = 2 TeV described
in Section 2. Excluded mass combinations are marked by a red star, while combinations that are not
excluded for at least one combination of the scanned parameters are marked by a blue point. In the χ˜01
versus t˜1 mass plane (left panel), the results are presented for 3 stop mixing angles, with a small offset
introduced in the stop mass to make the points visible. For each (t˜1, χ˜01) mass combination, the connected
points thus represent, from left to right, a pure t˜L, a mixed t˜LR and a pure t˜R (θt˜ = 0, 45, 90 deg). The
results in the b˜1 versus χ˜01 mass plane (right panel) depend less on the bottom mixing angle, thus θb˜ is
marginalized over.
parameter combinations such that the point cannot be strictly excluded. At mχ˜01 ' 200 GeV,
right-handed and mixed stop quarks of 400 GeV mass are excluded, while a pure t˜L is not.
Moving on to a stop mass of 500 GeV, only the t˜R is strictly excluded, while a t˜L or a mixed
stop quark evades the limits.
This can be understood as follows. For the scan considered, the only relevant SMS topolo-
gies for which experimental limits are available consist in the production of a top-antitop and
bottom-antibottom pair of quarks in association with missing energy (tt¯+MET and bb¯+MET).
At µ = 100 GeV, these topologies arise from t˜1 → tχ˜01,2 and b˜1 → bχ˜01,2 decays, respectively.
At µ ≥ 200 GeV, tt¯ + MET arises from t˜1 → tχ˜01 and b˜1 → tχ˜−1 decays, while bb¯ + MET
arises from t˜1 → bχ˜+1 and b˜1 → bχ˜01 decays (cf. the higgsino mass splittings shown in Table 1)1.
Let us now take the scenario µ = 200 GeV and mt˜1 = 500 GeV as a concrete example. At
θt˜ = 90 deg (t˜1 = t˜R), the point is [marginally] excluded by the ATLAS search in the bb¯+MET
channel [297]. For a mixed stop, the BR(t˜1 → bχ˜−1 ) is somewhat reduced and the scenario
escapes this exclusion. At θt˜ = 0 deg (t˜1 = t˜L), the point is excluded by the CMS leptonic stop
search (tt¯ + MET topology) [298] for tan β = 10, but not for tan β = 50. The reason is that
at high tan β the branching ratio into t+ χ˜01 is reduced; moreover, only the decay into the χ˜
0
1 is
accounted for in the tt¯ + MET signature. Concretely, we have BR(t˜1 → tχ˜01) ' 26%, so only
6.6% of the t˜1t˜∗1 events can lead to tt¯ + MET, which is not enough for an exclusion. At the
same time BR(t˜1 → bχ˜+1 ) ' 40% is also insufficient for an exclusion through the bb¯ + MET
topology.
For a better sensitivity, it would be necessary to consider mixed events with one t˜1 de-
caying into tχ˜01 and the other one into bχ˜
+
1 , and/or combine the results from different channels.
1Note however that these are subject to theoretical uncertainties of the order of 1% in the calculation of the
mass spectrum.
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Figure 2: Same as Figure 1 (left) but in the t˜1 versus b˜1 mass plane for fixed µ = 200 GeV. See text for
details.
Results for tb + MET topologies are however not available, and for a combination of results
we would need the likelihood of the exclusion limits instead of just the the 95% CL values (and
even then the statistically correct treatment is not obvious).
In Figure 2 the same results are presented in the t˜1 versus b˜1 mass plane for a fixed neu-
tralino mass of about 200 GeV. Again, three different points for a given (t˜1, b˜1) mass combina-
tion represent three different stop mixing angles (θt˜ = 0, 45, 90 deg). Note that for θt˜ = 0 deg,
the sbottom mass cannot be chosen freely but is related to the stop mass as explained in Sec-
tion 2, Eq. (2). This restricts the θt˜ = 0 case to mb˜1 ≤ mt˜1 and also causes the small offset of
mb˜1 for the left-hand points in the figure. The figure confirms the conclusions from Figure 1.
We see that stop masses around 300 GeV are always excluded, while stop masses of 600 GeV
and above are not excluded for any sbottom mass or stop mixing angle. In the best case sce-
nario θt˜ = 90 deg stop masses up to 500 GeV can be excluded irrespective of the sbottom mass.
The reach is less good for a mixed stop (θt˜ = 45 deg), again irrespective of the sbottom mass.
Interestingly, the case θt˜ = 0, where mb˜1 ≤ mt˜1 and hence both stop and sbottom events should
contribute, is less well constrained than the other scenarios. The reason is to large extent the
strong tan β dependence in this case.
4 ANALYSIS IMPLEMENTATION IN MADANALYSIS 5
In order to go beyond Simplified Models, we decided to implement the relevant ATLAS and
CMS searches in MADANALYSIS 5 [259, 299, 300], interfaced with DELPHES 3. Within this
framework, we produce and read the event files, implement all experimental selection require-
ments (commonly dubbed cuts), and produce histograms and cut flows. The aim is to produce a
database of re-implemented and validated analyses that can readily be used for re-interpretation
studies. Table 4 shows a list of relevant analyses which should be implemented within this
project.
Direct searches for electroweak-inos may also be relevant, but will be considered only at a
later stage. The work of implementing one-by-one the analyses listed in Table 4 started only
recently, because first several technical developments were necessary in MADANALYSIS 5, as
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Table 4: Analyses to be implemented within this project.
Analysis Reference
0 lepton
EmissT , 2 b jets ATLAS-SUSY-2013-05 [297]
EmissT , ≥ 3 b jets ATLAS-CONF-2013-061 [301]
HT , EmissT , ≥ 1 b jets CMS-SUS-12-024 [302]
EmissT , n b jets with αT CMS-SUS-12-028 [303]
HT , HmissT CMS-SUS-13-012 [304]
1 lepton
t˜ search with EmissT , ≥ 2 b jets ATLAS-CONF-2013-037 [305]
EmissT , ≥ 3 b jets ATLAS-CONF-2013-061 [301]
EmissT , ≥ 2 b jets CMS-SUS-13-007 [306]
t˜ search with EmissT , ≥ 2 b jets CMS-SUS-13-011 [298]
2 leptons
t˜ search with EmissT , jets ATLAS-CONF-2013-048 [307]
SS 2` CMS-SUS-13-013 [308]
OS 2` CMS-SUS-13-016 [309]
will be described in Section 5. Before reporting in detail on the implementation and validation
of the experimental searches, a few comments are in order.
For each analysis, validation of the implementation done within MADANALYSIS 5 is a
crucial step. For that purpose, we consider the same benchmark points as in the experimental
paper or in the analysis note and we generate associated samples of events in a manner as close
as possible to what has been done by ATLAS or CMS. We then try to reproduce all publicly
available results for these benchmark points: histograms of kinematic variables, number of
events after given cuts defining a signal region, and, if available, cut flows.
Unfortunately, the information publicly available in the experimental papers and in the
analyses notes often does not suffice for an unambiguous validation. First of all, the definition
of the benchmark points, in particular when they correspond to Simplified Model scenarios, is
often incomplete because the mixing angles in the relevant squark and electroweak-ino sectors
are omitted. In some cases, the relevant branching ratios are also not clearly defined. A sim-
ple way to overcome such problems would be that the experimental collaborations follow more
closely the recommendations of Ref. [310] and systematically provide the employed supersym-
metric spectra under the Supersymmetry Les Houches Accord (SLHA) format [79, 78], e.g. on
the Twiki pages or on HepData [311] or INSPIRE [312]. ATLAS currently provides SLHA files
on HepData for a number of SUSY analyses, which is extremely useful; we hope that this will
be generalized to all ATLAS and CMS SUSY analyses in the future.
Generating events in the same way as done by ATLAS or CMS is an additional source of
uncertainty, since the matching procedure between the parton shower and matrix element de-
scription is not publicly available. Furthermore, rather softs objects are almost always difficult
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to treat correctly, given the [lack of] publicly available information on trigger and identification
efficiencies.
Finally, the description of the analyses (i.e. the description of the selection criteria, event
cleaning, signal isolation cuts, efficiencies, etc.) is sometimes not clear and/or incomplete and
makes it necessary to contact the authors of the analysis for clarification of crucial elements.
This can make the implementation and validation of some analyses a tedious process, which is
only successful if enough inside information can be obtained from the experimental collabora-
tion.
4.1 CMS-SUS-13-011: search for stop quarks in the single-lepton final state
The CMS search for stops in the single lepton and missing energy, ` + EmissT , final state with
full luminosity at a center-of-mass energy
√
s = 8 TeV [298], has been taken as a “template
analysis” to develop a common language and framework for the analysis implementation. It
also allowed us to test the new developments in MADANALYSIS 5 (see Section 5) which were
necessary for carrying out this project.
The analysis targets two possible decay modes of the stop quark: t˜1 → tχ˜01 and t˜1 → bχ˜+1 ,
where one of the W -bosons produced in the decay of the top quark or the chargino decays lep-
tonically and the other one hadronically. In the cut-based version of the analysis2, two sets of
signal regions (SRs) with different cuts, dedicated to one of the two decay modes, are defined.
These two sets are further divided into “low ∆M” and “high ∆M” categories, targeting small
and large mass differences with the LSP, respectively. Finally, each of these four categories are
further sub-divided using four different EmissT requirements. In total, 16 different, potentially
overlapping SRs are defined. Two cuts are based on rather complex and specific kinematic vari-
ables designed to reduce the dilepton tt¯ background: a χ2 resulting from the full reconstruction
of the hadronic top quark and MWT2 – a variant of the MT2 observable. The implementation
of the χ2 quantity in our code was straightforward thanks to the C++ ROOT code provided on
the CMS Twiki page, whilst as shown in Section 5.2, the MWT2 variable has been implemented
from the algorithm presented in Ref. [313]. Overall, this analysis is very well documented. A
missing piece of information, however, is details on the lepton and b-jet efficiencies.
The validation of the reimplementation of the analysis can be done using the eleven bench-
mark points presented in the experimental paper: four for the “T2tt” simplified model (in which
the stop always decays as t˜1 → tχ˜01), and seven for the “T2bW” simplified model (in which
the stop always decays as t˜1 → bχ˜+1 ), with different assumptions on the various masses. The
distributions of the kinematic variables used in the analysis are given in Figure 2 of Ref. [298]
after the preselection cuts, with at least one benchmark point for illustration. Also provided
are the corresponding histograms after the MT > 120 GeV cut, as supplementary material on
the CMS Twiki page. We use this information, together with the final number of events in the
individual SRs (i.e. after all selection cuts) for given benchmark points provided in Tables 4
and 6 of Ref. [298] for the validation of our reimplementation within MADANALYSIS 5.
The validation material both before and after cuts defining the SRs is truly valuable in-
formation since one can separately check on the one hand the implementation of the kinematic
variables and the preselection/cleaning cuts, and on the other hand the series of cuts defining
the SRs. Furthermore, the large number of benchmark points allows us to check in detail the
2The search also contains an analysis based on boosted decision tree multivariate discriminants; such analyses
generically cannot be externally reproduced and are therefore ignored in this work.
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Figure 3: Distributions of the kinematic variable MWT2 and the pT of the leading b-tagged jet after
preselection cuts of the analysis CMS-SUS-13-011. The solid lines correspond to the CMS results,
given in Figure 2 of Ref. [298], while the dashed lines are obtained from our re-interpretation within
MADANALYSIS 5.
quality of the reimplementation in complementary regions of phase space.
The validation process was based on (partonic) event samples, in LHE format, provided
by the CMS collaboration. The provision of such event files greatly reduced the uncertain-
ties in the first stage of validation since it avoided possible differences in the configuration
of the used Monte Carlo tools. In the case of the CMS-SUS-13-011 analysis, the setup of
MADGRAPH 5 [126], the event generator employed for generating the hard scattering matrix
elements, is crucial, in particular with respect to the merging of samples with different (parton-
level) jet multiplicities as performed by the CMS collaboration. The LHE files were passed
through PYTHIA 6 [258] for parton showering and hadronization, then processed by our modi-
fied version of DELPHES3 (see Section 5.3) for simulation of the detector effects. The number
of events after cuts and histograms produced by MADANALYSIS 5 were then normalized to the
correct luminosity after including cross sections at next-to-leading order and next-to-leading
logarithmic (NLO+NLL) accuracy, as tabulated by the LHC SUSY Cross Section Working
Group [314]. Section 5.1 contains some snippets of our implementation of this search, to illus-
trate the new MADANALYSIS 5 syntax for signal regions and cuts.
Some examples of histograms reproduced for the validation are shown in Figure 3. The
shapes of the distributions shown – as well as all other distributions that we obtained but do not
show here – follow closely the ones from CMS, which indicates the correct implementation of
the analysis and all the kinematic variables. (Note that discrepancies in bins where the number
of events is relatively small, as seen on a logarithmic scale, suffers from larger statistical uncer-
tainties and hence should not be over-interpreted.) The expected yields for several benchmark
points in two example SRs are given in Tables 5 and 6. While the agreement is good for bench-
mark points with mt˜1 ≥ 600 GeV, large discrepancies appear when the stop is lighter and when
the mass splittings are reduced. We are currently investigating the origin of these discrepancies.
Two possible effects are under scrutiny: first, after generating the samples of events with MAD-
GRAPH 5, CMS is applying a correction because of the incorrect Monte Carlo modeling of the
initial-state radiation as explained in Appendix B of Ref. [298]. The effect can be as large as
20%, depending on the pT of the system recoiling against the initial-state radiation jets. Second,
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Table 5: Final number of events for the SR t˜→ bχ˜±1 , low ∆M,EmissT > 250 GeV of the analysis CMS-
SUS-13-011. For each benchmark point, the first number indicates the stop mass, the second the LSP
mass and the third one is x, defined as mχ˜+1 = x ·mt˜1 + (1− x)mχ˜01 .
t˜→ bχ˜±1 , low ∆M,EmissT > 250 GeV
benchmark point CMS result MADANALYSIS 5 result
t˜→ bχ˜±1 (650/50/0.5) 8.4± 0.4 8.0
t˜→ bχ˜±1 (650/50/0.75) 11± 0.5 10.4
t˜→ bχ˜±1 (600/100/0.5) 7.9± 0.5 7.8
t˜→ bχ˜±1 (450/50/0.25) 8.7± 1.4 15.2
t˜→ bχ˜±1 (250/50/0.5) 21± 3.4 34.2
t˜→ bχ˜±1 (250/50/0.75) 56± 6.4 87.1
Table 6: Final number of events for the SR t˜ → tχ˜01, low ∆M,EmissT > 250 GeV of the analysis CMS-
SUS-13-011. For each benchmark point, the first number indicates the stop mass, the second the LSP
mass.
t˜→ tχ˜01, low ∆M,EmissT > 250 GeV
benchmark point CMS result MADANALYSIS 5 result
t˜→ tχ˜01 (650/50) 6.2± 0.1 7.2
t˜→ tχ˜01 (250/50) 12± 1.2 16.9
the selection and isolation efficiencies we are currently using for the leptons may be inaccurate,
as not enough information is provided by CMS3.
4.2 ATLAS-CONF-2013-048: search for stop quarks in the dilepton final state
The ATLAS search for stops in the dilepton and missing transverse energy, 2`+EmissT , final state
with full luminosity at
√
s = 8 TeV [307] has also been implemented within MADANALYSIS 5.
Four SRs are defined with increasing requirements on MT2 and the hadronic activity in the final
state. All SRs target the pair production of stop quarks, followed by a t˜1 → bχ˜+1 decay. The
different cuts on MT2 and on the hadronic activity are designed to provide sensitivity to both
small and large mass differences between the stop quark and the chargino, as well as between
the chargino and the LSP. The four SRs are then divided according to the flavor of the two
leptons: Same Flavor (SF, ee+ µµ) and Different Flavor (DF, eµ).
Two benchmark points have been employed in this analysis, (mt˜1 ,mχ˜+1 ,mχ˜01) = (150, 120, 1) GeV
and (400, 250, 1) GeV. The gauge-eigenstate composition (i.e. the mixing) of the superpartners,
which affects the kinematics, is not specified in the paper. We take the stop to be left-handed,
3Efficiencies as function of pT are provided for other CMS analyses, like for instance in Ref. [308]. However,
as details in lepton selection differ between these analyses, it is not possible to use the information provided in one
CMS note to validate another analysis. A more consistent approach in providing such detailed information for all
analyses would be desirable.
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the lightest chargino to be wino-like, and the LSP to be bino-like. The validation material con-
sists of histograms showing the transverse hadronic activity in the event, p``T b, and the kinematic
variable MT2 in the different SRs (Figures 1–5 of Ref. [307]). Apart from MT2, the distribu-
tions are all presented after all cuts. Moreover, Appendix A of the conference note provides a
cut flow for the benchmark point (mt˜1 ,mχ˜+1 ,mχ˜01) = (400, 250, 1) GeV. This cut flow is indeed
valuable for the validation process, which is however still in an early stage.
4.3 ATLAS-SUSY-2013-05: Search for direct third-generation squark pair production
in final states with missing transverse momentum and two b-jets
In this ATLAS analysis [297], b˜1 and t˜1 quarks are searched for in final states with large miss-
ing transverse momentum and two jets identified as b-jets. The results are presented for an
integrated luminosity of 20.1 fb−1 of data and two possible sets of SUSY mass spectra are in-
vestigated. In the first one, the lightest sbottom, b˜1, is the only colored sparticle being produced
and is assumed to decay exclusively via the b˜1 → bχ˜01 decay mode. In the second set of spectra,
the lightest stop quark, t˜1, is this time the only colored sparticle that can be produced and it
decays via the t˜1 → bχ˜±1 channel, with undetectable products of the subsequent decay of the
chargino χ˜±1 due to the small mass splitting between the χ˜
±
1 and the χ˜
0
1 states. Two sets of
SRs, denoted by SRA and SRB, are defined to provide sensitivity to the kinematic topologies
associated with the two sets of SUSY mass spectra. SRA targets signal events with large mass
splittings between the squark and the neutralino, while SRB is designed to enhance the sensitiv-
ity when the squark–neutralino mass difference is small; for the benchmarks points considered
here, ∆m = mχ˜±1 −mχ˜01 = 5 GeV.
Let us first describe the selection cuts common to both regions. Events are selected by
requiring a large amount of missing transverse energy,EmissT > 150 GeV, and any event contain-
ing an identified muon or electron is vetoed. For the SR selections, all jets with a pseudorapidity
|η| < 2.8 are ordered according to their pT , and two out of the n identified jets are required to
be b-tagged. The following variables are then defined:
– ∆φmin is defined as the minimum azimuthal distance, ∆φ, between any of the three lead-
ing jets and the pmissT vector. Multijet background events are typically characterized by
small values of ∆φmin;
– meff is defined as the scalar sum of the pT of the k leading jets and the EmissT , k = 2 for
SRA and k = 3 for SRB;
– HT,3 is defined as the scalar sum of the pT of the n jets, without including the three leading
jets;
– mbb is defined as the invariant mass of the system of the two b-tagged jets;
– mCT is the contransverse mass [315], a kinematic variable that can be used to measure
the masses of pair-produced semi-invisibly decaying heavy particles. In this analysis, the
two b-jets originating from the squark decays are the visible particles and the invisible
particles are either the two χ˜01 particles or the decay products of the charginos, depending
on the considered benchmark scenario. A correction to mCT for the transverse boost due
to initial state radiation is also applied [316]. The mCT variable was implemented in our
analysis using the publicly available library provided by the authors of Ref. [316]4.
In the SRA, the first two leading jets must be b-tagged and are identified as the sbottom or
4The library can be downloaded from http://projects.hepforge.org/mctlib.
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stop decay products. The event is vetoed if any additional central jet (|η| < 2.8) with pT > 50
GeV is found. To reject the multijet background large ∆φmin and EmissT /meff are required. To
reduce the SM backgrounds a cut on mbb > 200 GeV is applied. As a final selection, five
different thresholds on mCT ranging from 150 GeV to 350 GeV are demanded.
In SRB, the sensitivity to small squark-neutralino mass difference is increased by select-
ing events whose leading jet have a very large pT , which is likely to have been produced from
initial state radiation, recoiling against the squark-pair system. High thresholds on the leading
jet and on the missing transverse momentum, which are required to be almost back-to-back in φ,
are imposed. The leading jet is required to be non-b-tagged and two additional jets are required
to be b-tagged. Just like for SRA, large values of ∆φmin and EmissT /meff are required, thereby
suppressing the multijet background. The selection for SRB is finally completed by demanding
that the additional hadronic activity is bounded from above, HT,3 < 50 GeV.
As validation material, several kinematic variable spectra are available in Ref. [297]. For
SRA, both themCT andmbb distributions are presented for two benchmark points, (mb˜1 ,mχ˜01) =
(500, 1) GeV and (mt˜1 ,mχ˜01) = (500, 100) GeV with ∆m = 5 GeV. After the SRA selection
with mCT > 250 GeV, 3% of the simulated events are retained for the signal point correspond-
ing to (mb˜1 ,mχ˜01) = (500, 1) GeV.
For SRB, the missing transverse-momentum distribution is shown with all other selection
criteria applied. Moreover, the distribution of HT,3 is provided with all cuts but the HT,3 re-
quirement. The results are again shown for two benchmark points: (mb˜1 ,mχ˜01) = (300, 200)
GeV and (mt˜1 ,mχ˜01) = (250, 150) GeV with ∆m = 5 GeV.
To validate our implementation of this analysis we simulated 105 events for each bench-
mark point using MADGRAPH 5 interfaced to PYTHIA 6, with the CTEQ6L1 [285] set of parton
distribution functions. The signal cross sections were normalized to the 8 TeV predictions com-
puted at the NLO+NLL accuracy in the strong coupling constant [314]. At the time of writing,
the validation is still in progress. This task is made difficult by the fact that only the final
distributions, once almost all the cuts have been applied, are provided; since no cut-flows are
available, tracking the validation procedure step-by-step is not possible. A complete description
of the configuration employed in the event simulation together with a cut-flow would make the
validation considerably easier.
5 NEW DEVELOPMENTS IN MADANALYSIS 5 and DELPHES
5.1 Region selection manager: dealing with multiple signal regions
In many experimental analyses performed at the LHC, including all of the new physics searches
considered in this work, a branching set of selection criteria (“cuts”) is used to define sev-
eral different sub-analyses (“regions”) within the same analysis. Versions of MADANALYSIS 5
older than v.1.1.10, however, were not expected to deal with this situation: the program was
mainly dedicated to the design of prospective analyses, for which more than one sub-analysis
is typically unnecessary. In other coding frameworks, multiple regions can be implemented but
only with a nesting of conditions checking the cuts, which grows exponentially more compli-
cated with the number of cuts. The scope of this project therefore motivated us to develop the
MADANALYSIS 5 package to facilitate the handling of analyses with multiple regions.
Analyses in the MADANALYSIS 5 framework are divided into three functions:
– Initialize, which is dedicated to the initialization of the signal regions, histograms and
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cuts;
– Execute, which consists of the analysis to be applied to each event; and
– Finalize, which controls the production of histograms and cut-flow charts, or in other
words, the results of the analysis.
The function Finalize has been internally automated within MADANALYSIS 5, so that the
user can skip its implementation if desired; the two other methods however should be written
by the user to suit his/her physics needs.
For the rest of this section we will illustrate the handling of multiple regions in the new
MADANALYSIS 5 framework by showing extracts of our implementation of the search CMS-
SUS-13-011 (see Section 4.1). This search defines 16 different SRs, and hence our Initialize
function contains the initialization/declaration of 16 regions, all using the same syntax. For
illustration, two of the 16 SRs are declared as
Manager()->AddRegionSelection("Stop->t+neutralino,LowDeltaM,MET>150");
Manager()->AddRegionSelection("Stop->t+neutralino,LowDeltaM,MET>200");
The declaration of each region relies on the AddRegionSelection method of the analysis man-
ager class, of which Manager() is an instance. It takes as its argument a string which uniquely
defines the SR under consideration.
Selection cuts must also be declared in Initialize. They fall into two categories: those
which are common to all regions, and those which are not (i.e. those which apply only to some
of the regions, thus serving to define the different regions). Two examples of the declaration of
common cuts are:
Manager()->AddCut("1+ candidate lepton");
Manager()->AddCut("1 signal lepton");
The AddCut method of the analysis manager class has been used, which takes as argument a
string which uniquely defines the cut. The declaration of cuts shared by some (but not all) re-
gions makes use of the same AddCut function but requires a second argument: either a string or
an array of strings, consisting of the names of all the regions to which the cut under considera-
tion applies. For instance, we have
string SRForMet150Cut[] = {"Stop->b+chargino,LowDeltaM,MET>150",
"Stop->b+chargino,HighDeltaM,MET>150",
"Stop->t+neutralino,LowDeltaM,MET>150",
"Stop->t+neutralino,HighDeltaM,MET>150"};
Manager()->AddCut("MET > 150 GeV",SRForMet150Cut);
for a cut on the missing transverse energy that applies to four of the SRs of the CMS-SUS-13-
011 analysis.
Histograms are initialized using the AddHisto method. As for the AddCut method, a
string argument is required to act as a unique identifier for the object (histogram or cut), and a
further optional argument consisting of a string or array of strings can be used to associate the
object to desired regions.
We now move to the description of the Execute function that contains the analysis itself.
It mainly relies on standard methods described in the manual of MADANALYSIS 5 [259], which
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are used to declare particle objects and compute observables related either to specific particles or
to the event as a whole. We therefore restrict ourselves here to a description of the new manner
in which cuts are applied and histograms filled, using the analysis manager class developed in
this work. Having declared and filled a vector SignalLeptons with objects satisfying the signal
lepton definition used in CMS-SUS-13-011, we impose a selection cut demanding exactly one
signal lepton by including, in the Execute method of the analysis, the lines
unsigned int nsl = SignalLeptons.size();
if( !Manager()->ApplyCut((nsl==1), "1 signal lepton"))
return;
Calling the ApplyCut using the syntax if(!Manager()->ApplyCut(. . .)) return; ensures
that we stop analysing any given event as early as possible if all regions fail the cuts.
In the new framework, histogramming becomes as easy as applying a cut. For example in
this search we are interested in the transverse-momentum spectrum of the leading lepton, and
thus our code contains
Manager()->FillHisto("pT(l)", SignalLeptons[0]->momentum().Pt());
This fills the histogram which was previously declared with the name "pT(l)" in the Initialize
method. The filling or not of histograms, according to whether cuts have been passed, is handled
automatically.
For both selection cuts and histograms, all the kinematical observables described in Ref. [259]
can be employed, as well as the new isolCones() method attached to the RecLeptonFormat
class. This returns a vector of IsolationConeType objects describing the transverse activity
in a cone of radius ∆R centered on the lepton. The properties of such objects can be accessed
through
– deltaR(): returns the size of the cone,
– sumPT(): returns the scalar sum of the transverse momenta of the tracks lying in a cone
of radius ∆R centered on the lepton,
– sumET(): returns the scalar sum of the transverse energy deposits in a cone of radius ∆R
centered on the lepton.
These features can be used together with the modifications of DELPHES 3 described in Sec-
tion 5.3.
5.2 Special kinematic variables
It is helpful if special kinematic variables, which appear repeatedly in the experimental analyses,
are directly available for the user. For this reason we have added two such variables, namely
MT2 [317] and MWT2 [313], in the PHYSICS class of MADANALYSIS 5.
The MT2 variable has been implemented following the algorithm of Ref. [318]. It can be
computed with the function
PHYSICS->Transverse->MT2(p1,p2,met,mass)
in the Execute function of a given analysis. In this notation we assume the pair production of
a new state decaying into an invisible particle, whose mass is represented by the variable mass,
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and a visible particle. The final state thus contains two visible particles referred to by the p1
and p2 objects and some missing transverse energy represented by the object met.
The MWT2 variable has been implemented following the algorithm presented in Ref. [313].
The observable can be computed using
PHYSICS->Transverse->MT2W(jets,lep,met)
in the Execute function of an analysis. Here, the variable jets is a vector containing all jets
of the event under consideration, lep a single lepton candidate and met the missing transverse
energy of the event. Only the three leading jets are considered for the computation of the MWT2
variable and, if available, the b-tagging information is used.
Further kinematical variables will be added as the need arises.
5.3 Modifications in DELPHES3
DELPHES [319] is a C++ framework which allows one to simulate a generic detector used in
collider experiments. DELPHES does not simulate fully the particle-matter interactions but uses
detector response parameterizations and reconstructs the main physics objects. The speed of
the simulation is therefore enhanced and the accuracy level is suitable for phenomenological
investigations.
From the computing side, DELPHES is a very modular framework where developers are invited
to tune the default parameterization and add their own contributions. This modularity is based
on a simulation process split into modules (derived from the TTask ROOT class). The configu-
ration file using the TCL script language allows to easily add or to remove some modules. The
content of the produced ROOT files can be configured in the same way. According to the goals
of the present physics project, a tuning of the DELPHES3 release has been performed in order
to supply all required information for recasting. The main changes are the following:
– In the initial DELPHES3 simulation processing, an isolation criterion is applied to both
leptons and photons. Only particles satisfying the criterion are saved in the ROOT file.
In our case, this isolation criterion is a part of the analysis selection. That is why a
new DELPHES module called CalculationIsolation has been implemented to com-
pute some isolation variables: the scalar sum of the track transverse momenta, the scalar
sum of the calorimeter tower transverse energies and the number of tracks in the isolation
cone. These variables are calculated for different isolation cone sizes, ∆R = 0.5, 0.4, 0.3
and 0.2. The initial DELPHES module filtering the lepton and photon candidates accord-
ing to their isolation is skipped in order to keep all the candidates in the ROOT files.
The isolation selection cut is thus postponed to the analysis step. This development has
been achieved together with the isolCones() method of the RecLeptonFormat class of
MADANALYSIS 5 (Section 5.1).
– As isolated leptons and isolated photons are not defined during the DELPHES simulation,
the module UniqueObjectFinder which gives a unique identification to reconstructed
objects is by-passed.
– Adding isolation variables to the data format increases the size of produced ROOT files. A
cleaning of the collections is in order to reduce the file size. Collections such as calorime-
ter towers and particle-flow objects are not stored. The remaining heavy collection is
the collection of generated particles at the hard scattering process level and after parton
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showering and hadronization. This information is however useful to perform some cross-
checks by matching reconstructed objects with generated particles. A skim is applied
in order to keep only particles produced at the hard-scattering process level, final state
leptons and b-quarks after showering. The size of the produced ROOT file is in this way
divided by ten with respect to that obtained with the default configuration file.
– The parameterization related to the b-jet tagging efficiency and the rate of b-jet misiden-
tification has been tuned in order to better mimic the performance of the CMS detec-
tor [320, 321].
Note that the latest release of DELPHES can also simulate the presence of pile-up events
and the corresponding degradation of the detector reconstruction performance. This functional-
ity is however not used in this project due to the lack of validation results.
6 MONTE CARLO EVENT GENERATION
Using the SUSY spectra created by SPHENO 3, we produce events at the parton-level for sbot-
tom and stop pair production with up to two additional partons with MADGRAPH 5 [126]. Our
simulation setup differs from the default loaded when starting MADGRAPH 5. First, we take
into account initial b-quarks and antiquarks. We then work with the mssm-full model [322]
of MADGRAPH 5 and the CTEQ6L1 set of parton densities. We then apply the loose generator
cuts given in Table 7. As we produce up to two extra partons in the final state, we will need to
Table 7: Loose cuts applied during the event generation.
Minimal distance between two (parton-level) jets 0.001
Minimal distance between two (parton-level) b-jets 0.001
Minimal distance between a (parton-level) b-jet and a (parton-level) light jet 0.001
merge the different multiplicities and match them to the parton shower. This is performed with
PYTHIA 6 [258] and following the MLM standard procedure [323], although the exact values
for the merging parameters need to be determined process by process.
A correct choice for the merging parameters is crucial as it yields a consistent and smooth
splitting of the phase space into regions dominated by matrix-element-based predictions and
regions where parton showering correctly describes QCD radiation. The smoothness of the
transition between these regions, or equivalently a check of the merging setup, can be investi-
gated via differential jet rate distributions, a class of variables consisting of the distributions of
the scale at which a specific event switches from a N -jet configuration to a N + 1-jet configura-
tion. In order to determine the setup for the processes under consideration, we performed a scan
over the two main parameters to determine the xqcut and qcut parameters of MADGRAPH 5
and PYTHIA 6, respectively. We scanned xqcut from 10 to 70 GeV, and varied qcut in the
range [xqcut + 5 GeV, 2·xqcut]. For each combination we generated 60000 events, processed
them up to the parton shower and computed the DJR spectra. A wide range of xqcut and qcut
combinations were observed to be acceptable, with only a slight mass dependence. We illustrate
this validation for stop pair production with N = 0 (left panel) and N = 1 in Figure 4 (right
panel). The final values are xqcut=50 GeV and qcut=90 GeV, for pair production of fully
left-handed stop quarks of mass mt˜1 = 600 GeV. These values were found to be appropriate for
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Figure 4: Differential jet rate spectra for stop pair production with mt˜1 = 600 GeV. On the left the DJR
distribution for 1→ 0 transition is shown, while on the right we show the 2→ 1 DJR spectra.
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Figure 5: Schematic depiction of the programs used in the production chain.
stop and sbottom masses ranging up to 1 TeV, and were cross-checked by varying the gluino
mass between 500 GeV and 2 TeV, and by changing the stop and sbottom mixing matrices.
With this choice of parameters, we produced 50000 events for each process and parameter
space point. The computational resources required for this were accessed via the GlideinWMS
[324] on the Open Science Grid [325]. We decayed the sparticles in the events according to
the branching ratios given in the SLHA file from SPHENO and applied parton showering and
hadronization with PYTHIA 6. The resulting event samples can then be parsed through the
re-implemented analyses described in Section 4 after including a simulation of the detector
response (see Section 5.3).
The (hard-scattering-level) LHE files stemming from MADGRAPH 5 will be also handed
over to CMS for further processing. The sparticles therein will first be decayed using PYTHIA 6,
according the SLHA decay table for that particular parameter point. Once this is done, they
will go through the usual CMS procedure for producing SUSY scans. The parton shower and
hadronization will be done with PYTHIA 6, using the Z2* tune, after which the events will be
processed with the official CMS Fast Simulation software. Once completed, the scan will be
made available to the SUSY analysis groups, who can then run their analysis on the sample,
and provide efficiencies and upper limits for the considered parameter points. A flowchart of
the production chain is depicted in Figure 5.
7 CONCLUSIONS
Our project is targeted at
1) assessing in detail the status of “natural supersymmetry” after the 8 TeV LHC run, and
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2) developing a general analysis framework, within MADANALYSIS 5, which can serve as a
platform for re-implementing ATLAS and CMS search results for new physics.
In the present contribution, we reported on the progress of this project. We presented a scan
over physical parameters, namely stop and sbottom masses and mixing angles, and higgsino
masses, which lays the basis of any later re-interpretation of the experimental results. The
SLHA files from this scan are readily available and may also be used by ATLAS and/or CMS
for interpreting their results.
Analyzing these SLHA spectra with SMODELS in the Simplified Models approach, we
found that the exclusion limits indeed seem to depend quite sensitively on the precise scenario
at hand – even if it contains only a light t˜1, light higgsinos (χ˜01, χ˜
0
2 and χ˜
±
1 ), and possibly a light
b˜1.
The implementation of the relevant ATLAS and CMS searches for stops and sbottoms in
the MADANALYSIS 5 framework first required several extensions of MADANALYSIS 5 as well
as some modifications of DELPHES 3, in order to adapt them for this project. A large part of the
work thus concerned developing the necessary tools. This part is now concluded.
The process of implementation and validation is still ongoing. It is impeded by the fact
that the information publicly available in the experimental papers and/or analyses notes and/or
on Twiki pages is usually not sufficient for an unambiguous validation. It would be of immense
advantage for efforts like the one which we are undertaking here, if the experimental collabo-
rations followed more closely the Les Houches Recommendations for the Presentation of LHC
Results [310]. In particular it would be extremely helpful if well-defined benchmark points,
efficiencies and cut-flows were made available in a more systematic manner.
Two other program packages for confronting new physics scenarios with LHC Data were
published recently. They are largely complementary to the ones we have been discussing in this
contribution. The first one, CHECKMATE [326], is based on fast simulation and determines
whether a model is excluded or not at 95% confidence level by comparing to several recent
experimental analyses; the analyses currently implemented in CHECKMATE are mostly from
ATLAS and have only little overlap with the ones we are interested in in this project. The sec-
ond program is FASTLIM [327] and reconstructs the visible cross sections [of SUSY events]
from pre-calculated efficiency tables and cross section tables for simplified event topologies.
FASTLIM has only ATLAS analyses implemented, including however in particular those tar-
geted at stop and bottom searches. It will be interesting to compare the different approaches – a
comparison between SMODELS and FASTLIM is on the way.
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Reviving Minimal Left-Right Supersymmetry in the Light of
LHC Data
A. Alloul, L. Basso, B. Fuks, M. E. Krauss, W. Porod
Abstract
In the context of left-right supersymmetric theories we present a reinter-
pretation of three experimental searches dedicated to signatures induced
by aW ′-boson, of which one is sensitive to the presence of right-handed
neutrinos. We emphasize that according to the way the experimental re-
sults are provided, this task can be either easily feasible or could be
rather complex, if not impossible in the general way. We consequently
provide recommendations to improve the situation in the future.
1 INTRODUCTION
Large classes of theories have been proposed over the last decades to extend the Standard Model
(SM) and provide tentative answers to one or several of its conceptual questions. Among those,
weak scale supersymmetry is one of the most studied options, both at the theoretical and exper-
imental levels. However, no hint for any superpartner has been found so far, both through direct
searches at colliders and via indirect probes at low-energy experiments. Most results have been
derived under either the framework of the so-called Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model
(MSSM) or by assuming simplified models inspired by the latter. Often these minimal assump-
tions are too limiting. There exist alternative, non-minimal realizations of supersymmetry that
evade the current bounds and at the same time have novel features possibly not covered by
current searches.
In this report, we consider one of these non-minimal supersymmetric theories that exhibit
a left-right (LR) symmetry [328, 329, 330, 331], and focus on the consequences of the presence
of an additional charged gauge boson, commonly denoted by W ′ (or, as we will use from now
on, WR), arising from the extended gauge structure. In contrast to the non-supersymmetric
case, the new boson can decay into lighter supersymmetric particles, which implies that the
branching ratios into commonly searched for signatures, and thus the derived bounds on the
WR-boson mass and couplings, could be reduced. To illustrate this statement, we recast three
recent CMS searches in a left-right supersymmetric framework. We start by revisiting two
classical WR analyses where the new charged gauge boson is expected to decay either into a
pair of jets [332] or into a two-body system comprised of a top and of a bottom quark [333].
In the first analysis, the experimental results have been derived in the very specific theoretical
framework constructed in Refs. [334, 335, 336, 337] while in the second analysis, an effective
Lagrangian encompassing a W ′-boson coupling uniquely to quarks has been employed. Next,
we focus on regions of the parameter space where right-handed neutrinos can be copiously
produced at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC), and reinterpret the results of a recent search for
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right-handed neutrinos based on a simplified setup where they always decay into a lepton plus
dijet final state [338].
The rest of this contribution is organized as follows: in Section 2, we briefly describe our
theoretical framework and provide information on our choices of benchmark scenarios and on
the simulation chain that has been employed to generate signal events. Our results related to
the reinterpretation of the three above-mentioned analyses are then shown in Section 3, where
we also emphasize that the way in which the results are presented is not often appropriate for
recasting. We therefore take the opportunity to provide recommendations aiming to facilitate
the communication between theorists and experimentalists in the future. Our conclusions are
presented in Section 4
2 THE MODEL
2.1 Model description
There exist many versions of left-right symmetric supersymmetric theories [328, 329, 330, 331],
each based on the SU(3)c × SU(2)L × SU(2)R × U(1)B−L gauge group. Aside the gauge
structure, all these models include four vector superfields, directly related to the gauge structure,
and (s)quark and (s)lepton degrees of freedom organized in left- and right-handed doublets of
both SU(2) symmetries. They differentiate in the Higgs sector, that is generally very rich in
order to allow for a successful symmetry breaking scheme without spoiling current data. In
the scenario we have adopted, it comprises two SU(2)L × SU(2)R bidoublets Φ1 and Φ2 not
sensitive to theB−L symmetry, two SU(2)L (SU(2)R) triplets ∆1L (∆1R) and ∆2L (∆2R) with
B − L charges of −2 and +2, respectively, and one gauge singlet S.
Focusing on the model-dependent part of the superspace action, the superpotential is given
by
W = QLy
1
QΦ1QR +QLy
2
QΦ2QR + LLy
1
LΦ1LR + LLy
2
LΦ2LR + LLy
3
L∆2LLL + LRy
4
L∆1RLR
+
(
µL + λLS
)
∆1L ·∆2L +
(
µR + λRS
)
∆1R ·∆2R +
(
µ1 + λ1S
)
Φ1 · Φ1 (1)
+
(
µ2 + λ2S
)
Φ2 · Φ2 +
(
µ12 + λ12S
)
Φ1 · Φ2 + 1
3
λsS
3 + µsS
2 + ξsS ,
where we refer to Ref. [339] for details on the underlying (understood) index structure as well as
for a more extensive description of the model. In this expression, QL (LL) and QR (LR) are the
left- and right-handed doublets of quark (lepton) superfields and the interaction strengths have
been embedded into 3× 3 Yukawa matrices (yiQ and yjL, i = 1, 2, j = 1, . . . , 4), a single linear
ξ term, a set of supersymmetric mass (µ) terms and trilinear Higgs(ino) self-interactions (λ).
From the superpotential, we can derive the form of the soft supersymmetry-breaking Lagrangian
which contains, in addition to scalar and gaugino mass terms, trilinear scalar interactions of
sfermions and Higgs bosons (TQ and TL) and linear (ξ), bilinear (B) and trilinear (T ) Higgs
self-interactions.
2.2 Benchmark scenarios and technical setup
In order to design theoretically motivated benchmark scenarios, we have implemented the left-
right supersymmetric model of the previous subsection into SARAH [340, 341], which allows
one to automatically calculate all the model mass matrices, vertices and tadpole equations and
pass the information to SPHENO [295] for spectrum calculation at the one-loop level. Several
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analytical cross checks with the model implementation in FEYNRULES [252, 253] have been
performed. The model information has then been translated into the UFO format [203] and
linked to MADGRAPH 5 [126] for simulating LHC collisions and reinterpreting the three CMS
analyses of Section 3. The model implementations have been further validated via a confronta-
tion of numerical results as computed by both MADGRAPH and CALCHEP [189].
We have employed the tadpole equations to calculate the soft masses of the Higgs bidou-
blets and triplets in terms of the vacuum expectation values (vevs). We have then scanned over
the remaining parameter space on the basis of a setup analogous to the one of Ref. [339], to
which we refer for more information. All bilinear superpotential terms µi and the correspond-
ing soft breaking parameters (Bi) have hence been set to zero, together with the λ1, λ2, ξs and
ξ parameters. The vev of the gauge singlet Higgs field has been imposed to be vs = 10 TeV1,
while most of the other vevs have been taken to be vanishing, with the exception of those of
the neutral scalar component of the ∆R superfields, controlling the W ′-boson mass, and those
of the scalar component of the (Φ1)11 and (Φ2)22 superfields related to the weak boson masses.
Moreover, we have imposed that both SU(2)L and SU(2)R gauge coupling strengths are equal
at the weak scale, that the spectrum exhibits a Standard Model-like Higgs boson with a mass in
the 122−128 GeV range, and that a lower bound of 220 GeV on the mass of the doubly-charged
Higgs boson is satisfied [342]2.
3 RECASTING LHC RESULTS
3.1 WR decays into SM-particles
The search for new heavy charged gauge bosons comprises several search channels. The seem-
ingly most stringent bounds are set by investigating the signature of a charged lepton and miss-
ing energy, assuming that the new gauge boson decays into a lepton and a low-mass neutrino
which escapes detection, see e.g. Ref. [343]. In a left-right symmetric scenario the results as-
sociated with this search however do not apply. When neutrino data is explained by some sort
of seesaw mechanism, the decay of the WR into a lepton and a low-mass neutrino is generally
suppressed by the small neutrino mixing, while the naive WR → `νR mode does not lead to
missing energy since the right-handed neutrino decays.
On the other hand, searches with hadronic two-body final states do apply to left-right
models since the coupling strength of the WR-boson to a pair of quarks is equal to that of the
SM W -boson, given that gR = gL holds. The tightest current bounds are provided by the CMS
searches into a) a top-bottom pair of quarks [333], and b) a dijet final state [332]. In order to
have a meaningful comparison, we apply the same strategy of calculating the cross section (i.e.
parton distribution functions (PDFs), K-factors and selection requirements) as was used by the
experimental collaborations when deriving the bounds. However, concerning the bounds for
the tb final state of Ref. [333], the choice of the PDF set has been used inconsistently: in [333]
leading order (LO) matrix elements have been convoluted with next-to-leading order (NLO)
PDFs and the resulting cross section has then been multiplied by an additional K-factor. The
correct procedure, however, is to use both (matrix elements and PDFs) at NLO, or both at LO
1Variations from this choice can be obtained via the λ parameters.
2The lowest bounds on a doubly-charged Higgs boson is 198 GeV when it decays with a branching fraction
of 100 % into two tau leptons. Since in general all three lepton flavours are possible as a decay product and the
bounds on the other final states are more severe, we restrict ourselves to the case where mH±±1 > 220 GeV and
BR(H±±1 → ττ) > 0.8.
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and to apply in the latter case a K-factor such that σLO · K = σNLO. In Fig. 1 we display
both the cross section evaluated as it should be, using the LO PDF sets CTEQ6L1 [285] and a
K-factor K = 1.2, and as done in Ref. [333] with the NLO set of parton densities CTEQ6M
and a K-factor also set to K = 1.2. One observes that the difference in cross section between
both approaches is of about 10 %. Moreover, the bound on the WR-boson mass in our model
from tb searches is around MWR > 1970 GeV, which is about 50 GeV lower than the bounds on
a W ′-boson decaying into standard modes only. For completeness we remark that in Ref. [333]
the results are given for three generations of leptons.
The reason for the experimental choice is to have a better handle on the PDF systematics.
Our investigation showed that this procedure, albeit theoretically inconsistent, however only
marginally affects the results. We suggest to experimentalists to use a consistent framework,
either with NLO matrix elements when available, or with a more suitable definition of the K-
factor as in their setup to avoid NLO over counting. Aside for this technical point, we confirm
the suitability of employing simplified models in these simple searches, since they capture the
essence of the models within few percent.
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Figure 1: (Left) Bounds from WR-boson searches in the tb mode: the red line shows the CMS upper
limit on the cross section pp → WR → tb → `νbb, where ` = e, µ, τ . Red benchmark points present
a valid spectrum but with 198 < mH±±1 /GeV < 220 or BR(H
±±
1 → ττ) < 0.8. Cyan points exhibit
a more sensible doubly-charged Higgs boson (mH±±1 > 220 GeV and BR(H
±±
1 → ττ) > 0.8). Black
points are a subset of the former that is relevant for section 3.2, i.e. whenmH±1 < mνR,i . The shown cross
sections visualized by dots (squares) have been obtained using the PDF set CTEQ6L1 (CTEQ6M), as
explained in the text. The parameters have been varied within the ranges 3.8 ≤ vR/TeV ≤ 4.6, −1 ≤
λs/L/R ≤ 1, −0.1 ≤ λ12 ≤ 0.1, 200 ≤M2L/2R/GeV ≤ 900, 0 < M1/GeV ≤ 500, 4 ≤ tanβ ≤ 15.
We also show in white the cross sections of two specific parameter points with reduced branching ratios
of the WR-boson to SM particles, evaluated with CTEQ6L1. The values have been set to λs = 0.8,
λL = λR = −1, λ12 = 0.025, M1 = M2R = 250 GeV, M2L = 500 GeV, tanβ = 30 (solid line)
and λs = 0.3, λL = λR = −0.4, λ12 = 0.04, M1 = 200 GeV, M2R = M2L = 550 GeV, tanβ = 10
(dashed line).
(Right) Bounds from WR-boson searches in the dijet mode: shown is the cross section exclusion line
from CMS (red) at 8 TeV center-of-mass energy and 19.6 fb−1 [332]. The black solid and dashed lines
depict the calculated cross section for two parameter choices as in the left figure.
Moving to the dijet search, we give again the results obtained after applying the same
selection requirements as in Ref. [332], namely imposing that the pseudorapidity of the jets
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satisfies |η| < 2.5, and that the relative difference in pseudorapidity between the jets ji and jj
fullfils |∆ηij| < 1.3. The subsequent acceptance resulting from these selections is A ≈ 0.5. In
Fig. 1 we compare the cross sections for two parameter choices with the CMS bounds in this
dijet analysis. We chose the PDF set CTEQ6L1 and a K-factor of 1.22 as in Ref. [332]. We
see that the WR-boson mass is constrained to lie above 2250 GeV, with the exception of a small
window between 1800 and 2030 GeV. Combining this with the results on the tb-channel, this
window gets reduced to the range 1970-2030 GeV.
By virtue of several difficulties we encountered when intending to confront our results to
the experimental bounds, we would like to encourage our experimental colleagues to present
their results in a more transparent way when comparing measured cross sections to theory ex-
pectations. This encompasses in our understanding a profound explanation of the understood
theory assumptions and/or simplifications, the details of modelling the signal as well as the pro-
vision of a table of the excluded cross sections as has been done by the authors of Ref. [332].
All details of how signals should be produced in order to be suitable for comparing to the ex-
clusions should also be given (e.g. PDF set, final state, selection requirements, K-factor, model
assumptions, and so on) to allow for reproducibility and cross checks.
3.2 Interplay with right-handed neutrinos
It is usually assumed in left-right symmetric models that the right-handed neutrinos can only
decay via the WR-boson, which can be either on- or off-shell. This is used by experimental col-
laborations to set strict bounds on a combination of masses of νR and WR, see, e.g., Ref. [338].
However, this simplified assumption can sometimes be too restrictive, in particular in
our model. The right-handed neutrino acquires its mass via the coupling y4L to the SU(2)R
triplet ∆1R. This implies that y4L ∼ O(0.1) for a right-handed neutrino mass mνR lying in
the range 100 GeV−1 TeV and that the vev vR is of O(1 TeV). In addition, one of the six
physical singly-charged Higgs bosons present in our model (H±1 ) can be rather light with a
mass of O(200 GeV). The coupling of this state to the right-handed neutrino νR is y4L times
the entry of the charged-Higgs mixing matrix connecting H±1 to ∆1R. Hence, the two-body
decay νR → H±1 ` will usually dominate over the three-body decays mediated by an off-shell
WR-boson. This can be seen in Fig. 2 where we show the branching ratios BR(νR → H±1 `),
BR(νR → `jj) and BR(νR → `tb), the latter two mediated by an off-shell WR-boson. As
soon as mνR > mH±1 , νR → H
±
1 ` becomes the dominant decay mode and the branching ratio
for the νR → WR` → `jj channel, which is considered by the experimental analyses, gets
significantly reduced. Finally, H±1 decays almost exclusively into a tb¯+ t¯b final state.
Experimental results that are possible to recast are available only for mνR =
1
2
MWR
[338]. We depict in Fig. 3 the results for our model and compare them with these bounds for
two cases: (a) the right-handed neutrino νR,µ has half of the WR-boson mass and (b) all three
heavy neutrinos are degenerate in mass. In the setup used in Ref. [338] the lower bounds on
the mass of the WR-boson MWR are about 2.45 TeV and 2.75 TeV, respectively. Taking into
account the additional decay modes we find that these bounds can be reduced by about 600 GeV
each. Note that, although we can not compare to bounds for more general mass patterns, it is
clear that in the case of even lighter right-handed neutrinos, the bounds are even more relaxed
since the three-body decay gets more suppressed with respect to the open two-body decay, as
can be seen in Fig. 2. Unfortunately currently there is no data available to study this case in
detail.
As in the previous subsection, we would like to address a message to experimentalists.
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Figure 2: Branching ratios of the right-handed neutrino as a function of the mass difference to the
lightest charged Higgs state (left) and the corresponding cross section of the respective neutrino state
produced by a WR-resonance (right), using the PDF set CTEQ6L1 as in Ref. [338] and a K-factor of
1.3. Blue points depict cases where the right-handed neutrino νR decays to a `H±1 state, with the charged
Higgs boson H±1 further decaying to a tb final state, whereas green (red) points represent cases where
it decays into a `jj (tb) state mediated by an intermediate off-shell WR-boson. The parameters have
been varied within the ranges 3.8 ≤ vR/TeV ≤ 4.3, −1 ≤ λs/L/R ≤ 1, −0.1 ≤ λ12 ≤ 0.1, 200 ≤
M2L/2R/GeV ≤ 900, 0 < M1/GeV ≤ 500, 4 ≤ tanβ ≤ 15. The mass of the charged Higgs boson
H±1 lies in the range of 180 < mH±1 /GeV < 320. Let us note that the branching fractions shown
do not always add to 1 for some parameter points due to three-body decays into `χ˜±χ˜0 states that are
kinematically accessible.
The simple exclusions as presented in Ref. [338] are not useful, because we cannot recast them
for new models or modified assumptions (other than for mνR =
1
2
MWR) in the absence of
expected and observed cross sections and relative efficiencies. In this case, a table of excluded
cross sections in the MWR −mνR plane would be of great help.
4 CONCLUSIONS
We have studied a supersymmetric variant of a left-right-symmetric model focusing in particular
on the bounds on the mass of the additional charged vector-boson WR. We have shown that the
bounds obtained by experimental collaborations get reduced as new decay channels are open.
Our findings are that this effect is strongest in scenarios where the WR can decay into right-
handed neutrinos as the latter have an additional decay channel into a `H± state. In this case,
the bounds on the mass of the WR-boson MWR get reduced by about 600 GeV. Finally, we
have remarked how in our view the communication between experiment and theory could be
improved by a more detailed way of presenting the analysis results.
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Figure 3: Bounds on the cross section σ(pp→WR → νR`→ jj``) at
√
s = 8 TeV for mνR =
1
2MWR
considering σ ·BR(jjµµ) only (left) and for the case that all three right-handed neutrinos are degenerate
in mass (right). Our curves have been obtained from the results given in Ref. [338]. The same two
parameter points as in Fig. 2, but with adjusted masses for the right-handed neutrinos, are shown, and the
vev vR has been varied from 3 TeV to 6 TeV. The black solid and dashed lines depict the calculated cross
sections for the two parameter choices as in Fig. 1, and we note that for the parameter choice depicted
by the solid black line, the two-body decay into a chargino and a slepton opens at mνR ≈ 1 TeV.
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Contribution 16
Benchmark Models for Spin-1 Resonances in Composite
Higgs Theories
R. Contino, D. Greco, C. Grojean, D. Liu, D. Pappadopulo, A. Thamm, R. Torre, A. Wulzer
Abstract
Heavy spin-1 resonances are a generic prediction of theories where elec-
troweak symmetry breaking is triggered by new strongly-interacting dy-
namics at the TeV scale. In this contribution we study the phenomenol-
ogy of spin-1 resonances in composite Higgs theories based on the coset
SO(5)/SO(4). We introduce a simple model to describe their dynamics
and give its implementation in the parton-level generator MadGraph5.
The model captures the basic features of the resonances’ phenomenol-
ogy in terms of a minimal set of parameters, and can be used as a bench-
mark in the search for heavy spin-1 states at the LHC and future collid-
ers.
1 Introduction
One of the robust predictions of theories with strong electroweak symmetry breaking (EWSB)
is the existence of spin-1 resonances excited from the vacuum by the conserved currents of the
strong dynamics. They form multiplets of the unbroken global symmetry, which includes an
SO(4) ∼ SU(2)L × SU(2)R in the case of composite Higgs theories [146]. The phenomenol-
ogy of these resonances can be rather different from the one of heavyZ ′ states in weakly coupled
extensions of the Standard Model (SM). They interact strongly with longitudinally-polarizedW
and Z bosons and the Higgs boson, and thus tend to be broader than weakly-coupled vectors.
The strength of their couplings to SM fermions depends on whether these latter participate to
the strong dynamics or are purely elementary states. A simple possibility is that SM fermions
couple in the EWSB dynamics according to their masses, so that the lightest ones are the most
weakly coupled. This idea has an elegant implementation in the framework of partial com-
positeness [344, 231] and can give a qualitative explanation of the hierarchies in the Yukawa
matrices of the SM fermions [345, 346] in terms of RG flows [347, 153].
In this work we study the phenomenology of spin-1 resonances in composite Higgs the-
ories by means of a simplified description based on an effective Lagrangian. This is aimed at
capturing the main features relevant for the production of the resonances at high-energy col-
liders and their effects in low-energy experiments, avoiding the complication of a full model.
Although simplified, our construction will be sophisticated enough to properly include those as-
pects which are distinctive predictions of the class of theories under consideration, such as for
example the pseudo Nambu-Goldstone (NG) nature of the Higgs boson. We will focus on min-
imal SO(5)/SO(4) composite Higgs theories and consider resonances transforming as (3, 1)
and (1, 3) of SO(4), respectively denoted as ρL and ρR in the following. We assume that SM
fermions are fully elementary and couple to the heavy resonances only through the mixing of the
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latter with elementary gauge fields. This implies small universal couplings of ρL, ρR to fermions
of order ∼ g2SM/gρ, where gρ sets the interaction strength of the resonances to other composite
states, including longitudinally-polarized W and Z bosons and the Higgs boson. This construc-
tion can be generalized to include direct couplings of the heaviest SM fermions, in particular
of the top and bottom quarks, to composite states as implied by partial compositeness. Starting
from the Lagrangian defining our model, we discuss the rotation to the mass-eigenstate basis
and derive the physical spectrum and interactions. We provide a calculator of physical quanti-
ties (masses and couplings) and an implementation of the model in the parton-level generator
MadGraph5 [126] for the simulation of MonteCarlo events. These tools can be downloaded
from the HEPMDB website at the URL http://hepmdb.soton.ac.uk/hepmdb:0214.0154
and are the main result of this work.
Aim of this work is to provide a benchmark model to be used in searches for heavy spin-1
states at the LHC and at future colliders. A simple kinematic model based on the width and
the production cross section times the decay branching ratio (σ × BR) is sufficient to guide
searches for narrow resonances in individual channels and to set limits, see the recent discus-
sion in Ref. [348]. However, combining the results obtained in different final states as well
as interpreting the limits on σ × BR in explicit models of physics beyond the SM requires an
underlying dynamical description, such as the one given by a simplified Lagrangian. Here we
provide such a dynamical description for spin-1 resonances appearing in a motivated and suf-
ficiently large class of composite Higgs theories. Our construction fully takes into account the
non-linear effects due to multiple insertions of the Higgs vev and does not rely on an expansion
in v/f , where v is the electroweak scale and f is the decay constant of the NG boson Higgs.
In the limit v/f  1 our Lagrangian can be matched onto the more general one of Ref. [348],
which covers a more ample spectrum of possibilities in terms of a larger number of free param-
eters. In this sense, the main virtue of our model is that of describing the phenomenology of
spin-1 resonances in composite Higgs theories in terms of a minimal set of fundamental quan-
tities: one mass and one coupling strength for each resonance. Expressing the experimental
results in such restricted parameter space is thus extremely simple and gives an immediate un-
derstanding of the reach of current searches in the framework of strongly interacting models for
EWSB.
In the next section we define our model and discuss the rotation to the mass eigenstate
basis. The collider phenomenology of the spin-1 resonances is briefly analyzed in Section 3 by
focussing on the LHC. Section 4 explains in detail how to run the calculator and the MadGraph5
model implementing the spin-1 resonances. We conclude in Section 5 and collect some useful
analytic formulas in the Appendix.
2 The Model
We describe our spin-1 resonances using vector fields and write the effective Lagrangian by
adopting the CCWZ formalism [349, 350], following the notation and conventions of Ref. [202].
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The Lagrangian reads: 1
L =− 1
4g2el
W aµνW
aµν − 1
4g′ 2el
BµνB
µν + ψ¯γµ
(
i∂µ − σ
a
2
W aµPL − Y Bµ
)
ψ +
f 2
4
(daˆµ)
2
− 1
4g2ρL
ρaLµνρ
aLµν − 1
4g2ρR
ρaRµνρ
aRµν +
m2ρL
2g2ρL
(ρaLµ − EaLµ )2 +
m2ρR
2g2ρR
(ρaRµ − EaRµ )2 .
(1)
The CCWZ covariant variables daˆµ, E
aL,aR
µ (aˆ = 1, . . . 4, aL, aR = 1, 2, 3) are functions of the
four SO(5)/SO(4) Nambu-Goldstone bosons piaˆ and are defined by
−iU †DµU = dµ + Eµ , (2)
whereU = exp(i
√
2pi/f), pi = piaˆT aˆ(θ) and T aˆ,aL,aR are SO(5) generators. The Lagrangian (1)
describes an elementary sector of SU(2)L × U(1)Y gauge fields (Wµ, Bµ) and fermions (ψ),
as well as a composite sector comprising the NG bosons and the resonances ρL, ρR. While
the elementary sector has a local SU(2)L × U(1)Y gauge invariance (with the fermions falling
into the SM representations), the composite sector has a global SO(5) symmetry spontaneously
broken to SO(4). The resonances ρL and ρR transform respectively like a (3, 1) and (1, 3)
of SO(4) ∼ SU(2)L × SU(2)R. The elementary Wµ, Bµ fields weakly gauge a subgroup
SU(2)L × U(1)Y of the global SO(5) misaligned by an angle θ with respect to the unbroken
SO(4). 2 Such misalignment eventually implies the breaking of the low-energy electroweak
symmetry, hence the angle θ can be seen as an EWSB order parameter. More details about the
symmetry construction and the CCWZ formalism for SO(5)/SO(4) can be found in Ref. [202].
The Lagrangian (1) provides a minimal description of the spin-1 resonances. Additional opera-
tors involving ρL,R can be in general included and play a relevant role at energies of order of the
resonances’ mass, see for example Ref. [202]. In the following we will omit them for simplicity.
The only source of interactions in Eq. (1) among the composite ρL,R and the elementary
fields is the ρL−W and ρR−B mass mixings that follow from the last two terms in the second
line of Eq. (1) (ρ mass terms). This can be seen explicitly by expanding dµ and Eµ at quadratic
order in the fields (i, j = 1, 2, 3):
daˆµ = A
aˆ
µ +
√
2
∂µpi
aˆ
f
+
√
2
2f
δaˆj
(
iajpii(AaLµ + A
aR
µ ) + pi
4(AjLµ − AjRµ )
)− √2
2f
δaˆ4
(
piiAiLµ − piiAiRµ
)
,
EaLµ = A
aL
µ +
1
2f 2
(
aLijpii∂µpi
j + δaLi(pii∂µpi
4 − pi4∂µpii)
)
+
√
2
2f
(
aLijpiiAˆµ + δ
aLi(piiA4ˆµ − pi4Aıˆµ)
)
,
EaRµ = A
aR
µ +
1
2f 2
(
aRijpii∂µpi
j − δaRi(pii∂µpi4 − pi4∂µpii)
)
+
√
2
2f
(
aRijpiiAˆµ − δaRi(piiA4ˆµ − pi4Aıˆµ)
)
,
(3)
1We normalize hypercharge as Y = Q − T3L and define the projector over left-handed fermions as PL =
(1− γ5)/2.
2The derivative in Eq. (2) is thus covariant under the local SU(2)L × U(1)Y , Dµ = ∂µ + iT aW aµ + iY Bµ.
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where
Aiˆµ =
sin θ√
2
(
W iµ − δi3Bµ
)
, A4ˆµ = 0,
AaLµ =
(
1 + cos θ
2
)
W aµ + δ
a3
(
1− cos θ
2
)
Bµ,
AaRµ =
(
1− cos θ
2
)
W aµ + δ
a3
(
1 + cos θ
2
)
Bµ .
(4)
Therefore, the global mass matrix of spin-1 fields (W,B, ρL, ρR) is non-diagonal and must be
diagonalized by a proper field rotation.
Before discussing the rotation to the mass-eigenstate basis, let us first count how many
parameters appear in our Lagrangian: there are five couplings (gel, g′el, gρL , gρR , f ), two mass
scales (mρL ,mρR), and the misalignment angle θ, for a total of 8 parameters. Notice that we
have listed the NG decay constant f as a coupling, since it controls the strength of the NG boson
interactions. The misalignment angle is determined by the radiatively-induced Higgs potential,
and can be conveniently traded for the variable ξ ≡ sin2θ. All the Lagrangian (input) parameters
can be re-expressed in terms of physical quantities in the mass eigenbasis. Three of them must
be fixed to reproduce the basic electroweak observables, which we conveniently choose to be
GF , αem and mZ . Of the remaining five input parameters, ξ controls the modifications of
the Higgs couplings from their SM values and is thus an observable, while the other four can
be traded for the following physical quantities: the masses of the neutral heavy resonances
mρ01 ,mρ02 and their couplings to the charged leptons, gρ1ll, gρ2ll.
In order to fix three of the input parameters in terms of GF , αem and mZ we need the
expressions of the latter in terms of the former. It turns out that GF and αem are very simple to
compute and read:
GF =
1√
2f 2ξ
, (5)
1
4piαem
=
1
g2el
+
1
g2ρL
+
1
g′2el
+
1
g2ρR
=
1
g2
+
1
g′2
, (6)
where we have conveniently defined the intermediate parameters
1
g2
≡ 1
g2el
+
1
g2ρL
,
1
g′2
≡ 1
g′2el
+
1
g2ρR
. (7)
Notice that αem does not get corrections after EWSB at any order in ξ. The formula for GF
can be most easily derived by integrating out first the composite ρ’s using their equations of
motion at leading order in the derivative expansion, ρµ = Eµ + O(p3). From Eq. (1) one can
then see that the low-energy Lagrangian for the elementary fields contains two extra operators,
(ELµν)
2 and (ERµν)
2, which however do not contribute to GF . This means that the expression
of GF in terms of the elementary parameters does not receive any tree-level contribution from
the composite ρ’s, hence the simple formula (5). Finally, the formula of mZ is in general quite
complicated and we do not report it here. By making use of such expression and of Eqs. (5), (6),
for given values of the other input parameters (gρL , gρR , mρL and mρR) we can fix that of gel, g
′
el
and f so as to reproduce the experimental values of GF , αem and mZ .
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We now discuss the rotation to the mass eigenstate basis. The mass matrix consists of a
3×3 charged block and a 4×4 neutral block, their expressions are reported in Eqs. (A.1)-(A.3) of
the Appendix. Although it can be diagonalized analytically, the expressions of its eigenvectors
and eigenstates are extremely complicated in the general case. It is thus more convenient to
perform a numerical diagonalization unless specific limits are considered in which expressions
simplify. We provide a Mathematica code which makes such numerical diagonalization for
given values of the input parameters {mρL ,mρR , gρL , gρR , ξ} and returns the values of all the
relevant physical couplings and masses. The program is illustrated in detail in section 4. A
limit in which it is useful to perform the diagonalization analytically is that of small ξ, which
is also phenomenologically favored by the constraints coming from the electroweak precision
tests. The corresponding eigenvalues (physical masses) in this case are, at linear order in ξ:
m2W = f
2ξ
g2
4
,
m2Z = f
2ξ
(g′2 + g2)
4
,
m2
ρ±1
= m2ρL
g2ρL
g2ρL − g2
[
1− ξ
2
g2
g2ρL
(
1− g
2f 2
2m2ρL
)]
,
m2
ρ±2
= m2ρR ,
m2ρ01
= m2ρL
g2ρL
g2ρL − g2
[
1− ξ
2
g2
g2ρL
(
1− g
2f 2
2m2ρL
)]
,
m2ρ02
= m2ρR
g2ρR
g2ρR − g′2
[
1− ξ
2
g′2
g2ρR
(
1− g
′2f 2
2m2ρR
)]
,
(8)
We have defined the mass eigenstates so that for ξ small ρ1 and ρ2 are mostly made of respec-
tively ρL and ρR. If we use Eq. (5) and define (to all orders in ξ) the electroweak scale as
v =
√
ξf , then mW and mZ in Eq. (8) have formally the same expression as in the SM. 3 The
masses of the resonances instead arise at zeroth order in ξ and get corrections after EWSB. In
the case of ρ1, the O(ξ) corrections to the charged and neutral masses are equal, since they
do not depend on g′el, which is the only parameter in the bosonic sector to break the custodial
symmetry. Another accidental property of the charged sector is that if mρL = mρR then one of
the mass eigestates, i.e. mρ±2 in our notation, remains unperturbed at all orders in ξ. That is, the
formula for mρ±2 reported in Eq. (8) becomes exact in this limit. This can be easily understood
by noticing that for mρL = mρR = mρ the charged mass matrix contains a 2 × 2 sub-block
proportional to the identity and, as a consequence, its characteristic polynomial det(M2 − λ 1)
is proportional to (λ−mρ).
Once the form of the rotation to the mass eigenbasis is derived, either numerically or an-
alytically, it is straightforward to obtain the physical interactions between the heavy resonances
and the SM fields. In the following we will focus on trilinear couplings, neglecting for sim-
plicity quartic interactions. The terms in the Lagrangian with cubic interactions involving one
3With this choice the O(ξ2) corrections appear in mW and mZ but not in v. One could equivalently define v
through the formula mW = gv/2, so that GF in Eq. (5) deviates from its SM expression at O(ξ2) once rewritten
in terms of v.
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heavy resonance are: 4
Lρ = igρ+WZ
[
(∂µρ
+
ν − ∂νρ+µ )W µ−Zν − (∂µW−ν − ∂νW−µ )ρµ+Zν
+ (∂µZν − ∂νZµ)ρµ+W ν− + h.c.
]
+ igρ0WW
[
(∂µW
+
ν − ∂νW+µ )W µ−ρ0ν +
1
2
(∂µρ
0
ν − ∂νρ0µ)W µ+W ν− + h.c.
]
+ gρ+Wh (hρ
+
µW
µ− + h.c.) + gρ0Zh hρ
0
µZ
µ
+
1√
2
gρ+ud
(
ρ+µ ψ¯uγ
µPLψd + h.c.
)
+ ρ0µ ψ¯uγ
µ
[
1
2
(gρ0ffL − gρ0ffY )PL + gρ0ffYQ[ψu]
]
ψu
+ ρ0µ ψ¯dγ
µ
[
−1
2
(gρ0ffL − gρ0ffY )PL + gρ0ffYQ[ψd]
]
ψd ,
(9)
where ρ indicates either of ρ1 and ρ2, and ψu (ψd) stands for any of the SM up-type quarks and
neutrinos (down-type quarks and charged leptons). The expressions of the couplings appearing
in Eq. (9) are reported in the Appendix at linear order in ξ.
The Lorentz structure of the vertices among three vector fields is the same as the one of
triple gauge vertices in the SM. This is because the kinetic terms for both composite and ele-
mentary fields in Eq. (1) imply interactions of the SM form, and rotating to the mass eigenbasis
does not obviously change the Lorentz structure. The value of the V V ρ and V hρ couplings
(V = W,Z) can be extracted by using the Equivalence Theorem for mρ  mV . In this limit
the leading contribution to the interaction comes from the longitudinal polarizations of the SM
vector fields, and the overall strength equals that of the coupling of one ρ to two NG bosons,
ρpipi, up to small corrections of O(m2V /m
2
ρ). As it can be directly seen from Eq. (1), the ρpipi
coupling is proportional to gρa2ρ, where aρ ≡ mρ/(gρf) is a quantity expected to be of order
1 according to naive dimensional analysis (NDA). Finally, the interactions of the heavy reso-
nances to the SM fermions follow entirely from the universal composite-elementary mixing,
that is, from the elementary component of the heavy spin-1 mass eigenstate (the fermions are
assumed to be fully elementary). As a consequence, the three couplings gρ+ud, gρ0ffL, gρ0ffY
are of order ∼ g2/gρ and do not depend on the fermion species, i.e. they are universal. From
the above discussion it follows that, in the limit gρ  g, the heavy resonances are most strongly
coupled to composite states, i.e. the longitudinal polarizations of W , Z and the Higgs boson,
while their coupling strength to the SM fermions is extremely weak.
4All interaction terms between SM fermions and spin-1 resonances in this Lagrangian are flavor diagonal. This
follows from assuming that fermions are fully elementary: in absence of elementary-composite fermion mixings
one can always make fields rotations to diagonalize the fermionic kinetic terms in flavor space. Of course the
assumption is very crude, since in this way fermions are massless. By allowing for some degree of compositeness
and non-vanishing elementary-composite couplings λ, the Lagrangian (9) is valid at O(λ0) in the weak interaction
eigenbasis for the fermions. In this basis the fermion masses are not diagonal in flavor space. After rotating
the fermion fields to diagonalize their mass matrices, a VCKM matrix appears in the vertex ρ+ψ¯uψd, while the
interactions of ρ0 remain diagonal.
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3 Production and decay of spin-1 resonances at the LHC
Despite their suppressed couplings to the SM fermions, the main production mechanism of the
heavy resonances at the LHC is Drell–Yan processes. Under the validity of the Narrow Width
Approximation (NWA), each production rate can be factorized into an on-shell cross section
times a decay branching fraction. The on-shell cross sections are controlled by the universal
couplings gρ+ud, gρ0ffL, gρ0ffY and can be written as 5
σ(pp→ ρ+ +X) = g2ρ+ud · σud¯ ,
σ(pp→ ρ− +X) = g2ρ+ud · σdu¯ ,
σ(pp→ ρ0 +X) = g2ρ0uu · σuu¯ + g2ρ0dd · σdd¯ ,
(10)
where ρ stands for either ρ1 or ρ2, gρ0uu and gρ0dd are the coupling strengths of respectively up-
and down-type fermions to the resonance,
gρ0uu ≡
[(
1
2
(gρ0ffL − gρ0ffY ) + 2
3
gρ0ffY
)2
+
(
2
3
gρ0ffY
)2]1/2
,
gρ0dd ≡
[(
−1
2
(gρ0ffL − gρ0ffY )− 1
3
gρ0ffY
)2
+
(
−1
3
gρ0ffY
)2]1/2
,
(11)
and we defined (ψu = u, c, ψd = d, s)
σud¯ =
∑
ψu,ψd
σ(pp→ ψuψ¯d → ρ+ +X)
∣∣
gρ+ud=1
,
σdu¯ =
∑
ψu,ψd
σ(pp→ ψdψ¯u → ρ− +X)
∣∣
gρ+ud=1
,
σuu¯ =
∑
ψu
σ(pp→ ψuψ¯u → ρ0 +X)
∣∣
gρ0uu=1
,
σdd¯ =
∑
ψd
σ(pp→ ψdψ¯d → ρ0 +X)
∣∣
gρ0dd=1
.
(12)
The total production rates (10) are thus simply given in terms of the “fundamental” cross sec-
tions of Eq.(12) –which include the contributions of all the initial partons and can be computed
once for all– appropriately rescaled by gρ+ud, gρ0uu and gρ0dd. Figure 1 shows the fundamental
cross sections as functions of the physical mass of the resonance for a collider center-of-mass
energy
√
s = 8 TeV and
√
s = 14 TeV.
In order to illustrate the typical size of the production cross sections and decay rates, we
will show results as functions of one mass and one coupling strength, fixing the other parame-
ters. 6 We will consider the following two sets of benchmark values:
(I) mρL = 0.5mρR , gρL = gρR ≡ gρ , ξ = 0.1
(II) mρL = 2.0mρR , gρL = gρR ≡ gρ , ξ = 0.1 .
(13)
5Another convenient way to parametrize the production cross sections is in terms of partial widths and parton
luminosities, see Ref. [348].
6All the plots shown in this section have been obtained by making use of our Madgraph5 model. Although
several sanity checks have been performed to test it, a full validation of the model has not been done and is left for
a future work.
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Figure 1: Fundamental cross sections of Eq. (12) as functions of the physical mass of the resonance.
Black (blue) curves are obtained for a collider center-of-mass energy
√
s = 8 TeV (
√
s = 14 TeV).
In case (I) the lightest charged and neutral resonances are ρ±1 and ρ
0
1. They are mostly made of ρL
and both couple to SM fermions with strength ∼ g2el/gρ. In fact, their couplings and masses are
equal up to O(ξ) terms, see Eq. A.10, because the breaking of the custodial symmetry due to
the hypercharge coupling g′el enters only through EWSB effects. In case (II), on the other hand,
the lightest resonances are ρ±2 and ρ
0
2, mostly made of ρR. While ρ
0
2 couples to SM fermions
with strength ∼ g′2el/gρ, the coupling of ρ±2 to fermions is further suppressed by a factor ξ, see
Eq. A.11. Prior to EWSB, indeed, the lightest charged resonance is purely ρR and thus does not
couple to SM fermions as it does not mix with any elementary vector field. In fact, this holds
true even after EWSB if mρL = mρR . As previously explained, in this case the mass eigenstate
ρ± remains unperturbed at all orders in ξ, and does not couple to elementary fields. In all cases
in which its coupling to fermions is sufficiently suppressed, the production of this charged
resonance at the LHC proceeds mainly via vector boson fusion (VBF), pp→ W±Zjj → ρ±jj,
or through cascade decays of the heaviest ones.
Figure 2 shows the contours of constant cross section for the production of the lightest
resonance in the plane (mρL , gρ) for the benchmark choice (I) of Eq. (13). For simplicity we
have neglected the contribution from VBF and possible cascade decays. As expected, the cross
section increases for smaller values of gρ, since in that limit the couplings to SM fermions get
larger as a consequence of the larger elementary-composite mixing. In case (II) the shapes of
the contours are similar, but the overall size of the cross section is smaller by a factor ∼ (g′/g)2
and ∼ ξ (g′/g)2 respectively for the neutral and the charged state.
Concerning the decay of the resonances, for gρ  g the dominant branching fractions
are those to V V and V h final states, where V = W,Z. The decay rates to fermions, in the
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Figure 2: Contours of constant cross section (blue lines, labels in picobarn) in the plane (mρL , gρ)
for the production of the lightest charged and neutral resonances at the LHC, in the benchmark case (I)
of Eq. (13). The dashed curves denote the contours of constant mass of the lightest resonance (in GeV
units). The plots in the upper row are done for
√
s = 8 TeV, those in the lower row assume
√
s = 14 TeV.
The contribution from vector boson fusion and possible cascade decays has been neglected for simplicity.
same limit, are strongly suppressed. This is illustrated in Fig. 3, where we have plotted the
branching ratios of the lightest neutral and charged resonance as functions of gρ for case (I)
with mρL = gρLf (hence aρL ≡ mρL/(fgρL) = 1), and for case (II) with mρR = gρRf (hence
aρR ≡ mρR/(fgρR) = 1). Notice that the branching fractions to WZ and Wh, as well as those
to WW and Zh, are equal to very good approximation. This is implied by the Equivalence
Theorem, which works well since mρL,R  mW,Z for the chosen values of parameters. As
expected, the branching ratios of the charged resonance to fermions are much smaller in case
(II) than in case (I), as a consequence of the suppressed couplings. In case (I) the approximate
custodial symmetry implies that BR(tt¯) ' BR(bb¯) ' 3BR(l+l−). The equality of the tt¯ and
l+l− decay fractions in case (II) is instead a numerical accident.
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Figure 3: Decay branching ratios of the lightest charged (left plots) and neutral (right plots) resonance
as functions of gρ. Upper plots are done for the benchmark case (I) of Eq. (13), the lower ones refer to
case (II). The various curves correspond to the following decay channels: WZ (solid blue), Wh (dot-
dashed green), lν (dashed red), tb¯ (solid black) in left plots; WW (solid blue), Zh (dot-dashed green),
l+l− (dashed red), tt¯ (solid black), bb¯ (dotted orange) in right plots.
Figure 4 shows the total decay width of the lightest charged and neutral resonance for
case (I) (left plot) and case (II) (right plot) of Eq. (13), respectively in units of mρL and mρR .
In general, for large values of gρ the total width is dominated by the decay modes V V , V h
and scales as g2ρ. Since the relative importance of these final states is fixed by the Equivalence
Theorem, this explains why all total widths become equal for large gρ. For very small gρ, on
the other hand, the decay modes to fermions dominate and the width increases if gρ decreases.
This is in fact not true for the special case of the charged lightest resonance in case (II), where
the couplings to fermions are extremely small and the bosonic final states always dominate.
Notice also that while the total decay widths of ρ0 and ρ± are different at small gρ in case (II),
they are always equal to very good approximation in case (I). In fact, the two curves lie on
top of each other in Fig. 4 and cannot be distinguished. This equality is again a consequence
of the approximate custodial symmetry which is present for small ξ. In all cases, the NWA is
sufficiently accurate for gρ . 4 − 5. This remains true also for different values of ξ and aρL ,
aρR provided the latter two parameters are of O(1) as expected from NDA.
All the cross sections and partial decay widths described in this section can be computed
analytically by using the Mathematica calculator provided with our package. It is useful to
stress that the results presented in this section are based on the validity of the Narrow Width Ap-
proximation. This latter assumes that the production rate can be factorized into an on-shell cross
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Figure 4: Total decay width the lightest charged (solid curve) and neutral (dashed curve) resonance for
case (I) (left plot) and case (II) (right plot) of Eq. (13), respectively in units of mρL and mρR . In the left
plot the solid and dashed curves lie on top of each other and cannot be distinguished.
section times a decay branching ratio, and neglects the interference with the SM background.
Experimental analyses performed by following this approach must be carried out consistently
with its underlying assumptions, e.g. the limits on the production rate of the new particles
should be set by focusing on the on-shell signal region. When this is possible, it allows for a
fast, analytical scan over the parameter space of the model. On the contrary, in the case of a
broad resonance, or when the fast variation of the parton distribution functions makes the NWA
no longer reliable due to a relevant off-shell tail at low-invariant masses, the factorized approach
cannot be used. In this case, a robust shape analysis must rely on a full MonteCarlo simulation,
thus becoming more model dependent and much more demanding (for a detailed discussion of
these aspects see Ref.[348]).
4 How to run the Mathematica calculator and the MadGraph5 model
In this section we illustrate how to run the Mathematica calculator and the MadGraph5 model
implementing the spin-1 resonances. All the software can be downloaded in a single package
from the HEPMDB website at the following URL: http://hepmdb.soton.ac.uk/hepmdb:
0214.0154. De-compressing the downloaded archive creates a directory called rho_model
where all the main files are. These include the file frhoWSimp.nb, which is the Mathematica
calculator, the directory rho containing the MadGraph5 model, and other scripts that can be
used to set up the event generation.
4.1 The Mathematica calculator
The Mathematica calculator can be used to compute numerically the physical couplings and
masses by specifying the input parameters. It also implements the analytical formulas for the
computation of the cross sections and partial decay rates discussed in the previous section. The
program is divided into four sections.
Section 1 is where all basic routines are defined and should be thus executed first. The
user does not need to open it.
Section 2 is where the numerical calculation of the physical couplings and masses can be
performed by means of the routine
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ComputeOutputParameters[ InputData, fileinput.dat, fileoutput.dat, mode ]
InputData is a list of input points, each point representing a list of input parameters. By appro-
priately setting the variable “mode”, the user can choose among three operational modes: in the
first (“mode=LR”), both a ρL and a ρR are considered and the format of each input point must
be {ξ,mρL , gρL ,mρR , gρR}; in the second (“mode=L”), only a ρL is considered and the format
of an input point is {ξ,mρL , gρL}; in the third (“mode=R”), only a ρR is considered and the in-
put point must be specified in the format {ξ,mρR , gρR}. For each of the input points the routine
computes the physical masses and couplings and writes them in the file fileoutput.dat in
the following format:
np, mW , ξ, mρ+1 , mρ01 , gρ+1 WZ , gρ01WW , gρ+1 Wh, gρ01Zh, gρ+1 ud, gρ01ffL, gρ01ffY ,
mρ+2 , mρ02 , gρ+2 WZ , gρ02WW , gρ+2 Wh, gρ02Zh, gρ+2 ud, gρ02ffL, gρ02ffY
where np is the number of the point. In the modes “L” and “R", where only one ρ is included, the
couplings of the second resonance ρ2 are set to zero, and its mass is set to a default value.7 The
value of the input parameters is recorded instead in the file fileinput.dat for convenience.
Section 3 contains the routines for the calculation of the production cross sections and
decay branching ratios.
Finally, Section 4 contains the FeynRules [252, 253] code which can be used to generate
a UFO library [203] to be linked with the MadGraph5 event generator. The user does not need
to execute this section unless he/she wants to modify the MadGraph5 model, which is already
provided in the directory rho.
4.2 The MadGraph5 model
The main directory contains a few additional files which are useful to set up the automatic
generation of events with MadGraph5. The python script wmg5.py, in particular, should be
executed first by using the syntax:
python wmg5.py –dataset=fileoutput.dat –runmode=1 –runtimes=n
–scriptname=generateevents
It reads the physical parameters from the file fileoutput.dat and creates the new script
generateevents which can be executed by MadGraph5 to run the events for each of the input
points. The option runmode can be used to specify the run mode in MadGraph5 (set runmode=1
to run at parton level), while runtimes sets the number of event generations to be run for
each input point (this is useful if one wants to execute multiple event generations by using the
multi_run command in MadGraph5).
Once the python script has been executed and the script generateevents has been cre-
ated, there are a few more steps to follow to generate the events. Let us indicate with MG5dir
the main directory where MadGraph5 has been installed, and with Userdir the user directory
where events will be generated. One should then:
1. Copy the directory rho to MG5dir/models.
7In this way it never contributes to physical processes generated by Madgraph5. Notice that mρ → ∞ is a
non-decoupling limit in our model, since the couplings to the NG bosons blow up. Therefore, one cannot decouple
one of the resonances by giving it a large mass. Rather, one should set all its physical couplings to zero.
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2. Edit the script generateprocess specifying: i) the process to generate and ii) the name
of the directory outdir (a subdirectory of Userdir) to be used to store the files defining
the process. Then copy the script to Userdir and run:
MG5dir/bin/mg5 generateprocess
from a terminal.
3. Edit the cards param_card.dat, pythia_card.dat and run_card.dat (a version of
each card with default settings is provided in the main directory with the other scripts, for
convenience of the user) and then copy them to Userdir/outdir/Cards.
4. Copy the script generateevents to Userdir/outdir and start the generation of events
by executing the command:
Userdir/outdir/bin/madevent generateevents
from a terminal.
Through this procedure the user can generate events for each of the input points (i.e. for each
choice of input masses and couplings) in an automatic way. By creating suitable grids of points
it is thus easy to scan over the model’s parameter space.
5 Conclusions
In this work we have studied the phenomenology of spin-1 resonances arising in SO(5)/SO(4)
composite Higgs models. We have focused on resonances transforming as (3, 1) and (1, 3) of
SO(4) and introduced a simple Lagrangian which contains a minimal set of parameters: one
mass and one coupling strength for each resonance. We have discussed the rotation to the mass
eigenstate basis and provided a numerical calculator of physical masses and couplings. We also
derived approximate analytic formulas for the masses and couplings at linear order in ξ = sin2θ,
where θ is the vacuum misalignment angle. The model has been implemented in MadGraph5
and can be used as a benchmark in the search for heavy spin-1 states at the LHC and future
colliders.
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Appendix
A Analytical formulas
We collect here the analytical formulas discussed in the text.
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The mass terms can be written as
Lmass = X+M2±X− +
1
2
X0M20X
0 , (A.1)
where X± = (X1 ± iX2)/√2, X1,2 = {W 1,2, ρ1,2L , ρ1,2R } and X0 = {W 3, ρ3L, B, ρ3R}. The
charged and neutral mass matrices are:
M2± =

A −(1 + cθ)gelm
2
ρL
2gρL
−(1− cθ)gelm
2
ρR
2gρR
−(1 + cθ)gelm
2
ρL
2gρL
m2ρL 0
−(1− cθ)gelm
2
ρR
2gρR
0 m2ρR
 (A.2)
M20 =

A −(1 + cθ)gelm
2
ρL
2gρL
B −(1− cθ)gelm
2
ρR
2gρR
−(1 + cθ)gelm
2
ρL
2gρL
m2ρL −
(1− cθ)m2ρLg′el
2gρL
0
B −(1− cθ)m
2
ρL
g′el
2gρL
C −(1 + cθ)m
2
ρR
g′el
2gρR
−(1− cθ)gelm
2
ρR
2gρR
0 −(1 + cθ)m
2
ρR
g′el
2gρR
m2ρR

,
(A.3)
where cθ ≡ cos θ and we have conveniently defined
A =
g2el
4g2ρLg
2
ρR
[ (
g2ρRm
2
ρL
+ g2ρLm
2
ρR
)
cos2θ + 2
(
g2ρRm
2
ρL
− g2ρLm2ρR
)
cos θ
+ f 2 sin2θ g2ρLg
2
ρR
+ g2ρRm
2
ρL
+ g2ρLm
2
ρR
]
,
B =
gelg
′
el sin
2θ
4g2ρLg
2
ρR
(
m2ρLg
2
ρR
+ g2ρLm
2
ρR
− f 2g2ρLg2ρR
)
,
C =
g′2el
4g2ρLg
2
ρR
[ (
g2ρRm
2
ρL
+ g2ρLm
2
ρR
)
cos2 θ +
(
2g2ρLm
2
ρR
− 2g2ρRm2ρL
)
cos θ
+ f 2 sin2θ g2ρLg
2
ρR
+ g2ρRm
2
ρL
+ g2ρLm
2
ρR
]
.
(A.4)
As explained in Section 2, it is useful to diagonalize the mass matrix analytically by
expanding for ξ small. In the following we collect the expressions of the cubic vertices with
zero and one ρ. Notice that our sign convention for these vertices differs from that of Ref. [202]
while it coincides with the one implemented in Madgraph5 for the SM vertices. One can easily
pass from one convention to the other by redefining the sign of the input couplings: gel → −gel,
g′el → −g′el, gρL,R → −gρL,R . Obviously this redefinition does not affect physical observables.
Let us start by discussing the vertices among three SM fields. By U(1)em gauge invari-
ance, all the couplings appearing in vertices with a photon (WWA and ψ¯ψA) are equal (up to
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the particle’s charge) to the electromagnetic coupling
√
4piαem given in Eq. (6). This holds to
all orders in ξ. There are no non-minimal couplings involving the photon, since there are no
non-minimal operators which can generate them in the initial Lagrangian (1). The triple gauge
interaction WWZ has the same structure as in the SM and its coupling reads, at linear order in
ξ:
gWWZ =
g2√
g2 + g′ 2
, (A.5)
where g, g′ have been defined in Eq. (7). Notice that the O(ξ) terms are vanishing, and EWSB
corrections only arise at O(ξ2). We parametrize the couplings of the SM fermions to SM vector
bosons as follows
1√
2
gWudW
+
µ ψ¯uγ
µPLψd + h.c.+ Zµψ¯γ
µ (PL(gZffL − gZffY )TL[ψ] + gZffYQ[ψ])ψ , (A.6)
where TL[ψu] = +1/2, TL[ψd] = −1/2 and ψ can be any of the ψu and ψd fermions in the case
of the Z interaction. We find, at linear order in ξ
gWud = g + ξ
g3
(
m2ρL − f 2g2
)
4g2ρLm
2
ρL
,
gZffL =
g2√
g2 + g′2
− ξ
√
g2 + g′2
(
f 2g4 − g2m2ρL
)
4g2ρLm
2
ρL
,
gZffY = − g
′2√
g2 + g′2
+ ξ
√
g2 + g′2
(
f 2g′4 − g′2m2ρR
)
4g2ρRm
2
ρR
.
(A.7)
The expressions for the V V ρ and V hρ couplings defined in Eq. (9) are, at leading order
in ξ:
gρ01WW = m
2
W
(
− 1
f 2
(
g2el + g
2
ρL
)
1/2
+
g2elg
2
ρL
m2ρL
(
g2el + g
2
ρL
)
3/2
)
,
gρ+1 WZ =
mZ
mW
gρ01WW ,
gρ02WW = m
2
W
(
− 1
f 2
(
g′2el + g2ρR
)
1/2
+
g2ρRg
′2
el
m2ρR
(
g′2el + g2ρR
)
3/2
)
,
gρ+2 WZ = −
mWmZ
f 2gρR
,
(A.8)
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and
gρ+1 Wh = mW
m2ρL
√
g2el + g
2
ρL
f 2g2ρL
− g
2
el√
g2el + g
2
ρL
 ,
gρ01Zh =
mZ
mW
gρ+1 Wh ,
gρ+2 Wh = −
m2ρR
f 2gρR
mW ,
gρ02Zh = mZ
 g′2el√
g′2el + g2ρR
−
m2ρR
√
g′2el + g2ρR
f 2g2ρR
 .
(A.9)
Here mW and mZ stand for the O(ξ) expressions reported in Eq. (8). Notice that each of the
couplings in Eqs. (A.8), (A.9), with the exception of gρ+2 WZ and gρ+2 Wh, gets two O(ξ) contri-
butions, which have opposite relative sign: one comes from the ρ mass terms, the other from
the kinetic term of the NG bosons. Some choices of input parameters lead to a cancellation be-
tween these two contributions resulting in an O(ξ) term accidentally smaller than O(ξ2) terms.
In these cases the formulas of Eqs. (A.8), (A.9) become numerically inaccurate.
Finally, at linear order in ξ, the couplings of the resonances to SM fermions appearing in
Eq. (9) are given by:
gρ+1 ud = −
g2el√
g2el + g
2
ρL
+ ξ
g2elg
2
ρL
(
m2ρL
(
g2el + g
2
ρL
)− f 2g2elg2ρL)
4m2ρL
(
g2el + g
2
ρL
)
5/2
,
gρ01ffL = gρ+1 ud ,
gρ01ffY = ξ
g′2el
4m2ρL
(
g2el + g
2
ρL
)
3/2
(
g2ρRm
2
ρL
(
g2el + g
2
ρL
)− g2ρLm2ρR (g′2el + g2ρR))
×
[
f 2g2elg
2
ρL
g2ρR
(
g2elm
2
ρL
+ g2ρL
(
m2ρL −m2ρR
))
+m2ρL
(
g2el + g
2
ρL
) (
g2ρLm
2
ρR
(
g2ρR − g2el
)− g2ρRm2ρL (g2el + g2ρL)) ] ,
(A.10)
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and
gρ+2 ud = ξ
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Flavour
Contribution 17
Indirect Constraints on Non-Minimal Flavour Violating
Supersymmetry
K. De Causmaecker, B. Fuks, B. Herrmann, F. Mahmoudi, B. O’Leary, W. Porod, S. Sekmen,
N. Strobbe
Abstract
We present an analysis of non-minimal flavour violating effects arising
in general versions of the Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model.
Considering several flavour and electroweak observables and the recent
discovery of a Higgs boson, we perform a scan of the model parameter
space and then design a set of experimentally non-excluded reference
scenarios for which we study the dependence of the considered observ-
ables on squark flavour violation.
Among all candidate theories extending the Standard Model (SM), supersymmetry re-
mains, after more than 30 years, one of the most studied and popular choices. As a conse-
quence, the quest for the supersymmetric partners of the SM particles is one of the key topics of
the current high-energy physics experimental program. As up to now no sign of supersymme-
try has been found, in particular at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC), either the superpartners
are constrained to be heavy or the spectrum must present very specific properties allowing the
superpartners to evade detection [292, 293]. However these statements are valid for interpreta-
tions within the context of simplified model spectra (SMSs), or the most constrained version of
the Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model (MSSM), where over a hundred free model pa-
rameters are reduced to a set of four parameters and a sign. General realizations of the MSSM
could therefore turn out to be less constrained by data. In this work we consider a version of
the MSSM with general flavour-violating squark mixings. This feature is expected to lead to
interesting phenomenological consequences, both with respect to indirect constraints on new
physics derived from low-energy, flavour and electroweak precision observables, and in the
context of the LHC [351, 352, 353, 354, 355, 356, 357, 358, 359, 360, 361, 362, 363]. In the
framework of a global effort to unveil flavour effects in supersymmetry in light of the present
high-energy physics data, we investigate non-minimal flavour-violation (NMFV) in the squark
sector for several flavour physics observables, for the anomalous magnetic moment of the muon
and for the mass of the recently observed Higgs boson.
In the following, we briefly detail the properties of the form of the NMFV MSSM under
consideration and present our strategy to design theoretically motivated reference scenarios not
yet experimentally excluded, relevant to be considered in the context of LHC data. We then
define two reference scenarios, for which we study in detail the dependence of the various
considered observables on the NMFV parameters. Conclusions are given at the end of this
contribution.
In the super-CKM basis, the mass matrices of the up- and down-type squarks are repre-
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sented by
M2q˜ =

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with (q = u, d) , (1)
where the diagonal entries of each block are related to the parameters of the supersymmetry-
breaking and SM sectors,
M2L,qi = M˜
2
L,q˜i
+m2qi +m
2
Z
(
Iq − eqs2w
)
cos 2β , M2R,qi = M˜
2
R,q˜i
+m2qi + eqm
2
Zs
2
w cos 2β ,
Xui = A
∗
ui
− µ cot β , Xdi = A∗di − µ tan β. (2)
In these expressions, mZ and sw denote the Z-boson mass and the sine of the electroweak
mixing angle, respectively, and eq and Iq are the electric charge and isospin quantum numbers
of the (s)quarks. The up-type and down-type quark masses are represented bymui andmdi with
i being a flavour index and the matrices M˜2L,q˜ and M˜
2
R,q˜ are related to the usual soft squark mass
matrices mˆ2q˜ , mˆ
2
u˜ and mˆ
2
d˜
through
M˜2L,u˜ = VCKMmˆ
2
q˜V
†
CKM , M˜
2
L,d˜
= mˆ2q˜ , M˜
2
R,u˜ = mˆ
2
u˜ , M˜
2
R,d˜
= mˆ2
d˜
. (3)
Turning to the Higgs sector parameters, µ stands for the off-diagonal Higgs mixing parameter,
tan β for the ratio of the vacuum expectation values of the neutral components of the two Higgs
doublets, and Aqi for the trilinear couplings of the Higgs fields to squarks. As in earlier works,
the non-diagonal entries of the mass matrices are normalized relatively to the diagonal ones,
∆
qiqj
ab = λ
qiqj
ab M˜a,q˜iM˜b,q˜j , (4)
such that non-minimal flavour violation is parameterized by the dimensionless quantities λqiqjab .
Since the matrices M˜2L,u˜ and M˜
2
L,d˜
are related by SU(2)L gauge invariance, the λ
uiuj
LL parameters
can be obtained from the knowledge of the λdidjLL ones, so that we choose the latter as indepen-
dent parameters. Moreover, motivated by measurements in the kaon sector, we ignore mixing
of the first generation squarks [364] and further assume, for simplicity,
λL ≡ λsbLL , λR ≡ λsbRR = λctRR , λLR ≡ λctLR = λctRL = λsbLR = λsbRL . (5)
This leaves us with three free parameters λL, λR, λLR describing squark flavour violation.
In addition to these parameters, the gaugino sector is further determined by the bino mass
parameterM1, which we relate to the wino and gluino tree-level massesM2 andM3 through the
relation M1 = M2/2 = M3/6 inspired by Grand-Unified theories. Furthermore, all diagonal
sfermion soft-mass parameters are set to the common scale MSUSY, the trilinear couplings in-
volving any third-generation sfermions are taken equal At = Ab = Aτ , while all other trilinear
scalar couplings are set to zero. Our model parametrization is finally completed by including the
pole mass of the pseudoscalar Higgs boson mA0 . We define all parameters at the electroweak
scale and perform a grid scan over the following ranges in parameter space:
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Observable Experimental result Reference
BR(B → Xsγ) (3.43± 0.21stat ± 0.07sys ± 0.24th)× 10−4 [365, 366, 367]
BR(Bs → µµ) (2.9± 0.7exp ± 0.29th)× 10−9 [368, 369, 370, 371]
BR(B → K∗µµ)q2∈[1,6] GeV2 1.7± 0.3exp ± 1.7th × 10−7 [372, 373, 374]
AFB(B → K∗µµ)q2∈[1,6] GeV2 (−0.17+0.06
exp+0.037th
−0.06exp−0.034th)× 10−7 [372, 373, 374]
BR(B → Xsµµ)q2∈[1,6] GeV2 (1.60± 0.68exp ± 0.16th)× 10−6 [375, 376, 377, 378]
BR(B → Xsµµ)q2>14.4 GeV2 (4.18± 1.35exp ± 0.44th)× 10−7 [375, 376, 377, 378]
BR(Bu → τν) (1.05± 0.25exp ± 0.29th)× 10−4 [379, 380, 381]
∆MBs (17.719± 0.043exp ± 3.3th)ps−1 [365, 382]
∆aµ (26.1± 12.8)× 10−10 [e+e−] [383]
mh 125.5± 2.5 GeV [89, 134]
Table 1: Experimental constraints imposed in our parameter scan over the MSSM.
- tan β = [10, 40],
- M1 = [100, 350, 600, 850, 1100, 1350, 1600] GeV,
- At,b,τ = [−10000, . . . , 10000] GeV in steps of 1000 GeV,
- µ = [100, 350, 600, 850] GeV,
- mA0 = [100, 350, 600, 850, 1100, 1350, 1600] GeV,
- MSUSY = [100, 350, 600, 850, 1100, 1350, 1600, 2000, 2500, 3000, 3500] GeV,
- λL = [−0.8, . . . , 0.8] in steps of 0.1,
- λLR = [−0.0025, . . . , 0.0025] in steps of 0.0005,
- λR = [−0.8, . . . , 0.8] in steps of 0.1.
For each point in the parameter space, we calculate the theory predictions for all the
flavour observables listed in Table 1. We then compute a likelihood for each observable based
on its measurement, and then an overall likelihood for each point given as the product of the
likelihoods for each observable, which allows us to select reference scenarios. Concerning the
theoretical predictions of the observables under consideration, the branching ratio of the rare B
decays BR(B → Xsγ), BR(B → K∗µµ), BR(B → Xsµµ), BR(Bu → τν) and the forward-
backward asymmetry in the B meson three-body decay AFB(B → K∗µµ) are calculated using
the SuperISO package [380, 381], while the computation of the SM-like Higgs boson mass
mh, the supersymmetric contributions to the anomalous magnetic moment of the muon ∆aµ,
the mass difference between the two neutral B0s mesons and the branching ratio of Bs → µµ
rely on the SPheno program [294, 295]1.
In the B physics sector, the observables that mostly constrain the choice of experimen-
tally allowed scenarios are the branching ratio BR(B → Xsγ), which is particularly sensitive
to left-left mixing, the B-meson oscillation parameter ∆MBs involving the products of left-left
1The Higgs boson mass shows a rather important variation with the λ-parameters, in particular in the left-right
sector for large values of tanβ. However, the associated two-loop calculations implemented in SPheno partly rely
on flavour-conserving expressions which would have to be extended in case of flavour violation. Therefore the
Higgs masses obtained have to be taken with a grain of salt and are not shown.
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M1 MSUSY At,b,τ µ tan β mA0 λL λR λLR
I 350 1100 2000 600 40 1600 0.1 0.4 0
II 350 1600 2000 100 10 600 0.3 0.8 0
Table 2: Two reference scenarios which are favoured by the experimental constraints of Table 1.
and right-right mixing parameters, the branching fraction BR(Bs → µµ), largely depending on
the parameters of the Higgs sector tan β and mA0 , as well as the branching ratio BR(Bu → τν)
which is sensitive to tan β and the mass of the charged Higgs boson. Additionally, the measure-
ment of the anomalous magnetic moment of the muon leads to a preference for light sleptons,
whereas achieving a correct mass for the Higgs boson requires a large left-right mixing in the
stop sector and/or heavy stop masses and is in principle also sensitive to flavour mixing in the
squark sector [384, 359, 385]. Moreover, the complicated structure of the scalar potential pos-
sibly allows for charge- and color-breaking minima [386]. We have verified with the program
Vevacious [387] that the selected benchmark scenarios were stable or sufficiently long-lived
against tunneling to vacua with combinations of non-zero sstrange, sbottom, scharm and stop
vacuum expectation values.
Based on the above-mentioned scan, we have identified two reference scenarios (given in
Table 2) which are the most favoured by the current experimental constraints and which capture
quite generic and interesting features of squark flavour mixing. The main differences between
the two points reside in the value of the scalar mass scale MSUSY and the Higgs-sector param-
eters µ, mA0 and tan β. Moreover, scenario II exhibits stronger generation mixings in both the
left-left and right-right sectors. We have studied the dependence of the observables summarized
in Table 1 on the three NMFV parameters and shown a selection of the most relevant results in
Figs. 1 and 2. As expected, the B → Xsγ decay is in both cases very sensitive to mixing in the
left-left sector, but almost independent of any mixing in the right-right and left-right sectors.
For scenario I, the B0s → µ+µ− decay shows a strong dependence on both λL (in contrast to
scenario II for which the influence of λL is less pronounced) and λLR, whilst the dependence
on λR is found to be milder. Finally, any mixing induces large modification of the B-meson os-
cillation parameter ∆MBs , with interference effects involving λLR being in particular observed
for scenario I.
In the first scenario, the ∆MBs observable constrains the parameters λL and λR the most,
reducing the allowed interval to λL ∈ [−0.09, 0.25] (and the B → Xsγ constraints is slightly
less stringent) and λR ∈ [−0.01, 0.68]. The combination of constraints from the B → Xsγ and
B0s → µ+µ− branching ratios restricts the λLR parameter to lie in the ranges [−14.0,−12.8] ·
10−4 and [−7.6, 9] · 10−4. In the second scenario, the ∆MBs observable is again the most
constraining one, the three parameters being bound to satisfy λL ∈ [−0.03, 0.11] and [0.23, 0.37]
(and the constraints derived from the B → Xsγ measurement are less important here due to
the lower value of tan β and the heavier squark masses), λR ∈ [−0.10, 0.37] and [0.67, 0.88],
and λLR ∈ [−0.9, 1.50] · 10−4. Finally, the forward-backward asymmetry observed in B →
K∗µ+µ− decays mostly constrains, for both scenarios, flavour mixing in the left-left sector, but
its influence is less stringent than that of the B → Xsγ branching ratio or ∆MBs .
In summary, we have shown that, despite all existing precise experimental measurements
at low-energy, there is still room in the MSSM for sizable flavour-violating entries in the squark
mass matrices concerning the mixing of second and third generations of squarks. We have
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Figure 1: Dependence of selected observables on the NMFV-parameters λL, λLR, and λR around refer-
ence scenario I. The markers correspond to the scenario as defined in Table 2. The black horizontal lines
indicate the experimental central value of Table 1. The green, yellow, and orange bands correspond to
the limits at 1σ, 2σ, and 3σ confidence level, respectively.
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Figure 2: Same as Fig. 1 for variations of λL, λLR, and λR around reference scenario II.
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defined and studied two scenarios favoured by current data that we aim to confront, in a fu-
ture publication, with the LHC results. These scenarios are indeed characterized by new decay
modes of squarks and gluinos [356, 355, 359, 358, 361, 385], which modify the standard decay
patterns employed in the derivation of squark and gluino mass limits at the LHC. As a conse-
quence, the reinterpretation of the experimental limits after accounting for flavour mixing in the
squark sector might significantly reduce the bounds on the superpartners.
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Contribution 18
Effects of CP Violation in MSSM Scenarios
A. Arbey, J. Ellis, R. M. Godbole, F. Mahmoudi
Abstract
We consider the MSSM with CP violation in view of the LHC Higgs
searches and the results of searches for dark matter, in both constrained
and unconstrained MSSM scenarios, taking into account the effects of
electric dipole moment constraints for the scenarios under considera-
tion.
1 FRAMEWORK
Constrained MSSM scenarios such as the CMSSM or NUHM, with their limited number of
parameters, offer simple frameworks to study the implications of the latest results from collider
and dark matter searches (see, for example, [388] for the most recent global analysis of these
constraints in the CMSSM and NUHM). These scenarios assume R-parity conservation and CP
invariance, but they can be easily extended to incorporate CP-violating phases. On the other
hand, the phenomenological MSSM (pMSSM) does not rely on any universality assumptions,
and with its 19 parameters (assuming CP invariance and R conservation) provide a more general
set-up. Thorough studies have been performed to reinterpret the LHC results in this context (see,
for example, [389, 390, 391, 392, 393]). A preliminary exploration of these issues including CP
violating phases in the framework of a MCMC analysis, before the LHC data became available
also exists [394].
We consider here the implications of the latest collider data and dark matter searches,
including the possibility of CP violation in both constrained MSSM scenarios and the pMSSM,
which has six additional parameters corresponding to the CP-violating phases of the gaug-
ino masses M1,2,3 and of the trilinear couplings At,b,τ . To study these scenarios, we gener-
ate spectra and compute the Higgs decay widths and Electric Dipole Moments (EDMs) using
CPsuperH [395, 396, 397]. Flavour physics observables are also computed with CPsuperH and
cross-checked with a development version of SuperIso [380, 381]. The dark matter relic den-
sity is computed with SuperIso Relic [398] for the pMSSM, and MicrOMEGAs [399, 400] is
used for the relic density in constrained scenarios and for dark matter direct detection cross-
sections.
For the constrained scenarios, we consider two CP-conserving benchmark scenarios that
correspond to the CMSSM and NUHM1 best fit points obtained in the analysis of [388]:
Description m0 (GeV) m1/2 (GeV) A0 (GeV) tan β sgn(µ) M2H (GeV
2)
CMSSM 5650 2100 780 51 + –
NUHM-1 1380 3420 3140 39 + 1.33× 107
These points satisfy simultaneously constraints from the LHC Higgs and SUSY searches, flavour
physics and dark matter relic density. Starting from these CP-conserving points, we perform a
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Higgs observable Constraint
MH 125± 4 GeV
µγγ 1.20± 0.30
µZZ 1.10± 0.22
µWW 0.77± 0.21
µττ 0.78± 0.27
µbb 1.12± 0.45
EDM Upper limit (e.cm)
Thallium 9× 10−25
Mercury 3.1× 10−29
Neutron 3× 10−26
Muon 1.9× 10−19
Table 1: Higgs and EDM constraints used in this study.
flat scan over the six CP-violating phases at the low-energy scale between -180◦ and 180◦, in
order to study the influence of CP violation on the different observables.
For the pMSSM study, we have set up the scan machinery in two ways: a random flat
scan over the 19 + 6 parameters, as well as an optimised scan using the geometric approach
presented in [401]. Due to the large number of parameters, the flat scan is not very efficient
since most of the points with large CP phases are excluded by EDM constraints, but it has the
advantage of a flat distribution in the CP angles. The geometric scan, on the other hand, is much
more efficient, and the neutron, thallium and mercury EDM are used in addition to the lightest
Higgs mass to determine the optimised directions in the model parameter space.
We consider the set of constraints as described in [402], in addition to the EDM con-
straints. In particular, we require that the lightest neutralino is the lightest supersymmetric
particle (LSP) and constitutes dark matter. We require that one of the three Higgs states lies in
the mass range 121-129 GeV. If the h2 or h3 is at about 125 GeV, we impose LEP and LHC
Higgs search constraints. We also consider the constraints on the signal strengths for h1. The
Higgs signal strengths µXX are defined for each channel as the ratio of the Higgs production
cross-section times branching ratio relative to the Standard Model values. Furthermore, we im-
pose flavour constraints and use the upper limit on the relic density constraint. We compare the
results with the case without phases in order to investigate the impact of the CP phases. Table 1
summarizes the Higgs and EDM constraints that are applied to the MSSM points.
2 HIGGS SECTOR
In the CMSSM and NUHM1 scenarios, the Higgs discovered at the LHC is identified with the
lightest MSSM Higgs boson, and also in the presence of CP-violating phases. In Fig. 1, we
present the distributions of the masses of the three Higgs bosons for the benchmark scenarios
after varying the six phases, before applying the EDM constraints. For comparison, in Fig. 2 the
distributions are shown after applying the EDM constraints. The figures reveal that the heavy
Higgs masses are nearly unaffected by CP violation, whereas the lightest Higgs mass can be
modified by a few GeV. Once the EDM constraints are applied, only the scenarios with very
small EDMs survive, resulting in distributions with peaks at the positions of the CP-conserving
points. After applying the EDM constraints, the statistics reduces substantially, whilst still
allowing for a modification of the Higgs mass by up to 2-3 GeV. We have also studied the Higgs
couplings for the benchmark points, and found that all the signal strengths of Table 1 remain
close to unity, and varying the CP phases leads to less than 2% modifications.
The Higgs sector of the pMSSM with CP violation can differ more strongly from the CP-
conserving case, with substantial mixing between the CP-even and CP-odd states. However,
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Figure 1: Distributions of the h1 (left), h2 (center) and h3 (right) Higgs masses for the CMSSM (top),
and NUHM1 (bottom) in the best-fit benchmark scenarios before applying the EDM constraints.
Figure 2: Distributions of the h1 (left), h2 (center) and h3 (right) Higgs masses for the CMSSM (top)
and NUHM1 (bottom) best-fit benchmark scenarios after applying the EDM constraints.
the recently-discovered Higgs boson has a large decay rate to two vector bosons, which implies
that it is mainly CP-even. If this Higgs is identified with the lightest CPV-pMSSM Higgs boson
h1, in most of the cases h2 is CP-even and h3 CP-odd, which corresponds to a set-up similar to
that of the CP-conserving pMSSM.
In Fig. 3 we show all the points that satisfy the EDM constraints and for which either h2 or
h3 has a mass close to 125 GeV. Once the constraints on the Higgs signal strengths are applied,
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Figure 3: CPV-pMSSM model points satisfying the EDM constraints in the plane (Mh1 , tanβ), in the
case where either the h2 (left) or the h3 (right) is identified with the Higgs state discovered at the LHC.
only a small region remains in the case of h2 at 125 GeV, while no possibility is found for the
case where h3 is at 125 GeV. However, if we consider in addition flavour physics constraints,
no solution is found any more also for former case. This result is similar to that obtained in
the CP-conserving pMSSM [403, 404]. Hence, the Higgs boson observed at the LHC has to be
identified with h1 in the CPV-pMSSM, which we will assume in the following.
Figure 4: The strength of the coupling of the lightest Higgs boson to two gluons as a function of the
coupling strength to photon pairs (left), and the strength of the coupling to bb¯ pairs as a function of the
coupling strength to two vector bosons (right).
In Fig. 4 we present the correlations between the signal strengths in the γγ, gg and bb¯, V V
channels, comparing the CP-conserving and CP-violating cases. The results are very similar in
both cases, with the CP-violating case offering a possibility of small deviations in comparison
to the CP-conserving case. This shows that it will be difficult to discriminate between the two
cases via more precise measurements of the Higgs signal strengths.
However, we have seen that CP violation can modify the Higgs mass by a few GeV, as
well as the signal strengths by a few percent. In addition to the Higgs observables, the flavour
sector and EDM observables provide direct probes of the CP properties. The interplay between
the different sectors can therefore help determining the MSSM parameters and the CP properties
of the model. Another sector of interest is the neutralino dark matter sector, that we consider in
the next Section.
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Figure 5: Spin-independent dark matter scattering cross-section on a proton as a function of the lightest
neutralino mass.
3 DARK MATTER DIRECT DETECTION
Dark matter searches provide important constraints, even if they suffer in general from astro-
physical and cosmological uncertainties. In the following, we apply different constraints on
the MSSM scenarios into consideration. First, we impose the relic density constraint, but only
as an upper bound, in order to account for the possibility of cosmological modifications of
the properties of the early Universe [405, 406]. Older analyses of the effects of CP violating
phases in Supersymmetric theories, on the relic density of neutralino dark matter exist in liter-
ature [407, 408]. Here we analyze the issue in light of the latest data on various fronts. We do
not apply constraints from indirect dark matter detection searches, as they are subject to large
astrophysical uncertainties. However, we consider the results of direct dark matter detection
searches, which are sensitive primarily to the local density of dark matter.
The LUX collaboration has recently released strong upper limits on direct dark matter
detection [409], in particular on the spin-independent scattering cross-section of a WIMP with
the proton, that we consider in the following. The impact of the direct dark matter detection
results from the LUX experiment on the CP-conserving and CP-violating pMSSM is presented
in Fig. 5. The figure reveals that the inclusion of CP phases can lead to smaller scattering cross-
sections, therefore allowing the neutralino to evade more easily the direct detection limits.
The constrained MSSM benchmark scenarios, being simpler, give more possibilities to
test CP violation with direct dark matter detection. In Figs. 6 and 7, we show the distributions
of the spin-independent neutralino-proton scattering cross-section in the constrained MSSM
benchmark scenarios, before and after applying the EDM constraints. As can be seen, the scat-
tering cross-sections are close to the LUX limit. After including the CP phases, the scattering
cross-sections may decrease by a factor up to 5. Applying the EDM constraints, while strongly
decreasing the statistics, does not change this feature. Therefore, dark matter direct detection
can probe CP violation. If neutralino dark matter is discovered in direct searches, a better de-
termination of the local density of dark matter could help in understanding the CP properties of
the MSSM.
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Figure 6: Distributions of the spin-independent dark matter scattering cross-section on the proton in the
CMSSM (left) and NUHM1 (right) benchmark scenarios before applying the EDM constraints.
Figure 7: Distributions of the spin-independent dark matter scattering cross-section on the proton in the
CMSSM (left) and NUHM1 (right) benchmark scenarios after applying the EDM constraints.
CONCLUSIONS
We have studied the effects of CP violation in the MSSM, in particular in view of the EDM
constraints, Higgs observables and direct dark matter detection. The EDM constraints are well-
known probes of CP violation, as well as flavour observables such as CP asymmetries in B
meson decays. We have shown that the observed Higgs boson has to be identified with the
lightest Higgs boson state h1, and that CP violation mostly changes the h1 mass but does not
affect much the Higgs signal strengths, rendering more difficult the possibility of discriminating
between CP conserving and CP violating models in the Higgs sector.
We have also considered direct dark matter detection, and shown that CP violation can
modify the neutralino-proton scattering cross-section by a factor up to 5. However, direct de-
tection currently suffers from cosmological uncertainties that can limit the interpretations.
Finally, once all the present constraints are applied, and since all present observables are
compatible with the CP-conserving results, discovering CP violation in this type of new physics
scenario will be a difficult task, as they are already strongly constrained. However, the direct
dark matter detection situation may improve in the near future.
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Dark Matter Effective Field Theory at Colliders
A. Arbey, M. Battaglia, G. Bélanger, A. Goudelis, F. Mahmoudi, S. Pukhov
Abstract
The absence of signals for physics beyond the Standard Model at the
LHC and the strong evidence for dark matter motivate the use of a fairly
model-independent effective field theory approach to the study of dark
matter physics. We present some preliminary results on constraints of
the effective scalar operators coupling dark matter to quarks and gluons
derived by combining results from monojet searches at the LHC, the
recent upper limits on spin-independent WIMP-nucleon scattering cross
section and the determination of the relic dark matter abundance in the
Universe. We also comment on the potential of the next LHC runs as
well as that of a future 100 TeV pp collider to further constrain the dark
matter properties.
1 INTRODUCTION
The Large Hadron Collider has been extremely successful in pushing the mass scale of new
physics towards the TeV scale. The discovery of a particle compatible with the Standard Model
(SM) Higgs boson has given no hint of physics beyond the SM, while all direct searches for
new physics have placed stringent bounds on the masses and couplings of new particles.
At the same time, there is strong evidence that physics beyond the SM (BSM) does ex-
ist, the most striking example being the existence of dark matter (DM). In the most commonly
adopted freeze-out picture, the so-called “WIMP miracle” occurs: stable particle(s) with elec-
troweak (EW) scale masses and couplings can actually account for the observed relic DM abun-
dance in the universe. If the mass of the DM particle(s) lies indeed at the EW scale, it is highly
likely that it can be produced at colliders, in particular at the LHC. This has motivated several
experimental searches for final states with large missing transverse energy which would signal
the production (and escape) of weakly interacting massive particles (WIMPs) from the detector.
A common problem of these searches stems from the fact that the interpretation of their
results require rather strong assumptions on the nature of the underlying model, in particular
when long decay chains are involved. In recent years, there has been an increasing interest
in approaching DM physics using effective field theory (EFT) techniques, to overcome the
limitations due to model-dependence. The basic underlying hypothesis of the EFT approach is
that the sector mediating the interactions between dark matter particles and the SM is heavy and
no light state is relevant for DM physics. Most analyses reported in the recent literature make
the additional assumption that a single effective operator mediates the DM-SM interactions.
However, it should be kept in mind that the EFT approach is not completely free of as-
sumptions. In fact, in many concrete models, the DM particles couple at tree-level to the Higgs
and Z bosons, whereas even if all DM-SM mediators are heavy enough for an EFT approach
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to be valid, upon integrating them out a set of effective operators is obtained, and not a single
operator. These may interfere destructively or constructively changing the resulting DM-SM
interaction. Last but not least, the standard EFT approach fails to capture specific features com-
mon to several DM models, such as the existence of resonances or co-annihilation processes
which may be crucial in determining the DM relic density. Keeping these limitations in mind,
we should also note that the EFT approach to dark matter has the advantage of encompass-
ing different theoretical frameworks and, to some extent, manages to provide us with relatively
generic information on DM.
In this work, we perform an investigation of the constraints on the dark matter EFT com-
ing from the LHC, direct detection and the DM relic abundance. We examine the potential of
the increases in LHC energy and luminosity to constrain the DM EFT for the case of scalar
operators. In view of the discussions currently taking place in the HEP community on future
collider projects, we comment on the possible impact of a future hadron collider reaching a
centre-of-mass energy of 100 TeV.
2 THE DARK MATTER EFFECTIVE FIELD THEORY
In this preliminary study, we assume that the dark matter particle is not charged under the SM
gauge group and the DM stability is ensured by some discrete Z2-like symmetry under which
the SM particles are even and the DM particles are odd, which amounts to the DM particles
only appearing in pairs in the Lagrangian of the full (UV-complete) theory. This feature is
assumed to be preserved upon integration of the heavy degrees of freedom, while now the DM
interactions with the SM are suppressed by powers of some mass scale M∗, which should be
understood as M∗ ∼ M/√g1g2, with M being the mass of the heavy mediator and g1, g2 the
mediator couplings to the SM and DM particle, respectively.
We focus on effective operators linking two DM particles to two quarks or two QCD field
strengths, which are those most relevant for hadron colliders. In general, the DM particle can
be either a real or complex scalar, a Dirac or Majorana fermion or a vector, when restricting
ourselves to spin up to 1. Sets of effective operators coupling these classes of DM particles to
the SM have been already defined under various assumptions [410, 411, 412, 413]. In this note,
we focus our preliminary study on two of these operators assuming the DM particles are real
scalar fields, namely
R1 =
mq
2M2∗
χχq¯q (1)
R3 =
αs
8M2∗
χχGµνG
µν
where mq is the mass of the quark q, χ is the dark matter particle, αs is the strong coupling and
G is the QCD field strength tensor 1.
As mentioned above, the validity of the effective field theory approach must be verified.
Whereas the description of DM interactions with the SM particles via effective operators can
be justified in the case of direct detection for DM particle masses as low as O(few GeV) and
mediator masses as low as O(102 MeV), this is certainly not the case for the searches at the
LHC. The EFT approach is at best valid for M > 2MWIMP and embedding the EFT in a weakly
1Our operator naming scheme follows the notations of Ref. [412].
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coupled theory would require g1g2 < (4pi)2. This leads to the requirement MWIMP < 2piM∗ for
the EFT description to be valid. In fact, this bound may be overly optimistic for the validity of
the effective field theory, since the actual momentum transfer involved in each process must also
be considered[414, 415]. For simplicity, in this note we will adopt to the limit MWIMP < 2piM∗
to define the region of validity of the EFT approach.
3 ANALYSIS AND FIRST RESULTS
We consider dark matter constraints in combination with monojet search results from AT-
LAS and CMS, for the two effective operators R1 and R3 defined above. For this study,
we have set-up a software framework similar to that described in [402]. In particular, we
have implemented the effective operator Lagrangians in FeynRules [253], which provides us
with an automatic export of the model to the CalcHEP [416, 189] and Universal FeynRules
Output (UFO) [203] file formats. The model files have then been imported in micrOMEGAs
[417, 399, 400, 418] and Madgraph 5 [126]. The former program calculates the WIMP relic
density and dark matter direct detection scattering cross-sections off matter, and the CalcHEP
model file has been specifically modified to compute the scattering cross-section of WIMPs with
gluons. These scattering cross-sections allow us to re-cast the LHC monojet searches in terms
of DM direct detection constraints, and the results are compared to the recent LUX [409] and
XENON [419, 420] 90% C.L. upper limits. We also consider the upper limit on the relic cold
DM density Ωh2 = 0.1199 ± 0.0027 [421], derived from latest PLANCK cosmic microwave
background measurements.
WIMP masses are probed up to 2 TeV, and M∗ is varied between 0 and 3 TeV. For
each parameter point and each operator, the dark matter relic density and direct detection
spin-independent scattering cross-sections are computed and the detectability through mono-
jet searches at 8, 14 and 100 TeV centre-of-mass energies is evaluated as follows: We use the
event reconstruction and selection criteria of the ATLAS [291] and CMS [422] preliminary
monojet analyses performed on ∼20 fb−1 of 8 TeV data. This analysis follows the proce-
dure discussed in Ref. [423]. Monojet signal events have been generated for each parameter
point using Madgraph 5 and Pythia 6 [258] with the CTEQ6L1 parton distribution functions
(PDFs) [285]. Physics objects have been reconstructed using the Delphes 3.0.7 [424, 319]
parametric detector simulation. The reconstruction and selection cuts of the original analyses
have been applied, namely we required the events to have one jet with large transverse momen-
tum, pt, and missing transverse energy, MET, no electrons or muons fulfilling the fiducial pt and
|η| experimental cuts and at most one additional jet with pt in excess to 30 GeV. In the ATLAS
analysis the leading jet pt must exceed 280 GeV and the MET must be larger than 220 GeV. The
CMS analysis requires instead a jet with pt > 110 GeV and defines seven MET signal regions
(MET > 250, 300, 350, 400, 450, 500, 550 GeV). We use the background estimates obtained
by the experiments rescaled by the ratio of the products of production cross section times cut
acceptance at the different energies of interest compared to 8 TeV and the ratio of the assumed
luminosity to that used in the original 8 TeV analyses. The production cross section and accep-
tance of signal events have been computed using a similar procedure as that described above for
the monojet signal. The 95% confidence level (C.L.) exclusion of each generated model point
in presence of background only is determined using the CLs method [425]. These results are
projected towards the reach of the HL-LHC project for 3 ab−1 at 14 TeV and a more “futuristic”
100 TeV pp collider delivering an integrated luminosity of 1 ab−1 [426]. In this preliminary
analysis the experimental cuts are not optimised at the two energies and a further improvement
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Figure 1: Constraints obtained for the R1 (left panel) and R3 (right panel) operators in the spin-
independent scattering cross section vs. WIMP mass plane. The preliminary results for monojet searches
at 8, 14 and 100 TeV are compared to the current LUX 90% C.L. upper limits and the expected reach of
the future LZ experiment. The constraint derived from relic dark matter density and the limit of validity
of the EFT approach are also shown.
of these exclusion contours can be therefore expected. The results from the monojet analy-
ses are then interpreted in terms of exclusion contours in the spin-independent scattering cross
section vs. WIMP mass plane as shown in Figure 1 where they are also compared to the EFT
validity region defined by MWIMP < 2piM∗ and the DM relic density constraint. We observe
that the elusiveR1 could be probed only with energies of the order of 100 TeV and then down to
scattering DM-nucleon cross section of the order of the current LUX and XENON bounds. On
the contrary, monojet searches at HL-LHC at 14 TeV will push the sensitivity to the operatorR3
well below the current LUX and XENON cross section bounds to match the projected accuracy
of LZ [427] and to WIMP masses of about 2 TeV. The availability of 100 TeV pp collision
data will push this sensitivity further down into a completely un-chartered territory. We expect
that the optimisation of the monojet event selection for 14 and 100 TeV will further extend this
region of sensitivity.
CONCLUSIONS
In this preliminary investigation we have considered the impact of the latest results from the
LHC monojet searches at 8 TeV as well as their projections at 14 and 100 TeV in the context
of two effective models with real scalar WIMPs. We have seen that the R1 operator is not
constrained by the 8 TeV LHC searches and will be hardly probed by the LHC future run. It
will be necessary to perform searches at future higher energy colliders to set constraints on this
elusive model. On the contrary, the R3 operator is already strongly probed by the current LHC
result, and the experimental prospects to tighten these bounds in the 14 TeV and high luminosity
LHC runs are favourable.
The study presented here represents the first step of a more general program of studies of
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the effective approach supported by the development of a versatile software framework design
which will make easy the extension of the study to other operators. Planned developments
consist of the interpretation of the LHC monojet searches in a broader range of effective models,
for real and complex scalar, Dirac and Majorana fermion, vector, spin 3/2 and tensor WIMPs.
Moreover, in view of our introductory comments, we believe it is appropriate to move past
the minimal picture where a single effective operator is assumed to be responsible for the DM
couplings to the SM and examine the consequences of the inclusion of multiple operators and
of direct couplings of dark matter particles to the Higgs and Z bosons in the analysis. These
issues will be addressed in details as part of a future study.
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The Interplay of the LHC and Direct Dark Matter Detection
in Unravelling Natural Supersymmetry at the Focus Point
D. Barducci, S. Belyaev, A. Bharucha, W. Porod and V. Sanz
Abstract
In this paper we present our results on the interplay of the LHC at 13
TeV (LHC13TeV) and direct dark matter (DDM) experiments in prob-
ing the far focus point (FFP) region of natural supersymmetry, within
the MSSM framework. This parameter space is characterised by low
values of µ and a compressed spectrum for χ01, χ
0
2 and χ
±
1 – the lightest
MSSM particles – which can only be probed via mono-jet signatures.
We therefore study such signatures in our analysis. The low signal-to-
background ratio is a challenging but important characteristic of this
search which, as we show, never exceeds 6%, such that the control of
the systematic error is crucial. We take into account a) realistic system-
atic errors and b) fast detector simulation which are both essential in
estimating the correct LHC sensitivity to the FFP region. We have have
found a high degree of the complementarity between the LHC13TeV
and DDM search experiments: LHC13TeV@ 1.5 ab−1 would be able to
exclude FFP parameter space formχ˜01 with a mass below 120 (200) GeV
for a 5% (3%) systematic error on the background while XENON1T
would be able to probe FFP space with mχ˜01 above 320 GeV. The sen-
sitivity to the mass gap between 120 (200) GeV and 320 GeV is prob-
lematic even for the combination of the LHC13TeV and XENON1T
experiment and requires further attention. Our findings on the collider
searches are also applicable to a more general SUSY framework beyond
the MSSM.
1 Introduction
The naturalness of supersymmetry (SUSY), which has already been discussed for close to two
decades has became even more relevant today, at the time of the LHC running, when the scale of
SUSY is finally being tested in the TeV region. Indeed, the lack of evidence for superparticles
at the CERN LHC, along with the rather high value of the Higgs boson mass for SUSY, raised
the questions of whether the remaining allowed parameter space suffers from a high degree of
fine-tuning, and if there is any parameter space of Natural SUSY (NSUSY) left. We discuss
this problem in the framework of the well-motivated minimal supersymmetric standard model
(MSSM), however note that our findings on collider searches are applicable to a general SUSY
framework.
In the first papers on this subject, the NSUSY space was connected to light gluino and
stop masses [428], on which the limits have already reached the 1 TeV scale in the case where
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the gluino and stops are not degenerate with the LSP (see for example Refs. [302, 303]). Note,
though, that experimental limits relying on certain dominant decay channels (e.g. t˜→ tχ01) can
be significantly relaxed in the scenario we consider below with Higgsino-like dark matter, where
the branching ratios would depend on the left-right admixture of the lightest stop. At the same
time it has been shown that fine-tuning can be low even if the masses of the supersymmetric
scalars and gluino are large. This happens in so called "hyperbolic branch"(HB) [429] or "focus
point" (FP) [430, 431, 432] region of parameter space, where the value of the µ-parameter is
low.
The states directly related to naturalness (primarily the stop and higgsinos) are especially
challenging, and model independent collider bounds are weak or non-existent. Light stops
can be searched directly via missing energy signatures, or indirectly making use of the Higgs
data [433, 434, 435, 436, 437, 438].
This study is devoted to NSUSY in the HB/FP region. In the constrained MSSM, for ex-
ample, µ is driven to low values when m0 parameter is being increased. In this region the mag-
nitude of the µ parameter falls, and the higgsino components of the lighter neutralinos increase.
It was recently argued [439] that electroweak fine tuning in SUSY can be grossly overestimated
by neglecting additional non-independent terms which lead to large cancellations favouring
HB/FP for NSUSY. In the case of large M1 and M2 gaugino masses, MSSM particles, namely
χ01, χ
0
2 and χ
±
1 become quasi-degenerate and acquire a significant higgsino component. This
scenario also provides a naturally low dark matter (DM) relic density via gaugino annihilation
and co-annihilation processes into Standard Model gauge and Higgs bosons. We therefore have
relatively light higgsinos-electroweakinos compared to the other SUSY particles. This scenario
is not just motivated by its simplicity, but also by the lack of evidence for SUSY to date, indi-
cating that a weak scale SUSY spectrum is likely non-universal. Already one decade ago it was
shown that HB/FP parameter space is challenging to probe at the LHC [440] even if the mass
gap between gauginos is large enough to provide leptonic signatures. The most challenging
case takes place when only χ01, χ
0
2 and χ
±
1 are accessible at the LHC, and the mass gap between
them is not enough to produce any leptonic signatures. We call this scenario Far Focus Point
region (FFP). The only way to probe FFP is via a mono-jet signature, as suggested in [441].
This has been applied to studies on compressed SUSY spectra [271, 442, 443].
In this contribution we present our results on the interplay of LHC13TeV with direct dark
matter search experiments in order to probe the FFP region of NSUSY. We focus on scenarios
where the lightest states are nearly pure higgsinos, and plan to consider scenarios with higgsino-
bino mixing in future work. We also take into account realistic systematic error and perform
a fast detector simulation analysis for FFP, crucial in correctly estimating the correct LHC
sensitivity to FFP.
2 Spectrum and decays
We consider scenarios where the lightest neutralinos and charginos are higgsino-like and
where all sfermions have masses in the multi-TeV range.
In the limit |µ|  |M1|, |M2| one finds
mχ˜01,2 ' ∓
[
|µ| ∓ m
2
Z
2
(1± s2β)
(
s2W
M1
+
c2W
M2
)]
(1)
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mχ˜±1 ' |µ|
(
1 +
α(mZ)
pi
(
2 + ln
m2Z
µ2
))
− s2βm
2
W
M2
(2)
where we have defined s2β = sin(2β)sign(µ). We have included the EM corrections in case of
mχ˜±1 . In the case of µ > 0, the eigenstates are
χ˜01,2 '
1√
2
(H˜0d ∓ H˜0u) (3)
χ˜±1 ' H˜±u,d (4)
The mass separation is given by
∆mo = mχ˜02 −mχ˜01 ' m2Z
(
s2W
M1
+
c2W
M2
)
(5)
∆m± = mχ˜±1 −mχ˜01 '
∆m
2
+ µ
α(mZ)
pi
(
2 + ln
m2Z
µ2
)
(6)
where we have neglected corrections of the order 1/ tan β and µ/M2i .
In the case of pure higgsinos, the three body decays are dominated by virtual vector
bosons. However, due to the small mass differences the decays into third generation fermions
are suppressed. Note that in the scenario where M1 is close to |µ| also the off-shell light Higgs
boson h0 can give sizeable contributions [444], in particular if tan β is large. Therefore the
essential parameters for the scenario under study are µ and M1.
Three body decays in the limit of small mass separation are discussed in [445], where
an effective theory study of the pseudo-Dirac Dark Matter scenario [446, 447, 448] such as the
higgsino-like was done. In this limit, the decay width does not depend on the overall neutralino
mass, just on the mass difference,
Γ(χ˜±1 , χ˜
0
2 → f f ′ χ˜01) =
C4
120pi3
∆m5
Λ4
(7)
where Λ ' mW,Z,h0 and ∆m is either mχ˜02 −mχ˜01 or mχ˜+1 −mχ˜01 .
For example, for off-shell Z exchange and decay into leptons, the coefficient C is as
follows
C4 =
1
4
g4
c4W
(s2w − 1/2)2(N13N23 −N14N24)2 '
1
4
g4
c4W
(s2w − 1/2)2 (8)
and similarly for the off-shell W -decay.
The proper decay length is very sensitive to the value of ∆m, and values below the GeV
could lead to a displaced vertex, or a collider-stable situation. Indeed, for the decay χ˜02 → f f¯ χ˜01
with a Z-exchange, the proper decay length is given by
L = cτ ' 0.01 cm
(
∆m
1 GeV
)−5
(Z-exchange) (9)
which implies that for ∆m . 0.1 GeV, χ˜02 would be collider stable. Similarly, for ∆m . 1
GeV one could look for displaced vertices of order 100 µm. Note that the measured decay
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Figure 1: The mass splitting between χ02/χ
±
1 and χ
0
1 for the case M1= 1 TeV and tanβ= 5 versus µ.
length would depend on the boost factor of the decaying neutralino, and in Ref. [445] a detailed
discussion on how to introduce it is presented.
For W -exchange the situation is very similar,
χ˜±1 → f f ′ χ˜01 (10)
with W -exchange leading to
L = cτ ' 0.006 cm
(
∆m
1 GeV
)−5
(W-exchange) (11)
µ (GeV) mχ01 (GeV) mχ02 (GeV) mχ03 (GeV) mχ±1 (GeV)
93 98.4 103.6 994.2 101.0
200 201.9 207.2 994.4 204.6
300 289.8 295.4 994.5 292.6
400 400.0 406.0 994.8 402.9
500 502.7 509.3 995.1 506.1
Table 1: Masses of the higgsino-like lightest gauginos as a function of µ for the scenario with M1 = 1
TeV and tanβ = 5
In Table 1 and Fig. 1 we show the mass spectrum and the mass splitting for the higgsino-
like lightest electroweakinos as a function of µ. These results are presented for M1 = 1 TeV
and tan β = 5, however for such large values of M1 and M2 the mass spectrum, as well as
mass splitting pattern varies slightly (below 1% level) for the whole range of tan β (5-50) under
consideration.
In the following sections 3 and 4, where we have studied the dark matter and collider
phenomenology respectively, M2 and M3 are kept fixed to 2 TeV and 1.5 TeV respectively,
while we decouple the effect of squarks and sleptons in the electroweakino production and
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decay by keeping their mass at ' 2 TeV. The dark matter results are presented for the cases
M1 = µ, M1 = (µ + 1 TeV)/2 and M1 =1 TeV and for tan β = 5, 15, 25, 50, whereas the
collider results are presented for M1 = 1 TeV and tan β = 5.
3 Dark Matter
The newly released results from Planck [449] (see also WMAP [450]) mean that the uncer-
tainty on the already very precise measurement of the dark matter (DM) relic density (ΩDMh2),
assuming ΛCDM cosmology, has become even smaller, ΩPlanckDM h
2 = 0.1198± 0.0026.
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Figure 2: The predicted value of the dark matter relic density ΩDMh2 is shown as a function of the mass
of the lightest neutralino mχ˜0 for four different values of tanβ as indicated. The red, yellow and blue
lines indicate M1 = µ, M1 = (µ+ 1 TeV)/2 and M1 =1 TeV respectively. The relic density measured
by the Planck satellite, ΩPlanckDM h
2, is also shown for comparison. The vertical line shows the LEP limit
on mχ˜+ [451].
The lightest supersymmetric particle (LSP), if stable, will contribute to this relic density.
In the scenarios considered here, the LSP is the lightest neutralino, composed predominantly
of the higgsino and, to varying degrees, of the bino. It is well known that a higgsino-like LSP
produces an under-density of dark matter, i.e. the annihilation cross-section is too high to obtain
the relic abundance observed by Planck. On the other hand, if the LSP is bino-like, annihilation
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Figure 3: The predicted value of the spin-independent annihilation cross section for direct detection
RΩ σSI (pb), rescaled by RΩ = ΩDM/ΩPlanckDM , is shown as a function of the mass of the lightest neu-
tralino mχ˜0 , where colours are as in Fig. 2. The exclusion limits from XENON100 and LUX, as well as
the projected limit from XENON1T are also shown for comparison.
is suppressed, and an over-density is predicted. Therefore a mixed LSP can, at low LSP masses
∼100 GeV, lead to a correct prediction of the relic abundance and this is known as the focus
point(FP) region. Therefore we chose this µ .M1 scenario which results in the value of ΩDMh2
being pausably not above the measured value from Planck which solves the typical problem of
the over-closure of the universe for generic SUSY parameter space.
We then assume that the remaining relic abundance is accounted for by other means, for
example:
– Adding a light multi-TeV moduli field where the higgsino LSP is non-thermally produced
(e.g. Ref. [452])
– Mixed axion-higgsino dark matter (e.g. Ref. [453])
In order to assess the compatibility of the scenarios studied with existing results from
dark matter experiments, we have calculated ΩDMh2 and the spin-independent cross section for
direct detection using micrOmegas 2.4.1 [399, 454]. In Fig. 2 we show the results for ΩDMh2
as a function of the mass of the LSP, i.e. the lightest neutralino, for four different values of
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tan β as indicated. The red, blue and yellow lines indicate M1 = µ, M1 = (µ + 1 TeV)/2
and M1 =1 TeV respectively. From this plot we see, as expected, that in general ΩDMh2 lies
below ΩPlanckDM h
2, and decreases as the neutralino becomes increasingly higgsino-like. The rea-
son causing the difference between the mixed gaugino/higgsino case and the nearly pure hig-
gsino case is the Higgs contribution. The Higgs bosons can couple maximally to neutralinos
if they are a nearly equal admixture of gauginos and higgsinos as is the case for M1 = µ (red
line). Moreover, the dip close to mχ˜01 ' 500 GeV is due to the pseudo-scalar Higgs boson A0
which has a mass close to 1 TeV in our case. Again the effect is more pronounced in case of
M1 = µ. In Fig. 3 we further show the spin-independent annihilation cross section for direct de-
tection, again for four different values of tan β as indicated, and with colour-coding analogous
to Fig. 2. For convenience, on these plots we additionally indicate the most recent limits from
XENON100 [455] and LUX [409], as well as the projected limits from XENON1T after 2 years
live-time and 1 ton fiducial mass (see e.g. Ref. [456]). Instead of σSI, we plot the rescaledRΩ σSI
(pb), where the scaling factor RΩ = ΩDM/ΩPlanckDM allows easy comparison with these bounds,
which in general assume the relic density to be the value measured by Planck. Fig. 3 illustrates
that in the focus point region for low LSP masses, where the correct relic density is predicted
and which is also easiest to see at colliders, is in fact excluded as the the spin-independent cross
section for the direct detection experiments is too high. We would further like to highlight the
interesting complementarity between the reach of the collider searches and the direct detection
searches, particularly interesting for low dark matter masses.
4 Projections for the LHC run at 13 TeV
In this section we perform a study to obtain the projected sensitivity of the LHC run at 13 TeV
to the electroweakino sector in Natural SUSY. Conservatively, we assume that the sfermions are
heavy, and consider a scenario where the mass separations ∆m and ∆m± is not large enough
as to produce visible decay products.
This scenario with degenerate higgsinos, i.e. the NSUSY scenario, is the most difficult
one to test since pair electroweakino production per se will be not detectable. One requires
the help of initial- or final-state radiation (ISR, FSR), which could produce a high pT jet [271]
or photon [457, 458] recoiling against the neutralino system. 1 The diagrams for the mono-jet
+ upslopeET signature are shown in Fig. 4 where we have omitted contribution from heavy squarks.
Therefore the signal subject of our study will be
pp→ χχj χ = χ01,2, χ±1 (12)
In the following, the results are presented for M1 = 1 TeV and tan β = 5, and other
parameters are as mentioned in section 2.
4.1 Analysis Setup
We performed a parton-level simulation using MadGraph [126] with the MSSM model from
FeynRules [253]2, and cross-checked with CalcHEP [189] with the MSSM model from the
HEPMDB website3. Parton-level Standard Model background simulations have been also cross
1 Note that mono-Z [459] or mono-W [460] signatures could also be used to constrain this scenario, although
monojet is the most promising channel.
2http://feynrules.irmp.ucl.ac.be/wiki/MSSM
3http://hepmdb.soton.ac.uk/hepmdb:0611.0028
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Figure 4: Representative diagrams for pair neutralino-chargino production in association with
quark/gluon leading to mono-jet signature.
checked between two packages. Our choice of PDF sets is CTEQ6L1 [285] and we used
the MadGraph dynamical choice of renormalization scale. Parton-level events went through
hadronization and parton-showering using PYTHIA [258], followed by the the Delphes3 [319]
package for fast detector simulation.
4.2 Signal versus background analysis and LHC prospects
It should be stressed that soft leptons and quarks coming from χ02 and χ
±
1 decays will not be
visibly boosted by the ISR since the momenta of the boosted particles is proportional to their
mass. The boost will mostly be taken by the neutralino, whose mass is already limited by LEP
to be above 90 GeV in this scenario [461].
The main SM background to our high pT jet + high upslopeET (monojet) signature is the irre-
ducible Z + jet → νν¯ + jet (Zj). The relative size and shape difference of the signal versus
the Zj background is presented in the left and right frames of Fig. 5 respectively for pjT distri-
bution. In this figure we see that a sizeable cut on pT needs to be applied. With a basic P
j
T > 20
GeV cut the Zj background is about 3 orders of magnitude higher than the signal for the lowest
allowed mass of mχ01 ' 100 GeV.
An important feature of the signal versus background is that the shape of the background
distribution is quite different from the signal: the background falls more rapidly with pTj , and
the difference of slope with respect to the signal is bigger for higher neutralino masses. The
different slope is mainly due to the mass difference between the neutralino from signal and
neutrino from the background. One should also notice that the difference between shapes of
signal and background pTj distributions vanishes for very large values of p
T
j  mχ01 , as one
would expect.
After inspecting these distributions, one expects that the best sensitivity will be achieved
for a high enough values of pTj cut and eventually correlated values of upslopeET cut. Ultimately,
though, the sensitivity will be limited by the systematic uncertainty on the background predic-
tion. From Fig. 5 (left) one can see that even for very large values of pTj cut the highest signal
to background ratio (S/B) will be about 1/10, hence one needs to control the systematic error
at the few percent level. Therefore, in our projections for 13 TeV LHC we carefully take the
systematic error into account 4.
4Note that in a similar study [442], the authors relied on 1% systematic uncertainty which we believe is unre-
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Figure 6: Cross section of the pp → χχ (Left) and pp → χχj (Right) processes (χ = χ01,2, χ±1 ) at the
13 TeV LHC for two choices of cuts at parton level on the leading jet pT .
To give the reader an idea on expected signal rates we present the total cross section of the
pp→ χχj process as a function of µ in Fig. 6 for two different values of pTj cut: 50 GeV (green
curve) and 600 GeV (blue dashed curve). One can see that a high pTj cut such as 600 GeV or
even higher would be required, which provides high enough S/B to comply with control over
systematic uncertainties.
Besides taking into account crucial aspect of controlling on systematic uncertainties, the
steps of going beyond parton-level simulation is essential. By performing a fast simulation,
one can take into account multiple ISR effects, realistic detector energy resolution and particle
acceptances. In particular, the perfect correlations between pTj and upslopeET which take place at
parton level can be considerably spoilt at the level of the fast detector simulation, as we can
see from Fig. 7. As we will see below, the lack of the perfect pTj vs upslopeET correlations leads to a
visible difference of the S/B ratio and significance, and should be taken into account. Note that
alistic.
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in Ref. [443] degenerate higgsinos were studied at parton-level, hence this analysis misses the
effects we just mentioned– as the authors already pointed out.
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Figure 7: pT of the leading jet versus upslopeET for the pp → χχj process (χ = χ01,2, χ±1 ) process in the
NSUSY scenario at parton level (left) and detector simulation level (right).
Besides the leading Zj background, we also considered the irreducible W + jet→ lν +
jet (Wj) background which mimics the signal when the charged lepton goes below the lepton
acceptance cuts. To suppress this background we have applied veto on the charged leptons with
the following pT cuts:
pTe±,µ± > 10 GeV p
T
τ± > 20 GeV (13)
and standard acceptance pseudorapidity cuts
|ηe±,µ±| < 2.5. (14)
We also checked that the tt¯ QCD background is subleading to the electroweak SM background,
once final cuts on the pTj anupslopeET bigger than ' 1 TeV are applied.
Z(νν¯)j W (`ν)j µ = 93 GeV µ = 500 GeV
pTjet > 50 GeV, |ηjet| < 4.5 6.4 E+7 2.9 E+8 2.6 E+5 948
Veto pTe±,µ±/τ± >10/20 GeV 6.2 E+7 1.2 E+8 2.5 E+5 921
pTj >500 GeV 2.5 E+4 2.0 E+4 1051 32
pTj = upslopeET >500 GeV 1.5 E+4 4.1 E+3 747 27
pTj = upslopeET >1000 GeV 315 (375) 65 (32) 21 (31) 2 (2)
pTj = upslopeET >1500 GeV 18 (20) 2 (1) 1 (2) 0 (0)
pTj = upslopeET >2000 GeV 1 (1) 0 (0) 0 (1) 0 (0)
Table 2: Number of events at the 13 TeV LHC with 100 fb−1 integrated luminosity for the backgrounds
and for the signal, µ=93 GeV and µ=500 GeV after the respective cuts indicated in the left column.
Numbers in round brackets correspond to the parton-level predictions. Numbers are rounded to the
integer.
In Table 2 we present our results for the cut-flow for signal and background events for a
centre-of-mass energy of 13 TeV and an integrated luminosity of 100 fb−1.
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100 fb−1 of integrated luminosity as a function of the pTj = upslopeET cut at detector simulation level after the
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The effect of the pTj and upslopeET on the S/B and significance is presented in Fig. 8. The
significance α is based only on statistical error and is calculated as
α = 2(
√
S +B −
√
B) (15)
From Fig. 8 one can clearly see the tension between the increase of S/B and decrease
of statistical significance as a function of pTj . One can also note that S/B ratio is never better
than 6%, which demands the respective systematic error to be well under control. In Fig. 9 we
present our final results for the 13 TeV LHC sensitivity in Luminosity-mχ01 plane for different
S/B assumptions. Under each assumption, for each point in the parameter space, the cut on
pTj /upslopeET has been chosen in order to have at least the chosen S/B ratio. Even for optimistic
S/B=5% ratio, corresponding to the respective systematic error which is consistent with the
recent CMS and ATLAS analyses for LHC8[422, 462], the LSP exclusion is limited to about
120 (130) GeV at 95%CL at 1.5 (3) ab−1 (left figure).
If there is a chance for systematics to go below the LHC8 mark the situation would be
drastically better. For example, we show the results for S/B=3%, a case where the LHC would
be able to probe the NSUSY scenario considerably better: mχ01 > 200 GeV would be excluded
with 1.5 ab−1 integrated luminosity while even for L=100 fb−1 LHC would be able to exclude
mχ01 > 140 GeV. Unfortunately, control of S/B=1% assumed in previous works is not realistic.
Finally in the right figure we show the prospects of discovering such a scenario. In case
of S/B ratio at the 5% level, we could be able to claim a discovery up to 110 GeV LSP with 3
ab−1.
5 Complementarity of the LHC and Dark Matter Direct Detection search
experiments
Let us now take a look at the combined sensitivity of the LHC and DDM experiments to the
FFP parameter space presented in Fig. 10. One can see that sensitivity of the present DDM
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Figure 9: α=2 and α=5 contour plot in the mχ01 , L plane for the 13 TeV LHC.
experiments such as XENON100 and LUX is clearly not enough to probe FFP parameter
space with the naturally low DM relic density. Another point to stress is that cross section of
LSP-nuclei scattering grows faster with the DM mass than the sensitivity of XENON1T does,
which make XENON1T actually able to access the region of FFP parameter space starting from
mχ˜0 & 320 GeV. One should again note that in order to ease comparison with the DDM search
experiment bounds, the cross-section calculated should be rescaled with the respective RΩ fac-
tor as in section 3 to take into account the lower DM relic density in our scenario. At the same
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Figure 10: Current (XENON100, LUX) and future (XENON1T) cross section limits on SI DDM scat-
tering off the nuclei as a function of the mχ0 . The cross-section is rescaled with RΩ = ΩDM/ΩPlanckDM
factor discussed in the text. Vertical lines represent the projected sensitivity of LHC13TeV to the FFP
parameter space, for different assumptions on the control of the systematic error (S/B).
time, collider sensitivity is eventually independent of RΩ. One can see that the LHC reach in
probing the FFP parameter space via monojet signature from production of higgsinos is highly
complementary to DDM search experiments. The vertical lines presents LHC reach for 1.5 ab−1
integrated luminosity and different assumptions on the systematic error (S/B). One can see that
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for S/B control at 5% level, mχ˜0 up to 120 GeV is covered, while making the very optimistic
assumption that S/B ' 3%, the sensitivity of the LHC could extend up to mχ˜0 ' 200 GeV.
Just for reference, in order to check against results of previous studies, we present S/B=1% case
(which is not realistic) for which LHC would cover FFP parameter space up tomχ˜0 ' 300 GeV.
One should note that LHC sensitivity to FFP region can be inferred from ATLAS[463] and
CMS[464] results on monojet searches which can be translated into limits on to the effective
qq¯χ˜0χ˜0 operators and then compared with the spin-dependent(SD) and spin-independent(SI)
limits from DDM search experiments. The best current limit from DDM search experiments is
the SI one from LUX experiment which is slightly better than the XENON100 one. It turns out
that even rescaled XENON100 limit on the SI scattering of the neutralino off the nuclei is more
than two orders of magnitude better than the analogous limits from ATLAS and CMS searches
mentioned above.
6 Conclusions
In this study we explore the LHC13TEV sensitivity to the focus point region of the MSSM
parameter space which is characterised by low values of µ parameter, a necessary condition
for natural SUSY with low fine-tuning. In the case of the M1 and M2 parameters being large,
three MSSM particles, namely χ01, χ
0
2 and χ
±
1 become quasi-degenerate and acquire a signifi-
cant higgsino component. This scenario also provides a naturally low dark matter relic density
via gaugino annihilation and co-annihilation processes into Standard Model gauge and Higgs
bosons. In the case where coloured SUSY particles are heavy and out-of-reach of the LHC, as
in the FFP region, the only way to probe SUSY is via monojet signature.
We present here the first realistic results on the LHC13TeV projections to probe FFP
parameter space taking into account a) realistic systematic errors and b) fast detector simulation.
Both components are crucial in order to estimate the correct LHC sensitivity to FFP. It turns
out that for a very optimistic estimate of the control on S/B at the 3% level, the LHC will be
able to exclude (at 95%CL) FFP parameter space with neutralino masses below 140 GeV with
with 100 fb−1 and below 200 GeV with 1.5 ab−1 integrated luminosity. The LHC sensitivity
depends drastically on the systematic uncertainty level: for a 5% S/B ratio the limits drop down
to mχ˜01 = 120 GeV (compared to 200 GeV at S/B=3%) with 1.5 ab
−1 integrated luminosity.
We have found that while the LHC is sensitive to the low end of χ˜01 mass range, the
DDM search experiments, especially the future XENON1T, become sensitive to the upper end
of FFP χ˜01 mass range, starting from about 320 GeV. This high degree of complementarity of
the LHC and DDM search experiments is crucial for pinning down the whole range of FFP
parameter space. One should note that coverage of the mass gap between 200 GeV and 320
GeV is problematic even for the combination of the LHC13TeV and XENON1T experiment
and requires further attention.
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